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Kurzzusammenfassung 

Intermolekulare Wechselwirkungen von Proteinen untereinander oder mit anderen Molekülen, 

nehmen eine Schlüsselrolle in allen Prozessen lebender Organismen ein. Aus diesem Grund 

stellen Proteine wichtige therapeutische Angriffspunkte (Targets) dar und ihre strukturelle 

Aufklärung ist essenziell für die Entwicklung neuer Wirkstoffe. Native Massenspektrometrie 

(MS) ist ein attraktives Werkzeug, um Proteine und deren Komplexe zu untersuchen. 

Moleküle werden sanft ionisiert und aus der Lösung in die Gasphase überführt mit dem Ziel, 

inter- und intramolekulare Wechselwirkungen und die dreidimensionale Struktur 

aufrechtzuerhalten. Die ionischen Spezies werden durch ihr Masse-zu-Ladungsverhältnis 

detektiert, was zu Informationen über Masse, Ladung und Stöchiometrie führt. Native MS ist 

mit anderen Gasphasentechniken, wie Ionenmobilitätsspektrometrie (IMS), gut kompatibel 

und die Kombination beider Methoden zu Ionenmobilitätsmassenspektrometrie (IM-MS) 

liefert weitere strukturelle Informationen über die Größe und Form eines Moleküls.  

 In dieser Arbeit wurden Protein-Ligandkomplexe mittels nativer MS und nativer IM-MS 

mit dem Ziel untersucht, sie hinsichtlich ihres Potentials für die Hochdurchsatzanalyse der 

Wirkstoffentwicklung zu bewerten. Zuerst wurde native MS eingesetzt, um den Einfluss des 

Standardlösungsmittels Dimethylsulfoxid (DMSO) auf die Proteingasphasenstruktur, sowie 

die Protein-Ligandaffinität zu analysieren. Es wurde gezeigt, dass sich je nach DMSO 

Konzentration in der Probe die Ladungszustandsverteilung und somit vermutlich auch die 

Gasphasenstruktur eines Proteins ändert. Weiterhin verringerte sich die Affinität des Liganden 

mit steigender DMSO Konzentration. In einer zweiten Studie wurde das Potential von nativer 

MS für die fragmentbasierte Wirkstoffentwicklung getestet. In diesem Ansatz werden kleine 

Molekülfragmente gegen ein Target gescreent, wodurch im Vergleich zum Standard-

hochdurchsatzverfahren höhere Erfolgsraten bei gleichzeitig geringerer Probenanzahl möglich 

sind. Ergebnisse von vier getesteten Targetproteinen zeigten, dass native MS im Moment 

noch keinen großen Durchsatz erlaubt, jedoch wichtige Einblicke in Protein-Ligandkomplexe 

liefern kann, welche durch andere Methoden nicht ohne Weiteres zugänglich sind. In einer 

weiteren Studie wurde in Kombination mit IMS der Einfluss der unmittelbaren 

Proteinumgebung auf dessen Gasphasenstruktur untersucht. Dafür wurden Kronenether-

moleküle nichtkovalent gebunden, um positiv geladene Seitenketten zu mikrosolvatisieren und 

sie dadurch vor einem Zurückfalten auf das Proteinrückgrat zu bewahren. Mit Hilfe von 

Tandem MS und IM-MS wurden Bindungsstellen der Kronenether identifiziert und darüber 

hinaus gezeigt, dass bestimmte Proteinseitenketten die Gasphasenstruktur auch ohne Bindung 

von Kronenether stabilisieren können. In der letzten Studie wurde IM-MS erfolgreich als 

Methode zum Konformationsscreening von Protein-Peptidkomplexen eingesetzt. Die 
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Komplexe zeigten nur geringe strukturelle Unterschiede, weshalb sie mittels kollisions-

induzierter Entfaltung und Dissoziation weiter untersucht und ihre Unterschiede in Stabilität 

und Entfaltungsverhalten analysiert wurden.  

 Zusammenfassend stellen native MS und IM-MS wertvolle Werkzeuge zur 

Charakterisierung von Protein-Ligandwechselwirkungen dar. Gegenwärtig sind die Methoden 

zwar noch nicht für eine große Probenanzahl geeignet, aber durch ständige Entwicklungen 

werden sie in naher Zukunft sicherlich eine bedeutendere Rolle im Prozess des Wirkstoff-

designs einnehmen können.  
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Abstract  

Intermolecular interactions of proteins with each other or with other molecules play a key role 

in all processes in living organisms. Therefore, proteins represent important therapeutic 

targets and their structural elucidation is essential for the development of new drugs. Native 

mass spectrometry (MS) is an attractive tool for the investigation of proteins and their 

complexes. Molecules are ionized gently and transferred from solution into the gas phase with 

the aim to maintain inter- and intramolecular non-covalent interactions and the three-

dimensional structure. By measuring the mass-to-charge ratio of the ionic species, information 

on mass, charge, and stoichiometry can be obtained. Native MS is readily compatible with 

other gas-phase techniques, such as ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) and the combination of 

both methods, so-called ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS), provides further structural 

information on the overall size and shape of a molecule.  

 In this thesis, protein-ligand complexes were investigated using native MS and IM-MS 

with the aim of evaluating their potential for application in high-throughput analysis for drug 

discovery. First, native MS was used to elucidate the influence of the standard solvent 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) on the protein gas-phase structure and protein-ligand affinity. It 

was shown that the protein charge-state distribution and likely the gas-phase structure is 

altered depending on the DMSO concentration. In addition, the protein-ligand affinity 

decreased with increasing DMSO levels. In a second study, the potential of native MS for 

fragment-based drug discovery was evaluated. This approach is based on the screening of 

small molecular fragments against a target and promises higher hit rates and smaller library 

sizes compared to standard high-throughput screening. Data on four protein systems showed 

that native MS currently presents a medium- to low-throughput method but can provide 

valuable insights into protein-ligand interactions that are inaccessible by other techniques. In 

combination with IMS, the influence of a protein’s microenvironment on its gas-phase 

structure was investigated. To do so, crown-ether molecules were attached non-covalently to 

microsolvate positively charged protein side chains, preventing them from collapsing onto the 

protein backbone. Using tandem MS and IM-MS, the crown-ether binding sites were 

identified and it was shown that specific side chains stabilize the gas-phase structure even 

without crown-ether binding. In the last study, IM-MS was successfully tested as a tool for 

conformational screening of protein-peptide complexes. Only subtle structural differences 

between the complexes were observed, and a further investigation by collision-induced 

unfolding and collision-induced dissociation displayed differences in complex stability and 

unfolding behavior. In summary, native MS and IM-MS are valuable tools for the 

characterization of protein-ligand interactions. Currently, the methods are limited to a small 

number of samples, but ongoing developments promise a decisive role in drug discovery in 

the near future.  
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1 Introduction 

Proteins represent the most versatile macromolecules in living systems. Constructed from the 

same set of only 20 amino acid building blocks, thousands of different proteins are formed, 

each folded into a distinct three-dimensional structure with a specific task. Proteins are 

involved in cell growth and degradation or in the cell-cell communication, but they can also 

catalyze reactions or provide immune protection. All these functions are usually based on 

molecular recognition, which implies the interaction of proteins with each other or with other 

molecules (carbohydrates, lipids, DNA).[1] However, when a protein does not properly fulfill 

its natural function any longer or when a protein’s structure changes irreversibly, also known 

as protein misfolding, this can also contribute to the cause of severe diseases. The structural 

elucidation of proteins and their assemblies, as well as the characterization of protein-ligand 

interactions is the fundamental basis for a better understanding of biochemical pathways in 

our organism. Furthermore, this knowledge is essential for medicinal chemistry to treat 

diseases and develop novel therapeutics. In this context, one of the key steps during the early 

drug discovery process is the identification of small molecules that bind specifically to the 

target protein. This binding can induce conformational changes in the protein or prevent the 

natural ligand from entering the active site.  

Today, a variety of biological methods is available for the structural investigation of proteins 

and their complexes. Each method has its strengths and weaknesses for which reason they are 

typically used in combination to increase confidence and the informational content. 

Techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy[2] and X-ray 

crystallography[3] provide high-resolution information and represent the gold standards in the 

field of drug discovery, while isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)[4] and surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR)[5] are especially appreciated for the competence in determining binding 

affinities. Another method that is ideally suited for the analysis of non-covalent interactions is 

mass spectrometry (MS). Using this technique, the analytes of interest are ionized, transferred 

into the gas phase and subsequently analyzed based on their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio. Thus, 

information on mass, charge, stoichiometry, and relative stability can be obtained with the 

advantage of using very low amounts of sample in a short time frame. Mass 

spectrometry-based methods have contributed to a great extent to the identification of the 

human proteome,[6] in pharmaceutical industry, mass spectrometry has been established for 

quality control and to follow pharmacodynamics or pharmacokinetics.[7] In recent years, native 
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MS,[8] a particular concept of mass spectrometry, attracted interest for application in drug 

discovery. By using neutral aqueous solutions and gentle conditions, non-covalent protein-

ligand interactions are maintained upon transfer from solution into the gas phase, which 

allows a direct analysis of binding and relative binding affinities. Native MS can be readily 

combined with other gas-phase techniques, such as ion mobility spectrometry (IMS), to obtain 

further information. In IMS, ionic species are guided through a gas-filled cell and are separated 

according to charge, size, and shape. The overall size of the molecule can be estimated in form 

of a rotationally-averaged collision cross section. Thus, ion mobility-mass spectrometry 

(IM-MS) allows the simultaneous analysis of mass, charge, size, and shape. Furthermore, it 

enables to follow conformational changes and therefore presents a promising tool for the 

investigation of protein-ligand interactions.  

Motivation and Outline of the Thesis 

In this thesis, protein-ligand interactions are investigated using native MS and IM-MS with the 

aim of evaluating their potential for routine application in drug discovery. Chapter 2 

introduces the basic principles of the applied methods and important applications in the field. 

In addition, characteristics of the two utilized instruments are briefly described.  

Besides the capability for high-throughput and automation, simple and fast sample handling is 

a key factor for a successful application in screening assays. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) has 

established as the standard solvent for compound storage and handling. Depending on the 

solubility of the molecules and the biological method that is used, the level of DMSO in the 

final samples can be comparatively high. In Chapter 3, the effect of DMSO on the protein 

gas-phase structure and on protein-ligand affinity is studied with native MS based on two 

protein domains and a high-affinity binding ligand. The results show a significantly altered 

charge-state distribution in the mass spectra with differing DMSO concentrations. 

Furthermore, a lower binding affinity is observed for increasing DMSO level. Possible 

mechanisms for this effect and a potential solution to replace DMSO are discussed.  

To investigate protein-ligand interactions in detail and select the ligand with the highest 

binding affinity, it can be of great benefit to focus at first on the characterization of small 

systems. In recent years, fragment-based screening (FBS) has evoked as a promising 

alternative to standard high-throughput screening (HTS). In FBS, small fragments of a 

molecule up to a molecular size of ~300 Da are investigated on their interactions with 

proteins. The question whether native MS has the potential to be applied for FBS is evaluated 
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in Chapter 4. To do so, small sets of systematically chosen fragments are screened against 

four proteins of different classes. MS results are compared to data from thermal shift assay 

(TSA), which presents a well-established method in screening campaigns. The results strongly 

indicate that native MS is not yet ready to be implemented in a high-throughput scaffold, but 

provides valuable information on protein-ligand interactions as a complementary method.  

IM-MS likely presents an attractive tool for applications in pharmaceutical industry, as it 

cannot only provide information on the overall shape of a target protein, but also monitor 

conformational changes. In general, the gas-phase structure of a protein can be manipulated 

simply by attaching crown-ether molecules non-covalently to positively charged side chains of 

a protein. It was shown previously that this microsolvation prevents a collapse of the charged 

side chains onto the protein backbone. In Chapter 5, IM-MS is applied in combination with 

tandem MS to identify such crown-ether binding sites on the protein ubiquitin. The results 

show that specific side chains play a decisive role for a structural preservation in the gas phase. 

Residues that are involved in salt bridges stabilize the protein structure and do not bind 

favorably to crown ethers.  

Upon ligand binding, a conformational rearrangement can be induced in the protein, which 

can be readily detected by IM-MS. In Chapter 6, IM-MS is employed successfully as a tool for 

conformational screening of protein-peptide complexes. The investigated complexes show 

only subtle structural differences, which is assigned to a collapse due to a flexible linker in the 

protein. In addition, unfolding and dissociation of the complexes are investigated to provide 

information on unfolded structures and on relative binding affinities. 

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and gives future prospects for native MS and IM-MS.  
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2 Fundamentals 

2.1 Proteins and their Structural Elements 

Proteins represent one of the most important classes of biomolecules in every organism. They 

are built from a repertoire of 20 different α-L-amino acid building blocks (Figure 2.1), which 

are connected to each other via covalent peptide bonds to a linear sequence. This sequence, 

referred to as the primary structure (Figure 2.1), determines predominantly how the protein 

backbone folds into a specific three-dimensional shape. In addition, protein folding is 

influenced by interactions between the peptide backbone and amino acid side chains as well as 

between the molecule and its environment. These interactions are based for example on ionic 

attractions, hydrogen bonds, van der Waals or hydrophobic forces and lead to the generation 

of further structural elements. A local three-dimensional organization of the peptide chain 

results in the formation of secondary structural elements, such as α-helices, β-sheets, and turns 

(Figure 2.1). These elements can further arrange to form the tertiary structure and multiple 

proteins or protein subunits assemble to the quaternary structure (Figure 2.1).[9] The three-

dimensional protein structure is closely related to its function (structure-activity-relationship). 

Thus, to be able to interact specifically with natural binding partners, the protein has to adopt 

and maintain its native structure, which represents commonly the most thermodynamically 

stable structure under physiological conditions.[10] 

 

Figure 2.1: Classification of protein structure elements from left to right: structures of α-L-amino acid and 
α-D-amino acid with side chain R, primary structure, secondary structure, tertiary structure, and quaternary 
structure.  
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2.2 Native Mass Spectrometry 

2.2.1 What is Native Mass Spectrometry? 

In native mass spectrometry (MS) biomolecules are transferred gently into the gas phase using 

non-denaturing conditions. The aim is to maintain the tertiary and quaternary structure and to 

transfer non-covalent complexes intact. The term native MS was coined in 2004,[8] but first 

experiments have been performed already in the early 1990s.[11-14] The strictest definition of the 

native state of a protein implies the fully folded and biologically functional form in its natural 

environment. As mass spectrometry is a gas-phase method and biomolecules are investigated 

outside the cell in a high-vacuum environment, native MS seems impossible. Certainly, it 

cannot fully reflect the native state present in vivo, but only imitate biological conditions as best 

as possible. Using the term native in the context of this thesis thus refers to the biological 

status of the biomolecules in solution before ionization and detection, which is attempted to 

be maintained.[15] 

Native MS does not yield high-resolution molecular or atomic structural information like 

NMR spectroscopy or X-ray crystallography. However, it can provide information on the 

composition, stoichiometry and on subunit assemblies of proteins and protein complexes 

(Figure 2.2). Combining these puzzle pieces, the topology of a protein complex can be 

reassembled. Furthermore, native MS allows the direct detection of ligand binding and fishing 

for the best binding compound (Figure 2.2D), which will be discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 2.4. In contrast to other methods, MS has the advantage of high sensitivity, 

selectivity, and speed, and a very low amount of sample (pmol to fmol range) is required for 

an experiment.[16] Another huge benefit is the ability to select and investigate one species in the 

presence of others. The different species can be assigned unambiguously by their mass-to-

charge (m/z) ratio and thus no additional labeling is necessary.  
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Figure 2.2: Schematic overview of the information native MS can provide. The topology of a protein 

assembly can be recomposed by using A) composition, B) stoichiometry, and C) information on subunit 

assemblies. D) Native MS can furthermore detect ligand binding and determine the best binding 

compound.  

2.2.2 How to Make Large Proteins Fly - a Brief Historical Overview 

One of the most important milestones that paved the way for the investigation of intact 

biomolecules in the gas phase was the introduction of two soft ionization methods, 

electrospray ionization (ESI)[17] and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI),[18] in 

the 1980s. In MALDI the analyte is embedded in a matrix and irradiated with short UV and 

IR laser pulses, which leads predominantly to singly charged ions. MALDI has been applied 

successfully to preserve non-covalent complexes,[19, 20] however, there are still some critical 

factors to overcome. These are for example possible interactions with the matrix, the 

dissociation of weak non-covalent interactions during the ionization process, or the challenge 

to detect high-molecular weight ions. For these reasons ESI is still the preferred ionization 

technique in the field.[21] 

With ESI usually multiply charged ions are formed. Starting from atmospheric pressure, an 

analyte solution is injected into a metal capillary and an electric potential is applied. This 

potential is positive versus ground for positive ion mode and vice versa for negative ion 

mode.[22, 23] In the following, the procedure in the positive ion mode will be discussed as it is 

more commonly used for peptides and proteins.  
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Figure 2.3: A) Schematic depiction of the electrospray ionization process. B) Schematic representation of 

the desolvation process.  

A schematic representation of the ESI mechanism is depicted in Figure 2.3A. Due to the 

electric potential, positively charged analytes are enriched at the capillary tip and a so-called 

Taylor cone is formed. From this cone a fine jet of initial ESI droplets filled with the analytes 

is emitted with radii in the µm range (Figure 2.3B). The droplets undergo rapid solvent 

evaporation and shrink until the Rayleigh limit is reached.[24] This limit describes the threshold 

where the surface tension of the droplet is able to compensate Coulomb repulsion and the 

droplet is still stable. Droplets at the Rayleigh limit produce even smaller and highly charged 

offspring droplets via jet fission. The repeated evaporation yields ESI droplets with radii of a 

few nm.  

Three different mechanisms are accepted for the ion release and they are schematically 

represented in Figure 2.4: (A) Small molecules are released by the ion evaporation model 

(IEM).[25] In this model the charged ion travels to the droplet surface and departs in form of a 

small gas-phase cluster, which consists of the ion and a few solvent molecules. The remaining 

solvation shell is lost when traversing the sample interface and colliding with background 

gas.[26] (B) Large globular species, like natively folded proteins desolvate via the charged residue 

model (CRM).[22] Here it is assumed that the generated nanodroplets contain a single analyte 

molecule and dry out with the charge of the droplet being transferred to the analyte.[22, 23]  
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of three different ion release mechanisms in ESI: A) ion evaporation 

model (IEM), B) charged residue model (CRM), and C) chain ejection model (CEM).  

(C) In case of unfolded proteins, the ion is assumed to be released by the chain ejection model 

(CEM).[27] While natively folded proteins are compact and hydrophobic residues are embedded 

in the core, unfolded proteins adopt an extended structure with solvent-accessible 

hydrophobic side chains. Due to the large hydrophobic character, it is not favorable for the 

unfolded protein to stay in the droplet. Thus, it migrates to the droplet surface and a stepwise 

ejection occurs.  

A miniaturized version of ESI is nanoflow ESI (nanoESI, nESI).[28] In contrast to 

conventional ESI, where tip openings are ~100 µm, nESI uses metal-coated borosilicate 

capillaries with smaller tip openings of around 1-5 µm. This results in smaller initial droplets, 

significantly reduced flow rates and reduced sample consumption as well as increased 

sensitivity and enhanced ionization efficiency.[23, 28] Moreover, nESI is usually more tolerable to 

nonvolatile salts and buffers.[29] With the commercial introduction of the TriVersa NanoMate 

(Advion®) in 2005, the automatization of nESI was promoted, which facilitates applications 

in high throughput screening. This chip-based nano electrospray ionization technology with a 

robotic inlet system allows fully automated direct infusion of individual samples and can also 

be coupled to nano liquid chromatography.[30]  
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Not only the introduction of soft ionization methods, but also major developments in mass 

analyzers led to the high success and exorbitantly increasing applications of native mass 

spectrometry for the analysis of biomolecules. To date the most commonly used combination 

of mass analyzers in native MS is quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-ToF) mass spectrometry.[31] 

While time-of-flight mass analyzers have theoretically no upper mass limit and stand out by a 

high sensitivity and high resolution on a fast timescale,[32] conventional quadrupoles allow an 

acquisition up to only m/z 2000 - 4000. This is however too low for measurements of intact 

large biomolecules. With quadrupoles running at a lower radiofrequency or different 

dimensions, this problem can be overcome and the m/z-selection range can be increased up to 

m/z 32,000.[33, 34] Moreover, in contrast to small molecules, higher pressures and voltages have 

to be applied to keep large biomolecules focused on their trajectory (collisional focusing or 

collisional cooling) and to guarantee successful transmission. This is enabled by a pressure 

increase in several pumping stages of the mass spectrometer.[35] The Q-ToF technology has 

been used with great success on many protein complexes with high m/z ions,[36, 37] and 

molecular weights of even several million Daltons.[38] Alternative mass analyzers with high 

sensitivity and high resolution are the Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR)[39, 

40] analyzer and the Orbitrap mass analyzer.[41] Especially the latter has gained growing 

attention, since a modified version allows the transmission of high m/z ratios and 

measurements with a significantly higher resolving power compared to conventional Q-ToF 

instruments can be performed.[15] A high resolution in the high mass range has led to some 

excellent studies on protein complexes, where small differences could be mapped even in 

megadalton assemblies.[42, 43]  

2.2.3 Protein Structure in the Gas Phase 

In the beginning of this chapter the term native MS was introduced and in this regard it was 

pointed out that native refers to the state of the biomolecules in solution before ionization and 

detection. The question to what extent native structure can be retained in the gas phase led to 

a fierce debate between experts in the field, which is partly still ongoing today.[44, 45]  

In this context, the charge-state distribution in the mass spectrum can provide a first 

indication on the structural preservation. It is accepted that folded proteins adopt compact 

structures and accommodate fewer charges, while unfolded species show extended structures 

and can be highly charged.[46] Therefore, proteins with a compact or even native-like structure 

appear with a narrow charge-state distribution at lower charge in the mass spectrum, whereas 
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significantly higher charges and broader charge-state distributions are typically formed from 

solutions in which the protein is denatured.[47-50] It is important to mention that the choice of 

solvent already plays a decisive role, as it has an influence on the protein structure in solution 

and thus also on the resulting charge-state distribution in the mass spectrum. In conventional 

ESI experiments, the sample is sprayed from an acidified organic solvent. Figure 2.5 (top) 

exemplarily shows the nESI mass spectrum of the muscle protein myoglobin from an aqueous 

solution containing 50 % methanol (MeOH) and 1 % formic acid (FA). Under these 

conditions the protein receives numerous positive charges with two broad charge-state 

distributions centered on 17+ and 9+. The experimentally determined molecular weight of the 

main species of 16,937 Da identifies the protein as the apo-form (non-heme bound 

myoglobin) and the free heme unit is detected at m/z 654. Besides, holo-myoglobin is also 

formed with low intensity under these conditions. Instead of organic solvents, aqueous buffer 

solutions at neutral pH are employed in native MS. Unfortunately, the buffers that are usually 

used for purification and stabilization of proteins, such as tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethan 

(TRIS) or 2-(4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) cannot be used, 

because they contain nonvolatile salts and interfere with ESI. A solvent that proved to be well 

compatible with ESI is aqueous ammonium acetate (10 mM to 1 M), as it is volatile and 

therefore desolvates easily during the ionization process.[23] When myoglobin was measured 

from an ammonium acetate solution at neutral pH, the nESI mass spectrum in the positive 

ion mode shows a narrow distribution of relatively low charge states centered around 8+ 

(Figure 2.5 bottom). In this case, the heme unit is still bound to myoglobin (17,548 Da) and 

the apo-form is not detected. Under non-denaturing conditions the protein is substantially less 

charged than in organic solvents, which can be attributed to a more compact surface in folded 

structures. Furthermore, this example illustrates nicely that non-covalent protein-ligand 

interactions can be maintained in the gas phase under non-denaturing conditions, whereas in 

organic solvents these interactions are likely to be disrupted.  

Besides the charge-state distribution, another indication for an intact structure is the fully 

functional protein. An excellent example is presented by an early study on the tobacco mosaic 

virus, where it was shown that the functional structure can be retained in the gas phase.[51] 

Virus particles were electrosprayed from solution and subsequently captured and visualized by 

electron microscopy. Fascinatingly, the virus was still viable and infected tobacco plants after 

its passage through the mass spectrometer. This strongly indicates that the virus capsid 

structure is preserved in the gas phase.  
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Figure 2.5: nESI mass spectra of myoglobin sprayed from (top) a MeOH: H2O (50:49) solution with 1 % 

formic acid and sprayed from (bottom) 10 mM aqueous ammonium acetate solution at neutral pH. Binding 

of the heme unit is observed when sprayed from ammonium acetate, which indicates to a native-like protein 

structure in the gas phase. Sprayed from acidified organic solvent the apo-protein is the primarily detected 

species. PDB entry: 4FWZ was used for the exemplary protein structure of myoglobin.  

However, in a different study on green fluorescent protein (GFP) the functional structure 

could not be preserved.[52] Although the mass spectrum showed a narrow charge-state 

distribution and a large stability against dissociation, fluorescence emission was not observed 

for gas-phase GFP. This study exemplifies that the charge-state distribution is not always a 

reliable criterion and that native MS data has to be interpreted carefully.[53]  

Furthermore, it should be considered that changing the environment from solution to the gas 

phase also entails alternating binding forces. In the absence of water hydrophobic 

contributions are substantially weakened or get lost, whereas ionic attractions and van der 

Waals interactions are strengthened.[54] Depending on the nature of the proteins, 

reorganization or even unfolding might be the consequence.[44, 45] However, ionic interactions 

such as salt bridges can also stabilize the native fold in the gas phase.[55] For the majority of 

proteins it can be assumed that at least structural motifs are retained in the gas phase. This is 

strongly indicated by several studies over the last decade on various different biomolecules 
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such as whole virus particles,[38] the proteasome,[56, 57] membrane proteins,[58] or very complex 

molecular machines like the V-type ATP synthase.[59]  

Up to date, proteins and protein complexes are the most commonly investigated analytes by 

native MS.[15] To further increase the information content, native MS can be readily combined 

with bioinformatics[60] or other structural methods, such as hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) 

exchange,[61] cross-linking,[62] infrared spectroscopy[63] or ion mobility spectrometry.[64] Using 

these hyphenated methods usually adds another, orthogonal, dimension to m/z and thus can 

give further insights on structural or mechanistic details.  

2.3 Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry 

2.3.1 Development and Applications 

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is an analytical technique in which ions are separated based 

on their mobility in a gaseous medium. The basic principles were already described more than 

one century ago when the French scientist Langevin studied the motion of ions in an electric 

field.[65, 66] Since then substantial technical developments have been achieved and during 

several decades IMS has been used for a wide range of applications. It plays for example a 

prominent role for military and security purposes, where it is employed to detect chemical 

weapons, explosives or illegal drugs.[67, 68] In industry, IMS is used as quality control and 

monitoring device to detect hazardous side products.[66] Moreover, it is utilized in 

environmental research for air quality analysis and the detection of microbiological 

organisms.[69] IMS does not only allow studying the structure of gas-phase ions, but it also 

enables the separation of structural isomers and therefore it can be used additionally as a gas-

phase separation method.[66]  

In recent years, IMS systems found an increasing demand for new applications of complex 

samples like biological tissues in medicine. To improve the analysis of these challenging 

samples, hyphenated methods are used. Ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS), which 

combines IMS with MS, emerged as a valuable tool for many different applications over the 

last decades. While mass spectrometry separates ions based on their mass-to-charge (m/z) 

ratio, the separation in IMS is based on the overall size and shape. As these two aspects of 

separation occur on different timescales, the two methods are well compatible for an 

orthogonal analysis in a single instrument.[70]  
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2.3.2 General Principles 

A typical IM-MS experiment starts with the ionization of the analyte for example via nano 

electrospray ionization. Ion packages are then pulsed into the ion mobility cell, which is filled 

with an inert buffer gas, such as helium or nitrogen. Guided by a weak electric field, the ions 

traverse the cell and undergo collisions with the buffer gas. Thereby, ions are separated 

according to their mobility K, which is dependent on charge, size, and shape of the species. 

This principle is particularly helpful when analyzing molecules with the same mass 

(e.g. isomers) that cannot be differentiated by the m/z ratio. Larger ions collide more often with 

the gas atoms and have a lower mobility than smaller, more compact, ions (Figure 2.6A). 

Furthermore, highly charged ions travel faster through the cell than lower charged ions 

(Figure 2.6B). The velocity v of an ion is the product of ion mobility K and the electric field E 

(Eq. 2.1). The drift time tD that a specific ion species needs to travel through the ion mobility 

cell with a known dimension d is measured and can also be used to determine the velocity of 

an ion.[71]  

𝑣 = 𝐾𝐸 =  
𝑑

𝑡𝐷

 (2.1) 

The measured drift time is instrument-dependent and therefore hardly comparable between 

different instruments. Using a classical drift-tube IMS setup, the drift time of a particular ion 

can be further converted into a rotationally-averaged collision cross section Ω (CCS). The 

CCS corresponds to the area that collides with the drift gas. It is a molecular property that is 

instrument-independent and thus can be compared to theoretical values obtained from X-ray 

crystallography, NMR spectroscopy, or model structures. To calculate the CCS, the mobility K 

is normalized against temperature T and pressure P, which results in the reduced mobility K0 

(Eq. 2.2). 

𝐾0 =  
𝑑

𝐸𝑡𝐷

 
273

𝑇
 

𝑃

760
 (2.2) 

Subsequently, the reduced mobility K0 is inserted in the Mason-Schamp equation[72] (Eq. 2.3) 

to obtain the collision cross section Ω (typically in Å2 or nm2): 

𝛺 =  
3 𝑧𝑒

16 𝑁
(

2 𝜋

µ 𝑘𝐵𝑇
)

1/2 1

𝐾0

 (2.3) 

with ze being the ion’s charge, N the density number of gas, µ the reduced mass of the ion and 

buffer gas, and kB the Boltzmann constant.  
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Figure 2.6: Principle of an ion mobility separation (IMS). The ion mobility cell is filled with an inert buffer 

gas, such as helium, and ions are guided through the cell by a weak electric field. Ions of the same m/z can 

be separated according to their mobility, which is dependent on A) the size, shape, and B) charge of the 

ionic species. The drift time of each ion package is recorded and plotted for all analyzed species as an arrival 

time distribution (ATD). 

Experimentally determined CCSs can also be compared with theoretically predicted values. 

The three approaches that are most commonly used to obtain theoretical CCSs from three-

dimensional model structures are the trajectory method, the projection approximation (PA), 

and the exact hard sphere scattering (EHSS) method. Details of the individual approaches can 

be found in the literature.[71, 73, 74] Briefly, PA is the most reduced and computationally cheapest 

method, but it is not necessarily suitable for large biomolecules. EHSS is more advanced 

compared to PA. In general, PA often underestimates CCS values of native protein structures, 

while EHSS overestimates them. The most reliable results can be obtained using the trajectory 

method, but it is also the most expensive and elaborate computational approach. In all three 

methods helium is used as standard gas for the calculations, which should be considered when 

comparing with experimental values. In general, nitrogen CCS values are higher in magnitude 

compared to helium CCS values. 
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2.3.3 Instrument Types 

In the following section, different ion mobility types are briefly discussed and a schematic 

representation of the characteristics is illustrated in Figure 2.7. Drift tube ion mobility 

spectrometry (DT-IMS, Figure 2.7A) is the oldest and simplest form of ion mobility and its 

basic principles were explained in detail in the previous section. Together with traveling wave 

ion mobility spectrometry (TW-IMS) it presents one of the two most important and most 

frequently used types of IMS. In DT-IMS, a homogeneous, linear electric field is used, which 

is generated for example by a stack of ring electrodes.[75] The ions are pulsed in packages into 

the drift cell and move against the gas flow. Due to the uniform electric field, the mobility of 

the ions is inverse proportional to Ω and thus absolute CCS values can be determined directly 

from the measured drift times and the applied experimental conditions (Eq. 2.3). The IMS 

resolution can be improved with the length of the drift cell. In this regard, drift tube lengths 

up to three meter have been reported[76] and even a cyclic layout is possible.[77]  

In traveling wave ion mobility mass spectrometry (TW-IMS, Figure 2.7B) the ion mobility cell 

consists of a series of stacked ring electrodes. It uses traversing pulses that guide the ions 

through the ion mobility cell. As a result of this inhomogeneous electric field, the ions follow 

complex trajectories during their migration through the IMS cell.[78] They virtually surf on the 

traveling wave, and ions with higher mobility are carried further, while ions with lower 

mobility roll over the wave. The velocity of the wave as well as the amplitude of the voltage 

pulse can be adjusted to optimize separation and ion transmission.[66, 78] This leads to a good 

resolution and duty cycle, but does not allow the determination of absolute CCS values. 

Instead, CCS values can be estimated using species with similar physicochemical properties 

and known CCSs as calibrants.[79] While such a calibration is relatively straightforward in the 

positive ion mode by now, it is still challenging for larger biomolecules in the negative ion 

mode, as suitable calibrants are often not available. With the introduction of the commercially 

available Synapt HDMS in 2006,[80] TWIMS has gained high popularity entailed by a great and 

still increasing number of applications. 

Another form of ion mobility is high-field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrometry 

(FAIMS, Figure 2.7C).[81] In this technique, an asymmetric waveform is applied between two 

electrodes. The ions move with the gas flow through the cell and experience two alternating 

electric fields, which are applied perpendicular to the flow. The mobility of the ions is 

different depending on whether they are exposed to high or low electric field strength. This 

entails a radial movement of the ions with the risk of neutralization at the electrode walls.  
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the characteristics of different ion mobility types: A) Drift tube 

IMS (DT-IMS), B) Traveling wave IMS (TW-IMS), C) High field asymmetric waveform IMS (FAIMS), and 

D) Trapped IMS (TIMS). For each type the characteristic motion of the ions in the cell and the 

corresponding potential gradient diagram are shown.  

To refocus the ions on their pathway, a compensation voltage is applied, which differs for 

ions of different charge and size. Instead of the drift time, the compensation voltage for a 

given species is generally reported. With FAIMS only one species can be analyzed at a time 

and CCSs cannot be determined. Furthermore, under high-field conditions, proteins can be 

activated and undergo conformational changes. Thus, it is primarily used as a filter technique 

to dispose of unwanted species and increase the sensitivity of the ions of interest.[82]  

Another very recent development is trapped IMS (TIMS).[83] Here, the ions are trapped in the 

ion mobility cell by an electric field and separated according to their size-to-charge ratio. 
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Subsequently, the ions are eluted as packages by manipulation of the electric field. This leads 

to a very high IMS resolution and efficient separation. As the ion mobility resolution can be 

adjusted, the duty cycle can be increased by up to 100 %. CCS values can be estimated with a 

calibration procedure.  

2.3.4 Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry of Proteins 

After the successful coupling of IMS and MS in the early 1960s,[84] primarily atoms and small 

molecules, such as gases or metal ions, were studied. The first peptides and small proteins 

were investigated at the end of the 1990s,[85] however, it still took a few more years until larger 

proteins and their assemblies could be analyzed successfully. One of the first studies of large 

intact complexes revealed that the 11-membered ring assembly of an RNA-binding protein is 

mostly maintained.[86] This work provided one of the first pieces of direct evidence that IM-

MS can contribute essentially to elucidate whether native structure can be retained in the gas 

phase. When measuring the drift time of a protein through the ion mobility cell, the overall 

shape of each charge state in the mass spectrum can be displayed in form of an arrival time 

distribution (ATD). Figure 2.8 shows the ATDs for charge states 4+ to 9+ exemplarily for the 

protein ubiquitin as a function of collision cross section. It can be observed that low charge 

states (4+) adopt more compact structures with smaller CCS values, whereas species in higher 

charge states (8+, 9+) show more extended structures, which is often attributed to Coulomb 

repulsion within the molecule. Intermediate charge states (~5+ to 7+) can adopt a multitude 

of conformations, as reflected in very broad ATDs with several features. From these findings 

it can be assumed that lowly charged species resemble a native-like structure of a protein. In 

the case of ubiquitin a comparison of IM-MS data and solution phase data revealed that ions 

with a charge <7+ are of similar size as the native fold of the protein.[87, 88]  
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Figure 2.8: Measured arrival time distributions (ATDs) for the protein ubiquitin in different charge states 

(from 4+ to 9+). The x-axis was transformed from drift time to absolute CCS in Å2. The figure illustrates 

that the CCS increases for higher charge states. Moreover, lower charge states (4+) and higher charge states 

(8+, 9+) appear in narrow ATDs with only one conformational family, whereas intermediate charge states 

(~5+ to 7+) can adopt a multitude of conformations, which is reflected in a broad ATD.  

2.4 Protein-Ligand Binding 

2.4.1 Complex Stoichiometry and Ligand Affinity 

To fulfill their roles, proteins interact with each other or with other molecules in specific 

complexes. Such molecules, referred to as ligands, are for example peptides, nucleic acids, 

carbohydrates or lipids, which bind with a high specificity and affinity to the target. Binding is 

typically reversible and occurs through non-covalent intermolecular forces, such as hydrogen 

bonds, ionic attractions or hydrophobic forces. In turn, irreversible covalent binding is rather 

uncommon in biological systems.[89]  
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Figure 2.9: Deconvoluted mass spectra of an exemplary protein P. A) Binding of ligand L1 (blue) to P is 

detected by a discrete shift in mass (blue arrow). Ligand L2 (red) does not bind to P. B) Three ligands L1 

(blue), L2 (orange), and L3 (dark blue) bind to protein P with different affinity, which is reflected in the 

corresponding intensities of detected PL complexes in the mass spectrum.  

The characterization of protein-ligand interactions and the elucidation of their underlying 

mechanisms are essential for a deeper understanding of molecular recognition processes. 

However, this knowledge is also important with respect to the design and development of 

novel therapeutics. In this context, native MS provides some advantages, as several ligands can 

be measured simultaneously in a short time scale, without the need for labeling, and very low 

amount of sample is required. Binding is detected by a discrete shift in mass. By determining 

the accurate molecular weight of the protein-ligand complexes, the attached ligand and the 

complex stoichiometry can be identified. This is shown in Figure 2.9A with an exemplary 

protein P (15.8 kDa). While ligand L1 (blue, 200 Da) binds to P and forms a 1:1 complex PL1 

(16.0 kDa), binding with ligand L2 is not observed. In addition to stoichiometry and ligand 

identity, information on the affinity can be obtained with native MS. This is realized 

qualitatively by competition experiments, where the sample contains the target protein and 

several ligands.[90] The resulting mass spectra show the formation of complexes with the 

different ligands, (ideally) deviating in their intensities as it is illustrated in Figure 2.9B with 

protein P and the ligands L1, L2 and L3. This gives a qualitative ranking, in which the best 

binding ligand is identified (L3) based on the corresponding intensities of detected PL 

complexes.  

Protein-ligand interactions can also be quantified by determining the association or 

dissociation constant (Ka, Kd). In general, it is assumed that the equilibrium between the free 

protein P and protein-ligand complex PL in solution is also reflected in the gas phase 

(Eq. 2.4). Therefore, the ratio R of the total intensities I(PL)/I(P) is equivalent to the ratio of 
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the concentrations of [PL]eq/[P]eq in solution at equilibrium (Eq. 2.5) and can be used to 

quantify the binding strength (Eq. 2.6).[91] 

𝑃 + 𝐿 ⇌ 𝑃𝐿 (2.4) 

  

[𝑃𝐿]𝑒𝑞

[𝑃]𝑒𝑞

=
𝐼(𝑃𝐿)

𝐼(𝑃)
= 𝑅 

(2.5) 

  

𝐾𝑑 =
[𝑃][𝐿]

[𝑃𝐿]
 

(2.6) 

The direct ESI-MS assay relies on the direct detection of the gas-phase ions of free and ligand-

bound protein P and PL. There are two commonly applied ways for the determination of 

binding affinities by native ESI-MS. In the following they are discussed for a complex with a 

1:1 stoichiometry: (i) With the single-point method, the dissociation constant can be obtained 

from a single mass spectrum using equation 2.9 under the following two assumptions:[91, 92]  

[𝑃] = [𝑃]0 − [𝑃𝐿] (2.7) 

  

[𝐿] = [𝐿]0 − [𝑃𝐿] (2.8) 

  

𝐾𝑑 =
[𝑃][𝐿]

[𝑃𝐿]
=  

([𝑃]0 − [𝑃𝐿])([𝐿]0 − [𝑃𝐿])

[𝑃𝐿]
 

(2.9) 

 [P]0 and [L]0 are the initial protein and ligand concentrations.  

(ii) The titration method involves the recording of several mass spectra, during which the 

protein concentration is held constant and the ligand concentration is varied. For each of the 

spectra the ratio R = [PL]/[P] = I(PL)/I(P) is calculated by reading out the intensities I(PL) 

and I(P). Subsequently, R is plotted against the initial ligand concentration [L]0 and the Kd is 

obtained from the following expression:[91, 93] 

𝑅 =
1

2
(−1 −

[𝑃]0 + [𝐿]0

𝐾𝑑

+ √4
[𝐿]0

𝐾𝑑

+ (
[𝐿]0 − [𝑃]0

𝐾𝑑

− 1)

2

) 

(2.10) 

In practice R is limited between 0.05 and 20, which results in binding affinities in the µM to 

mM range.[94] Depending on the protein-ligand system, the fit function can be modified 

according to several different (isomeric) ligands[95] or to a different binding stoichiometry.[96]  
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In order to obtain reliable binding affinities with both methods, several assumptions have to 

be made: First of all, the protein-ligand interaction needs to be specific. Secondly, the free 

protein and the protein-ligand complex need to have uniform ESI response factors, meaning a 

similar ionization and detection efficiency. This criterion is usually fulfilled when the ligand is 

very small and its molecular weight is lower than ~10 % of the protein.[94] However, in the 

case that the ligand is for example another protein, the ionization efficiencies certainly 

differentiate and response factors have to be introduced as a parameter in the binding 

model.[97] Furthermore, collisional heating of gaseous ions may occur at various stages during 

the passage through the mass spectrometer and lead to dissociation of the protein-ligand 

complex. Thus, conditions have to be optimized in such a way that in-source dissociation does 

not occur. Otherwise, this will falsify the magnitude of Kd and in extreme cases even lead to 

false negatives.[94]  

Besides the above-mentioned challenges, non-specific binding can introduce errors into the 

Kd values. Especially when high ligand concentrations are used, ligand molecules can attach (in 

addition to the specific binding site) non-specifically to the protein in the final stages of ESI. 

The simplest way to circumvent non-specific binding is to lower the ligand concentration. 

However, this is not always possible, in particular not for low affinity ligands where higher 

concentrations are required to detect reasonable binding. Against all expectations non-specific 

interactions tend to be quite stable and it is not necessarily possible to remove non-specifically 

bound ligands by selective in-source dissociation.[94] Diverse strategies have been introduced to 

correct for non-specific binding, such as the reporter molecule method[98] or the reference 

protein method,[99] in which a non-interacting reference protein is added and thus the fraction 

of non-specific binding can be determined from the mass spectra. In addition to these direct 

approaches, sophisticated models for data analysis have been proposed for deconvolution of 

specific and non-specific binding.[100-103]  

In many studies the experimentally determined dissociation/association constants coincide 

with values from other methods.[90, 104, 105] However, it is important to note that gas-phase 

affinities do not always match affinities from solution and that there are likewise several 

discouraging studies. In one example, Kds for DNA nucleotides were determined in the low 

µM to nM range by ESI-MS and were found to be significantly lower than the values obtained 

by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC).[106] While ITC in general is able to produce Kd values 

in this range, it is rather challenging with native MS due to sample handling or instrumental 
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limitations.[107] The comparison of Kd values can also be critical for hydrophobic systems. As 

hydrophobic contributions are substantially weakened or even vanish completely in the gas 

phase, a rather low affinity or no formation of these complexes is expected. However, even 

complexes being largely held together by hydrophobic interactions can remain intact in the gas 

phase under certain conditions.[108, 109] In conclusion, the success and the reliability of the 

ligand affinity strongly depend on the system and the mode of interaction between protein 

and ligand. Nonetheless, native MS has already greatly contributed to gain precious insights on 

various different systems such as protein-DNA,[110] protein-RNA,[111] protein-carbohydrate,[112] 

protein-lipid,[113, 114] protein-protein[115, 116] or protein-drug[117] complexes.  

2.4.2 Tandem Mass Spectrometry on Protein-Ligand Complexes 

In many cases the mass spectrum alone does not yield satisfying information on the 

investigated biomolecule. This applies in particular for larger proteins, as the peaks broaden 

and binding to small ligands cannot necessarily be identified accurately. To gain additional 

information, such as ligand stoichiometry or complex stability, tandem mass spectrometry 

(MS2 or MS/MS) is applied. The general procedure involves the isolation and subsequent 

activation of a precursor ion species and finally the detection of the product ions. The 

activation of the ion can be induced either in small steps (low energy activation) or in a single 

fast event (high energy activation).[118] To date, a multitude of tandem MS techniques are 

available, which are based on different principles, each with its own strengths and drawbacks. 

Often, two or more techniques are combined to obtain complementary data, and thus increase 

the information content.  

The most commonly used technique is collisional induced dissociation (CID), which is based 

on collisions with gas molecules. The precursor ion is usually selected in the quadrupole and 

subsequently guided to the collision cell, where it collides with a nonreactive gas, such as 

helium, nitrogen or argon (Figure 2.10A). At each collision a fraction of the kinetic energy of 

the ion is transformed to internal energy (low energy activation), which leads to the 

dissociation of the ion after a certain number of collisions.[119] The most labile bond, usually a 

non-covalent interaction, is broken first. This leads to a disassembly of the protein 

constituents and can shed light on the subunit composition of multimeric proteins or provide 

stoichiometry information on ligands.[120] The resulting mass spectra of an exemplary CID 

experiment for a protein-ligand complex are shown in Figure 2.10B.  
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Figure 2.10: Schematic procedure of collision-induced dissociation (CID) of a protein-ligand complex. 

A) A precursor ion species is selected in the quadrupole and subsequently activated by collisions with gas 

molecules in the collision cell to induce dissociation. B) Exemplary mass spectra of a CID experiment. The 

top spectrum shows the complete mass spectrum of a protein-ligand complex in charge states (P9+ to P7+) 

and the free ligand (L3+). The precursor in charge state 8+ is selected (middle) and dissociation is induced, 

which results in different product ions of free protein and ligand (bottom).  

The full mass spectrum shows a protein-ligand complex in different charge states (P9+ to P7+) 

and the free ligand (L3+)(top). The protein-ligand species in charge state 8+ is selected as 

precursor ion species in the quadrupole (middle) and dissociates at higher energies to different 

product ions, such as the free protein and free ligand (bottom). By stepwise increasing the 
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energy in the collision cell and determining a CE50 value (CE50 = collision energy where 50 % 

of the complex has dissociated) relative binding strengths can be analyzed with CID (this will 

be covered in more detail in Chapter 5 and 6). Thus, CID can also be used for qualitative 

affinity screening.  

Another tandem MS technique that is based on collisions and that has gained reasonable 

attention during the last years is surface induced dissociation (SID), where the precursor ions 

collide with a surface. SID is also used to disassemble protein complexes in native MS and 

causes dissociation prior to unfolding of the proteins.[121] 

Electron capture dissociation (ECD)[122] and electron transfer dissociation (ETD, 

Chapter 5)[123] are based on interactions with electrons. The capture/transfer of electrons leads 

to charge reduction and fragmentation, which usually results in a protein backbone cleavage, 

while non-covalent interactions are retained. These techniques are especially advantageous 

when posttranslational modifications or ligand-binding sites are investigated.  

Ions can also be activated and dissociated by the absorption of photons (photo dissociation), 

whereby the dissociation efficiency strongly depends on the photon wavelength. Infrared light 

has only very low energy per photon (~0.1 eV) and consequently multiple photos are required 

for dissociation (infrared multi photon dissociation, IRMPD).[124] In contrast, ultra violet 

photo dissociation (UVPD)[125] uses higher energy photons (~3 to 8 eV) to activate and 

dissociate ions. UVPD has gained increasing attention in recent years, as it enables the 

characterization of protein primary sequence and the identification of ligand binding sites in 

one experiment. Furthermore, it produces much more assignable fragments than other 

tandem MS techniques.[125]  

2.4.3 Catch and Release ESI-MS*  

The binding of metal ions[126] or other ligands [127, 128] often induces a conformational change of 

the protein. This can be readily detected by IM-MS, which makes it an attractive tool for the 

investigation of protein-ligand interactions. Although IM-MS has not yet found its way into 

routine application in pharma industry, it has gained considerable attention in recent years and 

several studies in this field demonstrated its enormous potential. Membrane proteins and their 

complexes with lipids have for example been investigated on various occasions and unique 

                                                
*This subchapter is based on the publication “Ion mobility-mass spectrometry as a tool to investigate 

protein-ligand interactions”, published in M. Göth, K. Pagel, Anal. Bioanal. Chem. 2017, 409, 4305-4310, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00216-017-0384-9. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature.  
 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00216-017-0384-9
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insights about the effect of lipid binding on the protein stability or the role of the detergents 

for structural preservation have been obtained.[129, 130] In another example, a screening scaffold 

with IM-MS was established to identify small molecules, which inhibit the formation of 

amyloid fibrils, as occurring in neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s or 

Parkinson’s.[131]  

A particular powerful approach to identify and quantify PL binding is catch and release 

electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (CaR ESI-MS).[40, 132-134] Initially used as a MS-only 

experiment, Klassen and co-workers developed this approach further and used it in 

combination with IMS for detailed and conclusive screening studies on carbohydrate 

libraries.[135] The target protein is first incubated with a compound library and the formed 

protein-ligand complexes are subsequently analyzed using ESI-MS (Figure 2.11A). The 

attached ligands are caught by the protein and can be in principle identified due to the increase 

in molecular weight of the corresponding protein-ligand complex. In case of isomeric species 

or if ligands do not differ significantly in mass, however, this approach often does not provide 

an unambiguous result. CaR ESI-MS solves this problem by a controlled release of the ligands 

from the proteins in the mass spectrometer using CID. MS or IM-MS, often in combination 

with further fragmentation, can subsequently be used to unambiguously identify the 

dissociated ligands. 

A recent study on the norovirus P particle demonstrates impressively how the CaR ESI-MS 

assay can be applied to identify new inhibitors in a fast and straightforward fashion and even 

provides a qualitative ranking of their binding affinities.[112] Within a 146 compound 

carbohydrate library, 28 binders were identified, including several milk oligosaccharides as well 

as bacterial oligosaccharides, which have not yet been known to bind to noroviruses. Isomeric 

ligands were successfully distinguished based on their drift time (Figure 2.11B, L1 and L5; L11 

and L51, respectively). Remarkably, the obtained intensity of each individual species in the 

CID spectra was in good qualitative agreement with the binding affinities of the 

corresponding ligands. 
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Figure 2.11: A) Scheme of the catch and release electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry assay (CaR ESI-

MS). Adapted with permission from [135]. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. B) Mass spectrum of 

the norovirus P particle incubated with a compound library. Charge state -65 is selected and subjected to 

collision-induced dissociation (MS/MS). Released ligands are assigned by their molecular weight. Ligands 

L1 and L5 as well as L11 and L51 are isomeric and can only be assigned using IMS. All four ligands bind to 

norovirus P particle, L1 and L11 reveal a higher affinity compared to their isomeric analog. Adapted with 

permission from [112]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society 
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2.4.4 Collision-Induced Unfolding* 

Another remarkable approach for the characterization of PL interactions is collision-induced 

unfolding (CIU),[136] which can be regarded as the gas-phase analog of calorimetry experiments 

in solution. Instead of measuring the heat that is released upon binding of the ligand, here, the 

heat that is required to unfold the complex by collisional activation is measured. Following 

ionization and transfer into the gas phase, one particular charge state of the protein-ligand 

complex is m/z-selected, for example using a quadrupole mass filter (Figure 2.12A). This 

precursor is subsequently activated in a collision cell by a stepwise increase of the acceleration 

voltage, which induces unfolding and eventually dissociation of the complex. The applied 

voltages are plotted against the drift time or CCS of the species of interest, which leads to a 

unique fingerprint for each PL complex.  

By comparing the fingerprints of apo-proteins to protein-ligand complexes, different aspects 

can be investigated. For example, CIU showed a great potential to be used for the 

characterization of functional protein domains[137] and stability analysis.[138-140] Recently, CIU 

was used in combination with CID to establish an assay for the distinction of two Abelson 

kinase inhibitors.[141] While type I inhibitors bind to all kinase conformations, type IIs 

favorably interact with the inactive (closed) state, which makes it advantageous for disease 

treatment. In the resulting CIU fingerprints significant differences in specific sections were 

observed for both inhibitors (Figure 2.12B). The corresponding averaged IMS spectra and the 

number of conformations in these sections are unique for each of the two inhibitor types. 

Thus, analogous experiments with another data set of unknown inhibitor candidates resulted 

in a clear assignment to one of the two types of binding.  

In a very recent work, CIU was furthermore successfully applied to elucidate the subunit 

topology of human albumin. In particular, domain-specific binders and different multiprotein 

constructs were studied and showed for the first time that CIU can be used for the systematic 

analysis of the unfolding pathway of a multiprotein complex.[142] 

                                                
*This subchapter is based on the publication “Ion mobility-mass spectrometry as a tool to investigate 

protein-ligand interactions”, published in M. Göth, K. Pagel, Anal. Bioanal. Chem. 2017, 409, 4305-4310, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00216-017-0384-9. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00216-017-0384-9
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Figure 2.12: A) Schematic description of collision-induced unfolding (CIU). i) ii) One charge state of a 

protein-ligand complex with its corresponding arrival time distribution (ATD) is selected as precursor from 

the mass spectrum. iii) The precursor species is activated by gradual increase of the collision voltage, which 

induces unfolding and finally dissociation of the complex. iv) Collision voltages are plotted as a function of 

the measured drift time resulting in a characteristic CIU fingerprint. B) Application of CIU to discriminate 

two inhibitors that bind in a conformation-selective fashion. Depending on the type of binding, significant 

differences in specific sections of the CIU fingerprints are observed. Reprinted with permission from [141]. 

Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. 
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2.5 Instruments 

2.5.1 The Ultima nESI-Q-ToF Mass Spectrometer  

The Ultima mass spectrometer (Micromass/Waters Corporation, Manchester, UK) is a high-

mass quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-ToF) instrument, equipped with a Z-spray nESI source. A 

schematic overview is depicted in Figure 2.13. The instrument was upgraded for high-mass 

measurements and is therefore well suitable for the analysis of large biomolecules up to several 

100 kDa and ~m/z 100,000. A detailed description of a similar high-mass modification can be 

found elsewhere.[36] Essential modifications involve a pressure increase in several pumping 

stages of the instrument (indicated as P2 and P3 in Figure 2.13), which is required for 

collisional focusing (collisional cooling) and successful transmission of large biomolecules. 

Table 2.1 gives an overview of typical pressure values in standard and high-mass mode.[36] 

Furthermore, the quadrupole operates in lower frequency (~300 kHz) compared to a standard 

setup (~832 kHz) so that precursor ions up to m/z 32,000 can be selected. In addition, the 

instrument is capable of performing tandem MS experiments. Due to the upgrade very high 

collision voltages up to 400 V can be applied to induce dissociation of m/z-selected precursor 

ions.  

 

Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of an Ultima nESI-Q-ToF instrument (Micromass/Waters). P1-P5 

indicate pressures in different compartments of the mass spectrometer. P2-P4 are modified for high-mass 

measurements (Table 2.1). Illustration from Waters Corporation.  
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Table 2.1: Overview of typical pressure values in standard and high-mass mode.  

Pressures Standard mode High-mass mode 

P2 10-4 mbar 10-2 - 10-3 mbar 

P3 10-6 mbar 10-4 - 10-5 mbar 

P4 10-7 mbar 10-6 - 10-7 mbar 

The general workflow of a native MS experiment using the Ultima tandem mass spectrometer 

begins by spraying the analyte solution from home-fabricated Pt/Pd-coated borosilicate 

capillaries to ionize the sample molecules via nESI. The ions are then transferred into the high 

vacuum and guided through the ion guide to the quadrupole, where m/z-selection of a 

precursor species can be performed. Mass-selected ions are transferred further to the collision 

cell. Here, the ions collide with argon gas atoms and collision-induced dissociation (CID) 

experiments can be carried out. Subsequently, the ions are guided to the time-of-flight 

analyzer, where they are separated according to their flight time and finally reach the detector. 

2.5.2 The Synapt G2-S nESI-Q-IMS-ToF Mass Spectrometer 

The Synapt G2-S HDMS (Waters Corporation, Manchester, UK) instrument is a commercially 

available traveling wave ion mobility-mass spectrometer equipped with a Z-spray nESI source. 

The principles of traveling wave IMS (TW-IMS) were discussed in Chapter 2.3.3 and detailed 

technical descriptions of the instrument can be found elsewhere.[80, 143] Here, only the special 

features of the instrument as well as the general workflow are briefly described.  

A schematic overview of the Synapt is presented in Figure 2.14 with the general workflow as 

follows: The analyte solution is sprayed from home-fabricated Pt/Pd coated borosilicate 

capillaries and ionized via nESI. The ions are then transferred into high vacuum and guided 

through stepwave ion guides to the quadrupole, where m/z-selection of a precursor species can 

be performed. Subsequently, the ions reach the heart of the machine, the Triwave™, which 

consists of three compartments: a trap cell, the ion mobility cell and a transfer cell. Trap and 

transfer cell are each filled with argon at a pressure of ~1-5ˑ10-2 mbar. The ion mobility cell 

operates with at a pressure of 2-3 mbar. CID can be performed in both, the trap (trap 

dissociation) and the transfer cell (transfer dissociation). In the original setup, the ion mobility 

cell is preceded by a helium cell, which provides a soft transition (~10-1 mbar) for the ions into 

the IM cell. The last compartment of the instrument is the high-resolution time-of-flight mass 

analyzer, where the ions are separated according to their flight time and finally reach the ion 

detection system.  
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Figure 2.14: Schematic representation of the Synapt G2-S HDMS nESI-Q-IMS-ToF instrument (Waters). 

Illustration from Waters Corporation.  

Great benefits of the Synapt G2-S are the high m/z-resolving power and sensitivity, which 

enable the detection of even very low concentrated samples. In addition, CID-fragmentation 

of m/z-selected ions can be performed prior to and after ion mobility separation. Thus, either 

conformer-specific fragments or the size and shape of fragments can be investigated 

depending on the aim of the experiment. As discussed in Chapter 2.3.3, TW-IMS does not 

allow the direct determination of CCSs due to a non-uniform electric field within the ion 

mobility cell. Therefore, calibrants with similar physicochemical properties and well-known 

CCSs have to be measured for CCS estimations. In 2015, the original traveling wave ion 

mobility cell of the instrument was replaced by a RF-confined drift tube.[144] With this DT-IMS 

setup, CCS values can be directly determined from the measurements using the Mason 

Schamp equation (Chapter 2.3.2). Furthermore, an additional gas valve enables also the use of 

helium as an IM drift gas, while with the original setup only measurements in nitrogen were 

possible. This allows an easier comparison with literature CCS values, as these are still 

predominantly in helium. However, the modification also leads to a decrease in the resolution. 

While the original TW ion mobility cell with a length of ~25 cm had a resolving power of 

ΔΩ/Ω(N2) ≈ 40, the DT ion mobility cell of the same length only reaches a resolution of 

ΔΩ/Ω(N2) ≈ 20-25 (estimations based on group internal experiments). Data presented in 

Chapter 5 was measured with the original TW setup, whereas data from Chapter 6 was 

recorded with the modified instrument.  
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3 The Role of DMSO in Protein-Ligand Interactions 

 

3.1 Introduction 

One key step in drug discovery is the identification of chemical starting points. Protein-ligand 

interactions have to be studied in detail and a compound that binds with very high affinity to 

the target protein and is able to compete with the natural binding partner is required. Usually, 

numerous substances have to be evaluated to find the best fitting compound. Therefore, high-

throughput screening (HTS) techniques are employed, in which thousands of potential binders 

are screened in libraries automatically and relatively fast against the target(s) of interest. As 

these compound libraries include many different molecules with different properties, a 

standard solvent is required to simplify and accelerate the sample preparation and 

measurement process. Commonly, the solvent of choice is the dipolar dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO), because of its numerous favorable properties: It has a very high dissolving ability, 

low chemical reactivity, low toxicity and a low vapor pressure.[145] In HTS DMSO 

concentrations vary usually between 1 and 10 %, depending on the solubility of the 

compounds.[145, 146] However, in other structural biology type studies the DMSO concentration 

is likely to add up to 70 %.[146] Gas-phase studies show that high concentrations of DMSO 

lead to supercharging of proteins and to a disruption of the native structure.[147, 148] Although it 

was demonstrated that small amounts of DMSO can have protective effects on labile protein 

interactions,[149] higher amounts of DMSO can lower the binding affinity of protein-ligand 

complexes.[146] This may lead to deceptive conclusions in protein analysis where high 

concentrations of DMSO are used. Only a few research groups have addressed to this 

problem though and the effect itself as well as suitable approaches to overcome it, have to be 

further investigated. In this chapter the effect of DMSO on proteins and protein-ligand 

interactions is studied with native mass spectrometry on the basis of bromodomain protein 4 

(BRD4).  
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Figure 3.1: A) Schematic sequence of full length bromodomain protein 4 (BRD4) with its two 

bromodomains BD1 (red) and BD2 (blue). The crystal structure depicts BD1 in complex with the 

bromodomain inhibitor (+)JQ1 (PDB entry: 3MXF). B) Chemical structure of the triazolodiazepine 

(+)JQ1, which binds to bromodomains with a nanomolar affinity.[150]  

BRD4 is a member of the bromodomain and extra-terminal domain (BET) family and the so 

far best studied protein of this family. With its two bromodomains, BD1 and BD2, BRD4 

recognizes acetylated lysine residues in histones and other proteins and thus plays an 

important role in the regulation of chromatin architecture and transcription.[151] Generally, 

bromodomains consist of ~110 amino acids that form a common left-handed helical bundle 

fold with four antiparallel helices (Figure 3.1A).[152] Acetylated lysines bind in the deep 

hydrophobic cavity, which is formed by the four helices and in addition anchor via a hydrogen 

bond to an asparagine residue. In recent studies the role of BRD4 in cell proliferation and 

cancer growth has been reported, which makes this protein a valuable target for cancer 

research.[153-155]  

One widely-known and highly potent bromodomain inhibitor is the triazolodiazepine (+)JQ1 

(Figure 3.1B).[150] The binding affinity to bromodomains has been investigated with several 

methods and the dissociation constant was determined in the nanomolar range by isothermal 

titration calorimetry (ITC).[150, 151] While (+)JQ1 is a very strong binder, its isomer, (-)JQ1 has 

no perceptible affinity to bromodomains.[150] The following study on the impact of DMSO is 

performed with the inhibitor (+)JQ1 and the two BRD4-bromodomains BD1 and BD2.  
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3.2 Experimental Details 

Sample Preparation and Mass Spectrometry 

Bromodomain 1 (BD1, MW= 15,083.26 Da) and bromodomain 2 (BD2, MW= 15,036.28 Da)

from BRD4 human were obtained from Bayer AG. The inhibitor (+)JQ1 (MW= 456.99 Da, 

1 mg crystalline solid) was purchased from Biomol. Prior to analysis the proteins were buffer 

exchanged into ammonium acetate (Sigma Aldrich, 7.5 M, pH = 7.0 - 7.5). Therefore, the 

corresponding protein solution was dialyzed twice for 2 h and overnight in a 150 mM (or 

50 mM) ammonium acetate solution (Slide-A-Lyzer MINI dialysis devices, MWCO 2 kDa, 

Thermo Scientific). After dialysis the concentration was determined by measuring the UV 

absorbance at 280 nm (Specord 40, Analytik Jena AG and later using a NanoDrop (Thermo)) 

using molar extinction coefficients of 26030 L·mol-1·cm-1 and 13610 L·mol-1·cm-1 for BD1 

and BD2, respectively. The proteins were either analyzed immediately or divided into aliquots 

and stored at -26 °C until usage.  

The ligand (+)JQ1 was dissolved in DMSO to a 10 mM stock solution and further diluted to 

less concentrated solutions (with DMSO and/or H2O) individually for each experiment. 

Different amounts of DMSO from 0 to 50 % (v/v) were added to the protein-ammonium 

acetate solution with a final protein concentration of 10 µM in each sample. For binding 

studies with (+)JQ1, stock solutions with different inhibitor concentrations were prepared 

(100 µM to 10 mM, 100 % DMSO) and further diluted with H2O. Within one titration 

experiment varying inhibitor concentrations were added to the protein with a final protein 

concentration of 5 µM, and a constant DMSO level in all samples. Ligand stock solutions and 

the final protein samples were freshly mixed before each measurement. 

ESI mass spectra were acquired with a Synapt G2-S mass spectrometer (Waters) and with an 

Ultima high-mass quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-ToF) mass spectrometer (Micromass/Waters), 

both equipped with a nESI source. Details to both instruments are discussed in Chapter 2.5. 

The electrospray source was operated in positive ion mode. Ions were formed using nanoflow 

borosilicate electrospray capillaries, which were pulled and Pd/Pt coated in-house. Later 

titration experiments with BD1 were performed using a chip-based TriVersa NanoMate 

(Advion®) as electrospray source. The spectra were externally calibrated with a 20 µg/µL CsI 

solution (water/2-propanol 1/1). Typical parameters for the measurements were as follows: 

(Synapt) capillary voltage 0.9 – 1.2 kV, sample cone 50 V, source temperature 20 °C, trap 

collision voltage 2 V, transfer collision voltage 8 V, ion mobility cell switched on, helium cell 

gas flow 160 mL/min, IMS gas flow 70 mL/min, trap DC entrance 3 V, trap DC bias 38 V, 
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trap DC exit 3 V. (Ultima) capillary voltage 1.5 kV, sample cone 60 V, source temperature 

40 °C, RF lens 1 40 V, collision energy 0 V, collision cell pressure 4.0 – 4.6 x 10-3 mbar. 

(NanoMate) voltage 1.7-1.9 kV, pressure 0.7 psi, positive ion mode, manual mode.  

Data Analysis  

The mass spectrometer was controlled by the software MassLynx (Ultima: version 4.0, Synapt 

version 4.1). Manual data analysis was performed with Excel (Microsoft Corporation) and 

OriginPro 8.6 (OriginLab Corporation) software. The average charge state (csav) of the protein 

ions was calculated using the intensity I(Pn+) of every detected charge state n with the 

following equation: 

𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑣  =  ∑[𝐼(𝑃𝑛+) ∗ 𝑛]

𝑛

/ ∑ 𝐼(𝑃𝑛+)

𝑛

 (3.1) 

The general procedure for the determination of dissociation constants (Kd) for protein-ligand 

complexes from ESI mass spectra was discussed in detail in Chapter 2.4.1 and the 

assumptions and equations therein were applied for the data analysis in this chapter. Instead of 

plotting R =[PL]/[P] as a function of initial ligand concentration [L]0, [PL] was plotted directly 

against [L]0 in this chapter and Eq. 2.10 (Chapter 2.4) was transformed accordingly to yield 

Eq. 3.2[156] as the fit function for titration experiments: 

[𝑃𝐿] = 0.5 ∗ [([𝐿]0 + [𝑃]0 + 𝐾𝑑) − √([𝐿]0 +  [𝑃]0 +  𝐾𝑑)2 − 4[𝑃]0[𝐿]0] (3.2) 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 The Influence of DMSO on the Gas-Phase Structure of BRD4 

The first part of this chapter examines the effect of DMSO on the two bromodomains of 

BRD4, BD1 and BD2. The study is conducted using native (non-denaturing) mass 

spectrometry, which was introduced in Chapter 2.2. Proteins are sprayed from volatile 

solutions at near neutral pH to mimic physiological conditions and preserve their tertiary and 

quaternary structure. By using organic solvents and acids it is possible to induce unfolding of 

the protein. This is reflected in the resulting mass spectra and can be observed for BD1 and 

BD2 when comparing Figure 3.2A with Figure 3.2B.  
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Figure 3.2: nESI mass spectra of BRD4 BD1 (left column, red open circles, MWcalc= 15,083.26 Da, 

MWexp= 15,083.30 Da) and BD2 (right column, blue open circles, MWcalc= 15,036.28 Da, 

MWexp= 15,036.08 Da) sprayed A) under denaturing conditions from a 1:1 MeOH:H2O, 0.1 % formic acid 

(FA) solution and under non-denaturing conditions sprayed from a 150 mM ammonium acetate solution 

(pH = 7.0 - 7.5) with B) 0 % DMSO, C) 1 % DMSO, D) 10 % DMSO, and E) 20 % DMSO. The protein 

concentration was 10 µM.  

It becomes apparent that both proteins adopt a broad(er) charge-state distribution with higher 

intensities at lower m/z values when sprayed from a MeOH/H2O solution (1/1, with 

0.1 % FA, Figure 3.2A), whereas when sprayed from an ammonium acetate solution, a 

narrow(er) charge-state distribution is observed with a generally lower average charge. The 

effect is more obvious for BD2 (right column in Figure 3.2). Under denaturing conditions the 

protein is presumably unfolded with a charge state maximum at 20+, while under native-like 

conditions the charge-state envelope consists of only three charge states with a maximum 
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intensity on 7+. In case of BD1 the mass spectrum in Figure 3.2A (left column) points to a 

partially unfolded protein structure with two charge-state distributions centered around 7+ 

and 11+. The experimentally determined molecular weights MWexp= 15,083.30 Da and 

MWexp= 15,036.08 Da for BD1 and BD2, respectively, are in good accordance with the 

calculated values MWcalc= 15,083.26 Da and MWcalc= 15,036.28 Da. 

In order to determine the influence of DMSO on the two protein domains, varying amounts 

of DMSO (v/v) were added to the protein solutions. Figure 3.2B-E show the resulting mass 

spectra of 10 µM protein solutions of BD1 (red open circles, left column) and BD2 (blue open 

circles, right column) with 0, 1, 10, and 20 % DMSO (v/v). In general, the mass spectra of 

both proteins show similar trends: At low DMSO concentrations (1 % (C), also at 2 % (data 

not shown)) the charge-state envelope becomes narrower and shifts toward lower charge 

states (higher m/z values) in comparison to the spectra in ammonium acetate. With increasing 

DMSO concentration the charge-state distributions broaden again and the intensities shift 

towards higher charge states (lower m/z values). This process starts at ~10 % DMSO (D) in 

case of BD1 and already at ~5 % DMSO in case of BD2. The trend becomes more obvious 

when plotting the average charge state of every mass spectrum against the amount of DMSO 

in the sample (Figure 3.3). With 1 % and 2 % DMSO the average charge is basically identical 

for both protein domains (~6.3+), whereas with increasing DMSO concentrations the average 

charge of BD2 is always higher than for BD1 (e.g. at 20 % DMSO 7.1+ vs. 8.1+, BD1 vs. BD2, 

respectively). Analog measurements on the Ultima Q-ToF MS lead to a similar trend (data not 

shown). With both instruments it is challenging to spray from solutions with high DMSO 

levels (> 20 %) and a stable spray could not be obtained for more than a few seconds with a 

DMSO concentration of 50 %.  

These first results show that DMSO has an influence on the gas-phase structure of the 

investigated bromodomains BD1 and BD2. A low amount of DMSO in the spray solution 

causes a shift to lower charge states in the native protein spectrum. This charge-state shift at 

low DMSO concentrations has been previously observed with other proteins.[145-147] With 

increasing level of DMSO in the protein solution, however, the signals in the mass spectra 

shift towards higher charge states (lower m/z values). This supercharging effect can be induced 

also with other agents such as m-nitrobenzyl alcohol (m-NBA) or sulfolane, referred to as 

supercharging agents (SCAs).[157, 158] 
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Figure 3.3: Average charge states of BD1 (red open circles) and BD2 (blue open circles) (each 10 µM) as a 

function of DMSO concentration (v/v). Data and error correspond to the average of two independent 

measurements recorded on the Synapt G2-S mass spectrometer.  

Understanding the mechanism of DMSO is not trivial, as several different factors play a role. 

On the one hand the charge-reducing effect of DMSO in the electrospray process has been 

accredited to the basic nature of DMSO as well as compaction of the protein structure.[145, 147] 

A recent ion mobility study supports these findings by reporting a small but reproducible 

decrease in collision cross sections when low concentrations of DMSO are present in the 

spray solution.[159] Another important factor is the surface tension of the electrospray droplets. 

Adding DMSO to an aqueous solution decreases the surface tension of the droplets 

(44 mN/m vs. 72 mN/m).[160] Therefore they can hold fewer charges before reaching the 

Rayleigh limit and consequently, reduced-charge species are detected in the mass spectrum. 

However, due to its low vapor pressure and high boiling point (189 °C at 1 bar),[161] DMSO is 

enriched in the droplet during evaporation. As high amounts of DMSO can lead to protein 

denaturation, protein unfolding is likely to occur at later stages of the droplet lifetime, which 

results in significant increase in charge at higher DMSO concentrations. A comparison 

between unfolding in solution and supercharging in the gas phase points to a 3 to 5 % (mole 

fraction) enrichment of DMSO in the droplet.[147]  

Recently, the supercharging of proteins by m-NBA and sulfolane was investigated using 

molecular dynamics simulations.[162] The study strongly indicates that the mechanism is not 

related to surface tension nor chemical or thermal denaturation, as proposed before, but can 

be attributed to a charge trapping within ESI nanodroplets. While in pure water droplets, 

charge carriers (such as Na+) can be ejected during evaporation, this does not occur in a 
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similar extent in droplets with SCAs. On the one hand SCA accumulation in the outer layers 

of the droplet hampers charge carriers to access the surface of the droplet, where they can be 

ejected. On the other hand, the remaining charge carriers are bound to the protein deep in the 

core of the droplet after all water has evaporated. Thus, the protein adopts higher charge 

states. So far it has not been investigated if this mechanism also applies for DMSO, however, 

it would be a convenient explanation.  

3.3.2 The Influence of DMSO on the Interaction of BRD4 and (+)JQ1  

The influence of DMSO on protein-ligand affinities has only been addressed by a few mass 

spectrometric studies so far. While there is indication that small amounts of DMSO can not 

only stabilize the protein’s quaternary structure, but also stabilize protein-ligand 

interactions,[149] other studies show that DMSO can decrease the binding affinity of protein-

ligand interactions even at low DMSO levels.[145, 146] In this section the influence of DMSO on 

the interaction between the two bromodomains of BRD4 and the inhibitor (+)JQ1 (457 Da) is 

investigated. 

Complexes of BD2 with (+)JQ1 are observed in the gas phase in different charge states and 

this is exemplarily shown in Figure 3.4. The top spectrum shows the bare protein measured 

under native-like conditions in presence of 1 % DMSO (blue open circles). Upon adding 10 

µM of inhibitor the formation of a protein-ligand complex (PL) with charge states ranging 

from 7+ to 5+ is observed (blue filled circles). Complex formation with (+)JQ1 is also 

observed with the first bromodomain BD1 (spectra not shown).  

To determine whether DMSO influences the protein-ligand affinity, titration experiments 

were performed by measuring several spectra with constant protein concentration and DMSO 

level, and varying ligand concentrations (0 to 50 µM). Subsequently, the peak heights of the 

bare protein and protein-ligand complex are extracted for every charge state of every spectrum 

to calculate the amount of formed complex [PL]. Figure 3.4B shows [PL] in dependence of 

the ligand concentration [L]0. Curve fitting with Eq. 3.2 leads to a dissociation constant Kd of 

0.30 ± 0.20 µM. This value agrees with values determined by isothermal titration 

calorimetry.[150] However, the error is relatively large and despite the fact that the fit seems to 

match well, it is to be questioned whether the here determined dissociation constant is reliable.  
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Figure 3.4: A) nESI mass spectra of BD2 (10 µM) in 10 mM ammonium acetate and in presence of 1 % 

DMSO without ligand (top) and with 10 µM (+)JQ1 (bottom). The complex forms in charge states 5+ to 

7+ (filled blue circles). B) Amount of protein-ligand complex [PL] determined by ESI-MS titration plotted 

as a function of increasing ligand concentration [L]0. The dissociation constant Kd was determined by curve 

fitting (Eq. 3.2). Data were recorded on the Synapt G2-S instrument.  

Although in some studies Kds in the nanomolar range were determined successfully,[93] it is 

challenging to generate reliable Kds with mass spectrometry for such high-affinity binders. 

Furthermore, hydrophobic interactions often play a substantial role in protein-ligand 

complexes. Although there is strong evidence that hydrophobic complexes can be transferred 

intact into the gas phase, these forces are theoretically weakened or get lost completely and the 

success strongly depends on the system.[54] Therefore, differences in the dissociation constant 

between condensed phase and gas-phase methods do not have to necessarily imply doubts on 

the reliability of the technique. However, care has to be taken on data interpretation and 
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admittedly mass spectrometry might not be suitable for some systems. Interestingly, complete 

binding of JQ1 is not even observed with high ligand concentrations. Instead, spectra with 

high concentrations show multiple binding. This indicates that the ligand concentration in the 

sample is too high and as a consequence the ligand additionally attaches non-specifically to the 

protein during the electrospray process when the droplet is shrinking. One further question in 

this regard is, if the soft conditions used here are still too harsh to enable quantitative complex 

formation or if there is some other reason why the complex is saturated already at a protein-

ligand: protein ratio of ~70 %.  

Similar titration experiments as in Figure 3.4B were performed again for BD2 and JQ1 in 

presence of either 1 % or 5 % DMSO using the Ultima Q-ToF instrument. Exemplary mass 

spectra for a ligand concentration of 0, 3, 10, and 15 µM are presented in Figure 3.5. With this 

instrument, charge state 5+ appears in a slightly higher intensity in the spectra with 1 % 

DMSO than measured with the Synapt mass spectrometer (Figure 3.5A). Binding is also 

observed in charge states 7+ to 5+. Comparing the two titration sets, two issues become 

immediately apparent: i) The charge state distribution is much broader with 5 % DMSO in the 

sample solution (Figure 3.5B), as also observed in the previous section. ii) A comparison of 

mass spectra for similar ligand concentrations shows significantly lower binding for the 5 % 

DMSO samples in contrast to the 1 % DMSO samples.  

In analogy to the previous experiment, the peak intensities of bare protein (open circles) and 

protein-ligand complex (filled circles) were extracted and the fraction of formed complex [PL] 

was plotted against the applied ligand concentration [L]0. The graph in Figure 3.6 illustrates 

that a higher amount of complex is formed with only 1 % DMSO (blue data) than with 5 % 

DMSO (grey data). Unfortunately, only ligand concentrations up to 25 µM and 50 µM could 

be measured with 1 % and 5 % DMSO, respectively. Since at these concentrations the protein 

was not yet saturated, it was not possible to determine a reliable dissociation constant by curve 

fitting, as in Figure 3.4.  
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Figure 3.5: nESI mass spectra from a titration experiment with BD2 in presence of A) 1 % and B) 5 % 

DMSO. For the titrations a constant protein concentration of 5 µM and varying ligand concentrations were 

used. The spectra show ligand concentrations of 0 µM, 3 µM, 10 µM, and 15 µM from top to bottom. Open 

circles correspond to signals of the bare protein; filled circles indicate the protein-ligand complex. 

Experiments were performed using the Ultima Q-ToF instrument.  

The direct ESI-MS assay allows determining the dissociation constant from only one mass 

spectrum of a protein-ligand complex (single-point method, Chapter 2.4.1, Eq. 2.9).[94] 

Although this value serves well for qualitative comparisons, it is error-prone, as it represents 

only one specific protein-to-ligand binding ratio and therefore not necessarily the absolute 

dissociation constant. Table 3.1 shows the obtained Kds calculated from the mass spectra for a 

ligand concentration of 15 µM and 25 µM by the single-point method.  
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Figure 3.6: Dependency of ligand-bound BD2 [PL] on ligand concentration [L]0 for titration experiments 

with 1 % (blue) and 5 % (grey) DMSO in the spray solution and a protein concentration of 5 µM. Data 

represent the mean of two independent measurements with the standard deviation. The samples with 

30 µM, 40 µM, and 50 µM were only measured once (light grey data). 

Table 3.1: Dissociation constants Kd for the BD2/(+)JQ1 complex determined by the single point method.  

[L]0 (µM) Kd (µM) 1 % DMSO Kd (µM) 5 % DMSO 

15 6.3 ± 0.6 24.5 ± 3.4 

25 6.6 ± 0.4 27.5 ± 6.9 

In presence of 1 % DMSO a Kd of ~ 6 µM was determined, whereas in presence of 5 % 

DMSO the value is ~25 µM. Kd values for both ligand concentrations match within the error.  

Inspecting the mass spectra, the [PL] dependences as well as the calculated dissociation 

constants by the ESI-MS assay, all data strongly indicate that DMSO decreases the protein-

ligand affinity of BD2 and (+)JQ1. A similar trend is also observed in case of the complex 

between BD1 and (+)JQ1 and the corresponding data are illustrated in Figure 3.7. Titration 

experiments with this bromodomain were performed for samples with 1 % (red data), 5 % 

(grey data), and 10 % DMSO (light grey data). In analogy to Figure 3.6 the fraction of formed 

complex [PL] was plotted against the applied ligand concentrations [L]0. The graphs for the 

different titration experiments show again that in general more complex is formed when the 

spray solution contains lower amounts of DMSO.  
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Figure 3.7: Dependency of ligand-bound BD1 [PL] on ligand concentration [L]0 (0-50 µM) for titration 

experiments with 1 % (red), 5 % (grey), and 10 % (light grey) DMSO in the spray solution and a protein 

concentration of 5 µM. Data represent the mean of three independent measurements with the standard 

deviation. In case of the titration with 10 % DMSO the measurement was only performed once. 

The difference is significant when comparing the trend for 1 % and 5 % DMSO (red and grey 

data), even though the deviations are quite large for some data points in the 1 % trend line 

(for example for [L]0 5 µM and 25 µM). Increasing the DMSO level even higher to 10 %, 

results in a further decrease of complex formation (light grey data). This difference to the 5 % 

titration data is meaningful, but not as large as the difference between 1 % and 5 % data. 

Furthermore, this experiment was only measured once, thus no standard deviation could be 

determined. Table 3.2 shows the dissociation constants for the three titration experiments at 

four different ligand concentrations (5 µM, 10 µM, 20 µM, and 40 µM), which were also 

determined by the single-point method. Two major conclusions can be drawn from of these 

values: (i) Within a titration experiment with one specific DMSO concentration, the Kd values 

determined at different ligand concentrations significantly differ from each other. This is 

probably in an acceptable range when considering the 1 % titration, where the determined 

values lie between ~9 and ~16 µM.  
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Table 3.2: Dissociation constants Kd for the BD1/(+)JQ1 complex determined by the single point method. 

[L]0 (µM) Kd (µM) 1 % DMSO[a] Kd (µM) 5 % DMSO [a] Kd (µM) 10 % DMSO [b] 

5 9.1 ± 6.7 53.7 ± 11.0 26.9 

10 5.4 ± 0.8 29.4 ± 9.2 38.1 

20 13.8 ± 4.8 28.8 ± 4.1 43.6 

40 15.7 ± 1.6 62.6 ± 5.4 67.0 

[a] Kd values and errors correspond to the average of three measurements. Values were determined for every titration 
experiment individually and subsequently averaged. [b] As the titration experiment with 10 % DMSO was only carried out 
once, no standard deviation could be determined.  

However, inspecting the values for the 5 % DMSO titration the Kd values fluctuate between 

~29 µM ([L]0 = 10 µM, or 20 µM) and ~63 µM ([L]0 = 40 µM). These results illustrate that the 

single-point method does not yield reliable constants for every system. (ii) Kd values increase 

for increasing DMSO level. Applying for example a ligand concentration [L]0 of 20 µM, 

dissociation constants of ~14 µM (1 % DMSO), ~30 µM (5 % DMSO), and ~44 µM (10 % 

DMSO) have been obtained. These values support the observed trend in Figure 3.7 and 

strongly indicate a lower binding affinity with increasing DMSO concentration. One exception 

can be found in case of the Kd values determined for a ligand concentration of 5 µM. At this 

concentration the value for the 10 % DMSO titration set points to a higher binding affinity 

than with 5 % DMSO in the spray solution. However, as stated before, the set with 10 % 

DMSO has only been measured once and therefore this deviation could also be an exception. 

It would also be interesting to investigate samples with less than 1 % DMSO in order to reveal 

how much influence already minor DMSO levels have on this system. Unfortunately, this 

could not be investigated with this system, due to limitations in ligand solubility and sample 

volume.  

Taken together, titration experiments with both bromodomains, BD1 and BD2, in complex 

with the inhibitor (+)JQ1 clearly show that DMSO has an influence on the binding affinity of 

this system. In this matter the question arises whether the decrease of binding affinity with 

increasing DMSO concentration can be attributed to a less compact and therefore less native-

like protein structure that cannot form the binding pocket properly or if the DMSO competes 

with the inhibitor. Mass spectra that were recorded with high DMSO concentration in the 

spray solution show DMSO adducts (spectra not shown), which supports the second 

assumption. However, a change of charge-state distribution towards higher charge states with 

higher DMSO concentrations is also observed, indicating unfolding and a less native-like 

protein structure. Thus, probably both factors play a role in this protein system. To unravel 
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the effect of DMSO, further experiments also with a variety of other protein systems have to 

be performed.  

3.3.3 Substitution of DMSO by Other Solvents 

In the previous subchapter it was shown that higher DMSO concentrations can lead to a 

decreased protein-ligand affinity. One approach to overcome this effect consists in the 

substitution of DMSO by other solvents, which is investigated in the following. In order to 

find a suitable solvent, the compound solubility has to be considered first. Secondly, the 

substitute solvent should not alter the charge-state distribution in the mass spectrum 

considerably, nor lead to immediate unfolding (or precipitation) of the protein. Ideally, the 

solvent of choice has similar properties to DMSO, which means it is polar and/or aprotic. 

Four different solvents were selected for a primary investigation with BD1: 

dimethylformamide (DMF), tetrahydrofuran (THF), acetonitrile (ACN), and ethanol (EtOH), 

which are all polar, but not all aprotic. (+)JQ1 is well soluble in DMF (16 mg/mL) and 

EtOH (14 mg/mL), thus these two solvents are regarded as the most promising DMSO 

substitutes. Sample solutions with the bare protein BD1 in ammonium acetate and 1 % of 

each substitute were produced and the resulting mass spectra sprayed from different solvent 

compositions are shown in Figure 3.8. Comparing spectra B) to D) with the control A) in 

ammonium acetate, the spectrum sprayed from 1 % DMF (B) resembles most likely the 

charge-state distribution in A). In contrast, THF (C), ACN (D), and EtOH (E) lead to a slight 

shift towards higher charge states and are therefore rather not suitable to substitute for 

DMSO. 
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Figure 3.8: nESI mass spectra of BD1 (10 µM) in A) aqueous ammonium acetate with B) 1 % DMF, 

C) 1 % THF, D) 1 % ACN, and E) 1 % EtOH. The charge-state distribution with 1 % DMF resembles 

spectrum A) in ammonium acetate, whereas with the other investigated solvents, the protein adopts also 

higher charge states.  

Consequently, DMF was selected as a first test candidate and mass spectra were recorded for 

protein-ligand complexes with different ligand concentrations (0, 5, 20, and 60 µM) and a 

DMF level of 5 % (Figure 3.9).  
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Figure 3.9: nESI mass spectra of BD1 (10 µM) with 0, 5, 20, and 60 µM (+)JQ1 in aqueous ammonium 

acetate and in presence of 5 % DMF. Dissociation constants Kd were determined by the direct ESI-MS 

assay and are indicated in every spectrum.  

Charge states 6+ and 7+ of free protein (red open circles) and protein-ligand complex (red 

filled circles) are the main detected species in all mass spectra. A 1:1 ratio of protein-ligand 

complex to free protein is already reached at a ligand concentration of [L]0 = 5 µM. At a ligand 

concentration of 60 µM nearly quantitative binding is observed, however, the complex is at 

this PL/P ratio saturated and higher concentrations of 100-150 µM do not result in 

quantitative binding (spectra not shown). Dissociation constants Kd were determined using 

the direct ESI-MS assay and the values are annotated in the corresponding mass spectra. For a 
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ligand concentration of 5 µM the Kd determined by single-point measurement is 0.03 µM, 

which lies within the expected range (77 nM).[150] Even though quantitative binding cannot be 

observed, the ratio of formed complex is much higher, compared to solutions with similar 

DMSO concentration. This is also reflected in the Kd value: For 20 µM ligand with 5 % DMF 

in the spray solution a Kd of ~4 µM was determined, whereas with the same amount of 

DMSO a seven times lower affinity was calculated (Kd ~28 µM). 

These first test experiments show clearly that the substitution of DMSO can be one possibility 

to prevent the effect of DMSO on protein-ligand interactions. In general, this approach is 

promising, if the study involves only a few ligands and properties like the solubility are well 

known and ideally also very similar for all ligands. However, for studies with a large number 

and variety of ligands, as in screening assays in the pharmaceutical industry, this approach is 

certainly not feasible. In this regard, the initial tests whether DMF is able to dissolve a great 

variety of different compounds as good as DMSO, present already an elaborate task. The 

easier solution at the moment is to keep the DMSO level in the final sample as low as 

possible. This means that the ligands either have to be diluted with buffer or water to reduce 

the total DMSO volume in the ligand stock solutions or very concentrated ligand solutions 

have to be produced, so that the added volume of ligand to the protein solution is 

comparatively small.  

3.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter the two bromodomains of BRD4, BD1 and BD2, were investigated under 

native conditions in the gas phase. Mass spectra in aqueous ammonium acetate solution show 

mainly low charge states, which indicates a native-like conformation. Addition of increasing 

amounts of DMSO to the protein solutions shows that DMSO has an influence on the 

charge-state distribution of the two proteins. While small amounts of DMSO cause a shift to 

lower charge states and thus indicate to a compaction of the gas-phase structure, high 

amounts of DMSO lead to the formation of higher charge states. The effect of DMSO has 

not yet been fully understood but there are several approaches to elucidate it. Certainly, factors 

such as the basic nature or the low vapor pressure and high boiling point contribute to the 

enrichment of DMSO in the electrospray droplet, which can lead to protein unfolding at 

higher DMSO levels. Another approach to explain the effect of DMSO could lie in the 

investigation of charge carrier ejection from the electrospray droplet by molecular dynamics 

simulations. 
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Protein-ligand complexes were detected with BD1 and BD2 and the ligand (+)JQ1 under 

native conditions with different amounts of DMSO. Here, a comparison of titration 

experiments with 1 and 5 % DMSO (and 10 % DMSO in case of BD1) show that ligand 

binding decreases significantly with increasing DMSO concentration. Kd values determined by 

the single-point method support this trend. Thus, the obtained data strongly indicate that 

DMSO has an influence on the binding affinity of BRD4-(+)JQ1 complexes. A suitable 

approach to overcome this effect can consist in the substitution of the solvent, in which the 

ligand is dissolved. For the here investigated protein-ligand system dimethylformamide was 

selected as an adequate solvent to substitute DMSO. With a concentration of 5 % DMF in the 

spray solution, the protein does not show a significant shift to higher charge-states and 

therefore it can be assumed that the native-like structure is maintained under these conditions. 

Furthermore, DMF does apparently not bind to BD1 and thus does not compete with the 

inhibitor. Consequently, almost quantitative binding is observed for higher ligand 

concentrations in the mass spectrum. The substitution of DMSO by DMF is a promising 

approach in case of the BRD4-(+)JQ1 system, and further tests with more compounds could 

evaluate the potential of this solvent for screening. However, if using DMSO for compound 

handling and storage, it is important to keep the concentration as low as possible. Certainly, 

this always depends on the solubility of the compounds and the number of necessary dilution 

steps.  
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4 Native Mass Spectrometry towards Fragment-Based Screening* 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In recent years fragment-based screening (FBS) has become a valuable and reliable lead 

finding tool that offers a promising alternative to high-throughput screening (HTS).[163, 164] In 

HTS very large compound libraries containing up to several millions of compounds with 

molecular weights of ~500 Da are screened for binding to the target protein. In contrast, FBS 

involves the screening of lower molecular weight fragments of ~300 Da. Due to their smaller 

size, fragments have a better chemical tractability and therefore probe a greater fraction of the 

estimated chemical space compared to larger compounds.[165] As a result, FBS requires much 

smaller and less complex libraries, which contain typically only a few thousand fragments and 

hit rates are in general higher than in HTS.[166] In turn, fragment hits typically exhibit much 

lower binding affinities to the target protein (high µM to mM range), which makes a reliable 

detection of these interactions challenging.[167, 168] Especially the necessity to use high fragment 

concentrations in order to detect weak interactions increases the risk of false positives, for 

example due to aggregation, non-specific binding or assay interference.  

The most commonly applied biophysical techniques in FBS are nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) spectroscopy,[169] X-ray crystallography,[170] surface plasmon resonance (SPR),[171] and 

thermal shift assay (TSA).[172, 173] To achieve accurate and reliable results, usually a cascade of 

screens with different methods is used.[164, 174] This typically implies a primary screen involving 

a high-throughput method (e.g. SPR or TSA), followed by an orthogonal biophysical technique 

for hit validation and elimination of false positives (e.g. NMR or isothermal titration 

calorimetry (ITC)). Confirmed hits are subsequently studied by X-ray crystallography to 

determine the exact binding mode and further optimized by structure-based methods. Modern 

beamlines also allow the combination of primary screening and binding-mode determination 

                                                
* This chapter is based on the publication “Critical Evaluation of Native Electrospray Ionization Mass 

Spectrometry for Fragment-Based Screening”, published in M. Göth et al., ChemMedChem 2017, 12, 
1201-1211, http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/cmdc.201700177. Figures and content adapted with 
permission. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/cmdc.201700177
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by crystal soaking.[175] In order to obtain a high affinity lead compound, fragment hits are 

chemically extended (fragment growing) by medicinal chemists or combined in case that two 

fragments concurrently occupy different regions of the binding site (fragment linking).[164, 176, 

177] 

The analysis of small molecules, peptides and proteins by electrospray ionization-mass 

spectrometry (ESI-MS) is a well-established technology in pharmacologic research e.g. for 

studying drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics, for quality control as well as for target 

identification and validation.[178, 179] However, conventional ESI-MS utilizes denaturing buffer 

and ionization conditions, which cause dissociation of non-covalent interactions. In contrast, 

native MS, which was introduced in Chapter 2.2, preserves the native protein conformation 

during the ionization process, thereby making native MS an attractive tool for the analysis of 

non-covalent interactions between proteins and small molecules.[44, 179] Native MS has recently 

also gained further interest in the field of FBS and has been employed in a few studies for 

screening and additional support in hit validation.[117, 168, 180-184] In a recent work, a library of 70 

fragments was screened independently with native MS and SPR against human carbonic 

anhydrase II with a good agreement of both screening methods of 80 %.[185] This study 

illustrates that native MS is able to fit in the fragment-screening cascade. However, in another 

recent example a library containing 361 entries was screened against the enzyme 

endothiapepsin using six different methods including native MS and yielded only a low mutual 

overlap with not even one common hit identified by all six methods.[186] This work emphasizes 

that the comparison of different methods has to be interpreted carefully, as each technique is 

based on different biophysical principles and conditions. 

In the present study, the potential and drawbacks of native MS in fragment-based screening 

should be evaluated by pointing out different challenges and obstacles that have to be faced 

during the experiment and data analysis. In order to get a broader view on the general 

feasibility and also account for protein-specific differences, four proteins covering different 

target classes and different molecular weights are investigated (Table 4.1). All of them are 

associated with epigenetic regulation or metabolism of various cancer types and therefore 

represent important oncological targets. A small set of fragments was screened against each of 

these proteins by native ESI-MS (Appendix A, Table A.1). In addition, the results are 

compared using TSA as a reference method, since it is widely used for fragment screening and 

hit validation mainly due to its high throughput, low protein consumption, and general 

applicability.[172, 187, 188] 
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Table 4.1: Overview of the investigated target proteins.  

Target protein Description 
Molecular 
weight 

No. of 
fragments 

MTH1 8-oxo-dGTPase 18.1 kDa 33 

KDM5B (catalytic core) Histone H3K4 demethylase 55.4 kDa 16 

BRPF1 (bromodomain) Acetylated lysine binding domain protein 13.7 kDa 21 

UHRF1 (SRA domain) Hemimethylated DNA binding domain protein 23.6 kDa 21 

The basic principle of TSA lies in the detection of the thermal unfolding of a protein in the 

presence of a fluorescent dye. Binding of a ligand typically increases the conformational 

stability of the target protein, which results in a dose-dependent increase of its melting 

temperature (Tm).[189-191] Besides the general evaluation of native mass spectrometry for FBS, it 

is also attempted to use the MS results to clarify the meaning of different TSA behaviors 

(e.g. destabilizers) in terms of binding to the target protein.  

4.2 Experimental Details 

Protein Expression and Purification*  

All proteins in this study were obtained from Bayer AG and were produced using 

recombinant technology. N-terminal His-tagged full length MTH1 was overexpressed in 

E.coli and affinity purified using Ni-NTA agarose beads (Qiagem®). After removal of the 

His-tag by tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease treatment, the protein was further purified by 

size exclusion chromatography in 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol 

(DTT). A KDM5B construct comprising amino acids 26/772 with a deletion of AT-rich 

interaction domain (ARID) and plant homeodomain 1 (PHD1) domain (∆ aa 102-373) and 

insertion of a four-glycine linker containing N-terminal His-tag was cloned and expressed in 

Sf9 cells. KDM5B was purified using Ni-sepharose 6 fast flow (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) 

and subsequently treated with TEV protease over night at 6 °C. The tag-free protein was 

further purified by size exclusion chromatography followed by a second Ni-affinity 

chromatography step in order to remove still tagged protein. The final buffer was 10 mM 

HEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 % glycerol, 0.5 mM TCEP. N-terminal His-tagged 

bromodomain (aa 626-740) of BRPF1 was expressed in E.coli and affinity purified by HisTrap 

                                                
* Protein expression and purification were performed by Bayer AG, Berlin.  
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HP sepharose (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). TEV protease treatment was performed on the 

Ni-column over night at 4 °C. Tag-free protein was further purified by size exclusion 

chromatography with buffer consisting of 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl. C-terminal 

tagged SRA domain (aa 414-617) of UHRF1 was expressed in E.coli and affinity purified 

using His-Talon Superflow cartridges (Clontech®) and subsequently by size exclusion 

chromatography with buffer consisting of 20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 10 % glycerol, 

and 2 mM DTT. 

Thermal Shift Assay*  

Fragments used in this study derived from a Bayer-internal fragment library, which has been 

compiled based on a filtering process of Bayer’s high throughput screening (HTS) library 

containing more than 3.2 million compounds. The resulting library consists of 

~2,000 fragments. Thermal shift assays were carried out with the ThermoFluor system 

(Johnson & Johnson Pharmaceutical Research and Development) or ViiATM7 Real Time PCR 

System (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The reactions were accomplished in a 384-well plate 

format with 5 µL reaction volume. The fragments were added from stock solutions in 50 mM 

DMSO, giving a final fragment concentration of 1 mM with a DMSO concentration of 2 %. 

Melting curves were recorded after heating the samples from 25 °C up to 95 °C while 

measuring the fluorescence intensity of the dye. The protein concentration and SyproOrange 

(SO) (Invitrogen) concentration was for MTH1: 4.5 µM and 5 x SO; KDM5B: 1.8 µM and 5 x 

SO; BRPF1: 7.3 µM and 5 x SO and UHRF1: 2.4 µM and 6 x SO. TSA data were analyzed 

using the software Analyzer (Genedata ScreenerR). 

Sample Preparation and Mass Spectrometry 

The proteins were buffer exchanged at least four times prior to native MS experiments by PD 

Spin Trap G-25 columns (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) with 50 mM aqueous ammonium 

acetate solution (pH = 6.5 - 7.0). The concentration was determined via NanoDrop2000 

(Thermo Scientific) at 280 nm wavelength with an extinction coefficient calculated by the 

software GPMAW (Lighthouse data). The protein concentration in the final samples was 

10 µM. Fragments were dissolved in DMSO to obtain a 100 mM stock solution and further 

diluted with 50 mM ammonium acetate to the desired final concentration. The fragment stock 

solutions and the final sample solutions (10 µL consisting of protein, fragment and buffer) 

                                                
*
 Thermal shift assay was performed by Elisa Chimik and Dr. Jörg Weiske at Bayer AG, Berlin.  
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were freshly prepared for each measurement and pipetted into 384-well plates. The used 

fragment concentrations for the screening experiments were as follows: MTH1: 100 µM and 

diverse concentrations for titration experiments, KDM5B: 500 µM, BRPF1: 100 and 500 µM, 

UHRF1: 200 µM. nESI-MS was carried out on a Synapt G2-S mass spectrometer (Waters), 

equipped with a Triversa NanoMate chip-based nESI source (Advion Biosciences). The 

Advanced User Interface was used to create an automated screening protocol and data 

acquisition was automated by connecting the NanoMate with the MassLynx software of the 

Synapt using a contact closure signal. The measurements were performed in positive ion mode 

(resolution) with a chip voltage of 1.7 kV and a spray pressure of 0.7 psi (0.48 bar). The scan 

time was set to 1 s and each sample was acquired for 30 s. Parameters were carefully adjusted 

to minimize in-source dissociation. Typical parameters were as follows: sampling cone voltage 

10-50 V; source offset 20 V; source temperature 30 °C; trap collision voltage 0-2 V, transfer 

collision energy 2 V; trap DC entrance 0 V, trap DC bias 2 V, ion mobility cell switched off. 

Data Analysis  

Manual data analysis was performed with Excel (Microsoft Corporation) and OriginPro 8.6 

(OriginLab Corporation) software. The fraction of bound complex PL was calculated using 

the following expression[192]  

% PL = [IPL / (IP + IPL)]*100 (4.1) 

where IPL and IP correspond to the peak intensities (peak heights) of complex PL and bare 

protein P, respectively. Unless otherwise noted, all charge states of P and PL were considered, 

such that IPL and IP correspond to the sum of intensities of the individual charge states. Peak 

intensities are substituted for concentrations, as the total (initial) protein concentration is 

known. Automated data analysis was carried out with the BiopharmaLynx software (Waters). 

Mass spectra were deconvoluted using the MaxEnt1 algorithm and the fraction of bound 

protein was determined from the deconvoluted spectra (MassLynx 4.1). The binding affinity 

can be quantified either with the single-point method or with the titration method, which were 

discussed in Chapter 2.4.1. In both approaches it is assumed that the PL complexes have 

similar ionization, transmission and detection efficiencies compared to the bare protein P and 

thus the introduction of a response factor is not necessary.[99] For a 1:1 protein-ligand 

dissociation constant Kd by single-point method can be estimated using Eq. 2.9, where [P] and 
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[PL] are determined from the peak intensities IP and IPL and the initial concentration of 

protein [P]0 .
[168, 193] 

[P] = [P]0 * IP / (IP + IPL) (4.2) 

[PL] = [P]0 * IPL / (IP + IPL) (4.3) 

For the determination of the dissociation constant Kd via an ESI-MS titration experiment, the 

protein concentration is kept constant while the ligand concentration is varied. [PL] is then 

plotted versus the initial ligand concentration [L]0 and Eq. 3.2 (Chapter 3.2) is applied for Kd 

determination by curve fitting. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Fragment-Based Screening with Native Mass Spectrometry 

In the first section of this chapter the focus lies on the results that were obtained from a 

native MS-based fragment screen against full length MTH1. This protein, also known as 

NUDT1 (7,8-dihydro-8-oxoguanine triphosphatase), binds and hydrolyzes oxidized purine 

nucleoside triphosphates and thus prevents incorporation of damaged bases during DNA 

replication. In normal cells MTH1 does not play a key role, but it is vital for the survival of 

tumor cells. In this context it has been discovered that elimination of MTH1 leads to death of 

tumor cells.[194] Other than eliminating the protein, inhibition of the hydrolysis of damaged 

bases could be an alternative way to limit cancer growth. The here investigated protein MTH1 

consists of 158 amino acids and has a molecular weight of 18.1 kDa (crystal structure is shown 

as an inset in Figure 4.1A). 

Figure 4.1A shows the mass spectrum of MTH1 (10 µM) sprayed from 50 mM ammonium 

acetate solution. The spectrum contains a narrow charge state distribution with charge states 

ranging from 7+ to 9+, indicating that the protein retains a folded, native-like 

conformation.[195] 

Usually, small molecules in drug discovery are stored in DMSO due to its favorable 

physicochemical properties. Inescapably, a certain amount of DMSO remains in the final 

sample solution. High DMSO concentrations (starting from ~10 %) lead to supercharging, 

subsequent denaturation and unfolding of the protein.[147]  
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Figure 4.1: nESI mass spectra of 10 µM MTH1 (red open circle) in 50 mM ammonium acetate without 

DMSO (A), in presence of 0.2 % DMSO (B), and in presence of 100 µM ligand and 0.2 % DMSO (C), 

forming a protein-ligand complex (PL, red filled circle). The crystal structure of MTH1 is shown as inset in 

(A) (PDB entry: 4C9W).  

However, as it was also observed in Chapter 1, even low amounts of DMSO might influence 

the binding affinity of a protein-ligand complex.[146] Hence, DMSO concentrations in this 

study were kept as low as possible. In presence of 0.2 % DMSO, MTH1 retains a narrow 

charge state distribution, indicating that the native fold remains under these conditions 

(Figure 4.1B). However, a strong decrease of the average charge state from 7.7+ to 7.2+ is 

observed upon DMSO addition. This effect is most likely caused by a DMSO induced 

compaction of the protein structure and has been observed previously.[147] 

Next, native MS was used to screen a small set of fragments against MTH1 that exhibited 

stabilizing, destabilizing, or neutral effects in a TSA primary screen. A protein concentration 

of 10 µM and a tenfold molar excess of fragments was employed. Data acquisition was 
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straightforward by using an automated chip-based nanoESI source,[196] and all measurements 

were carried out in triplicate within less than one hour (~0.5 min per sample). Figure 4.1C 

shows a typical mass spectrum of a fragment hit, which is easily identified by additional signals 

that correspond to the protein-ligand complex (PL).  

When screening a large amount of fragments by native MS, a convenient way to rank hits by 

their binding affinity has to be established. As demonstrated by various groups, native MS in 

principle can be used for reliable determination of absolute binding affinities.[93, 168, 197] 

However, this implies a titration experiment for each ligand using a fixed protein 

concentration and several different ligand concentrations. Such an experiment was carried out 

exemplarily for MTH1 with a specific binder (fragment M30) and Figure 4.2A shows the 

corresponding mass spectra for five different fragment concentrations ([L]0 = 0, 4, 10, 50, and 

200 µM). Assuming that MTH1 possesses a single ligand binding site, a specific binder is 

expected to only form a 1:1 protein-ligand complex (PL). Accordingly, with increasing 

concentration of fragment M30 in the initial solution, the signal intensity of PL gradually 

increases (Figure 4.2A, red filled circles). Since in this case no multiple, non-specific adducts 

are visible in the spectra, the peak intensities of PL can be substituted for concentrations [PL] 

and are plotted in Figure 4.2B against the ligand concentration [L]0.  

Curve fitting using Eq. 3.2 (Chapter 3.2) results in a dissociation constant (Kd) of 

1.73 ± 0.16 µM. Remarkably, the amount of formed complex saturates at ~60-70 %, 

indicating that about one third of the target protein obviously does not take part in binding. A 

much easier way for fragment ranking is to calculate the dissociation constant from a single-

point measurement (Eq. 2.9, Chapter 2.4). However, single-point estimation might give 

diverging Kd values as exemplarily highlighted for two ligand concentrations (1.69 ± 0.15 µM 

at [L]0 = 2 µM or 116 ± 4 µM at [L]0 = 200 µM) (Figure 4.2B). This illustrates that the Kd 

determined by single-point estimation underestimates the affinity for strong binders in case 

the target protein is already saturated. Weak binders, in turn, need high fragment 

concentrations to detect significant amount of complex and determine a reliable Kd. Since 

binding affinities within a large fragment library usually cover a wide range of affinities, the 

calculation of reliable Kd values using a fixed ligand concentration is not straightforward.  
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Figure 4.2: A) ESI-MS titration using a constant protein concentration (MTH1, 10 µM, red open circles) 

and increasing ligand concentration (M30, 0 to 200 µM, complex formation red filled circles) from top to 

bottom. B) The amount of protein-ligand complex [PL] is plotted as a function of increasing ligand 

concentration [L]0. The affinity was determined by curve fitting (Eq. 3.2) and by single-point estimation 

(Eq. 2.9). Data represent the mean ± standard deviation of measurements in triplicate.  

A third alternative that was also employed within this chapter, is relative affinity ranking, 

which involves the calculation of the fraction of protein-ligand complex (% PL) under the 

exact same experimental and instrumental conditions. It can easily be calculated by reading out 

the intensities (peak heights) of the bare protein (P) and protein-ligand complex (PL) in the 

mass spectrum (Eq. 4.1). 

Following this workflow, combined with automated data acquisition, native MS appears to be 

a fast and well suited method for fragment screening. However, a closer inspection of mass 

spectra of protein-fragment complexes from the screening experiment illustrates that data 

interpretation is not necessarily always straightforward, since the ideal case of specific 1:1 PL 

complex formation (as exemplarily shown in Figure 4.2) between a protein and a ligand might 

not be given. Figure 4.3B shows a fragment that forms not only a 1:1 PL complex with 

MTH1, but also multiple, presumably non-specific adducts (PL2, PL3, PLn). The formation of 

non-specific adducts during the ionization process is a common phenomenon in native MS,[94] 

especially when high ligand concentrations are used as for the detection of low affinity 
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fragments. Since this effect is concentration-dependent, a reduction of ligand concentration 

can help to eliminate non-specific binding (Appendix A, Figure A.1A).  

Another phenomenon that was observed during fragment screening is a fragment-induced 

change in the charge-state distribution of protein signals. Figure 4.3C shows a mass spectrum 

of MTH1 with a fragment that induces such a charge-state shift (css) in addition to formation 

of a direct protein-ligand complex. Compared to the bare protein (Figure 4.3A) a significant 

increase in the intensity of charge state 6+ and even formation of charge state 5+ is observed. 

An ESI-MS titration with this fragment illustrates that this effect is concentration-dependent 

(Figure A.1B). The css can be explained by complex formation in solution, but dissociation of 

the charged fragment directly after ionization during passage through the mass spectrometer, 

therefore reducing the protein’s charge state (Figure 4.4). As shown by Blackburn et al., 

quantifying the css can be used to calculate an apparent Kd.
[198]

 However, using the css as a 

measure of binding exceedingly complicates data analysis, especially if direct complex 

formation occurs on top of css, as observed here. Therefore, the css was not included for 

calculation of % PL but the respective fragments were just annotated. 

Table 4.2 summarizes the determined % PL values from the native MS screen against MTH1. 

Fragments that induce a css or show extensive multiple binding are annotated accordingly. 

Remarkably, by using a concentration of 100 µM, all tested 33 fragments show complex 

formation with the target protein ranging from 6 % up to 66 %. Nine out of 33 fragments 

induce a css (M08, M11-M15, M25, M26, M31), while three fragments exhibit multiple 

binding (M10, M16, M21). A comparison of manual and automated software-based data 

analysis using BiopharmaLynx shows similar results for % PL determination (Appendix A, 

Table A.2). Since the software uses deconvoluted spectra for determination of % PL, 

information about potential charge-state shifts is lost. 

A major difficulty was to determine a threshold of % PL that defines a hit. Especially 

fragments that exhibit only low complex formation have a higher chance of being false 

positives, because signals that would be indicative of non-specific binding (PL2, PL3, PL4) 

might disappear in background noise, making the discrimination between specific binding and 

non-specific adduct formation difficult. To find a compromise between excluding most non-

specific binders and including specific, but low-affinity hits, a threshold of 20 % complex 

formation was set to define fragment hits. Multiple binders were not considered as hits, 

although two of them (M10, M16) show binding above the set threshold. Using these 

restrictions, 16 hits are identified by native MS (Table 4.2). 
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Figure 4.3: nESI mass spectra of 10 µM MTH1 (P, red open circles) in 50 mM ammonium acetate in 

presence of 0.2 % DMSO (A) and after addition of 100 µM ligand M16 (B) or 100 µM ligand M26 (C). In 

addition to specific PL formation, other types of complex formation are observed that hamper automated 

data analysis. The number of attached ligands is indicated in mass spectrum B). 

 

Figure 4.4: Schematic explanation for a charge-state shift in the mass spectrum. The protein-ligand 

complex forms in solution, but does not survive the transfer into the gas phase. As a consequence the 

complex dissociates and the ligand takes a charge (PDB entry: 4C9W).  
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Table 4.2: Comparison of MS results with the orthogonal technique TSA for a screen of 33 fragments 

against MTH1 (10 µM protein and 100 µM fragment).  

Fragment 
ID[a] 

MW 
(Da) 

PL 
(%)[b] 

charge-state 
shift 

ESI-MS hit[c] 

(% PL > 20 %) 

TSA hit[d] 

(stabilizer) 

TSA 

ΔTm (°C) 

TSA 

category 

M01 232.13 30 no yes yes 7.15 stabilizer 

M02 254.78 24 no yes yes 5.56 stabilizer 

M03 224.75 9 no no yes 3.27 stabilizer 

M04 301.25 7 no no no 0.51 neutral 

M05 177.24 33 no yes yes 3.49 stabilizer 

M06 199.25 7 no no no 0.51 neutral 

M07 212.25 8 no no no -1.83 destabilizer 

M08 186.25 12 yes no yes 8.07 stabilizer 

M09 196.29 15 no no yes 1.63 stabilizer 

M10 240.34 46 no no yes 7.87 stabilizer 

M11 247.12 37 yes yes yes 9.13 stabilizer 

M12 199.25 53 yes yes yes 9.94 stabilizer 

M13 240.34 52 yes yes yes 10.6 stabilizer 

M14 235.28 20 yes yes yes 2.03 stabilizer 

M15 295.20 20 yes yes yes 5.77 stabilizer 

M16 160.18 27 no no yes 7.83 stabilizer 

M17 187.24 12 no no yes 10.37 stabilizer 

M18 170.21 22 no yes yes 10.04 stabilizer 

M19 222.69 12 no no no -2.09 destabilizer 

M20 163.22 19 no no yes 6.50 stabilizer 

M21 246.35 17 no no no -1.85 destabilizer 

M22 207.23 12 no no no 0.52 neutral 

M23 236.14 36 no yes yes 4.41 stabilizer 

M24 244.33 7 no no no 0.53 neutral 

M25 209.25 37 yes yes yes 8.53 stabilizer 

M26 249.31 15 yes no yes 8.35 stabilizer 

M27 268.11 10 no no no 0.53 neutral 

M28 215.25 10 no no no -1.77 destabilizer 

M29 248.73 48 no yes yes 8.78 stabilizer 

M30 221.71 66 no yes yes 13.22 stabilizer 

M31 186.25 35 yes yes yes 13.00 stabilizer 

M32 249.18 23 no yes yes 8.06 stabilizer 

M33 228.76 34 no yes yes 8.09 stabilizer 

[a] Underlined fragments show multiple binding. [b] % PL determined by manual data analysis, where every 
charge state was considered. The value corresponds to the average of measurements in triplicate. [c] Fraction of 
protein of the manual data analysis was used for hit definition. A threshold of 20 % PL formation was set as hit 
criterion. [d] Stabilizing fragments were considered as hits, if ΔTm exceeds the protein’s melting temperature by 
six times the standard deviation.  
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4.3.2  Comparison of Fragment Hits from MS and TSA 

To validate the fragment hits from the native MS screen, they were compared to the data 

obtained from a prior TSA screen. In general, ligands can cause an increase (stabilizers) or 

decrease (destabilizers) of the protein’s melting temperature (Tm) or have no effect (neutrals). 

Fragments are considered as stabilizers or destabilizers if ΔTm exceeds or lowers the protein’s 

melting temperature by six times the standard deviation. The set of 33 fragments selected for 

MTH1 consists of 24 stabilizers, five neutrals and four destabilizers (Table 4.2). While 

stabilizers are considered as specific binders and as such are classified as hits, the cause of 

destabilization is not exactly known and might result from non-specific interactions with the 

target protein. A comparison of the hits from TSA and native MS shows a good agreement: 16 

of the 24 stabilizing fragments are also identified as hits by native MS, which corresponds to 

an overlap of 67 %. In accordance, the best binder in MS (fragment M30, PL = 66 %) also 

induces the greatest temperature shift in TSA (> 13 °C), with a tendency of higher stabilizers 

also being good binders in MS. Destabilizers show rather low complex formation (< 12 %), 

while only one of the four tested destabilizing fragments exhibits multiple binding to the 

target protein (M21).  

Taken together, the comparison of results from native MS with the reference method TSA 

emphasizes that fragment screening with native MS is able to yield reliable hits up to a certain 

affinity threshold at which specific binding can hardly be distinguished from non-specific 

adduct formation. 

4.3.3 Investigation of Other Target Protein Classes  

Since the results from the fragment screen with MTH1 were promising, the study was 

expanded to three other target proteins: KDM5B, BRPF1, and UHRF1 (Table 4.1). The 

lysine(K)-specific demethylase 5B (KDM5B, also JARID1B) is a multi-domain enzyme that 

belongs to the family of histone demethylases. This protein is responsible for demethylation 

of tri-, di-, and mono-methylated lysines in position 4 of histone 3 (H3K4me3, H3K4me2, 

H3K4me). Although the specific role of KDM5B is yet unknown, it has been associated in the 

development of various cancer types and potentially plays a major role there.[199] Within this 

chapter the catalytic core of KDM5B (Figure 4.5A) is investigated using native mass 

spectrometry.  
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Figure 4.5: A) Crystal structure of KDM5B (PDB entry: 5FPU) with two zinc and manganese ions (blue 

and red spheres) and schematic sequence of the full length protein as well as the construct of the catalytic 

core that was investigated within this work. B) Right: Crystal structure of the bromodomain of BRPF1 that 

was investigated within this work (PDB entry: 4LC2). C) Crystal structure of the set and ring associated 

(SRA) domain of UHRF1 bound to methylated DNA (PDB entry: 3CLZ).  

The bromodomain and plant homeodomain (PHD) finger containing protein 1 (BRPF1) 

forms multi-subunit protein complexes with two coactivators and connects these to other 

subunits (Figure 4.5B). Translocations of one coactivator are known to be in association with 

aggressive subtypes of leukemia. Whereas the bromodomain and extra terminal (BET) 

subfamily has been extensively studied and is well-understood, this is not likely the case for 

other bromodomain-containing proteins such as BRPF1. Due to their multidomain 

architecture, it is challenging to assign observed functions specifically to the bromodomain.[200] 

Within this study, fragment-complexes with the 116 amino acid BRPF1 bromodomain (blue 

crystal structure, Figure 4.5B) are investigated.  

Ubiquitin-like PHD and really interesting new gene (RING) finger containing-domain 

protein 1 (UHRF1) binds to specific methylated DNA sequences (Figure 4.5C) and is involved 

in chromatin structure regulation and gene expression.[201] It has been identified as an 

oncogene in various cancers and therefore become a therapeutic target.[202] 
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Figure 4.6: nESI mass spectra of 10 µM A) KDM5B, B) BRPF1, and C) UHRF1 in 50 mM ammonium 

acetate. All three proteins exhibit more than one charge-state distribution, which indicates that under these 

conditions not only native-like conformations (higher m/z values), but also partially unfolded structures 

(lower m/z values) are present.  

For each target protein again a small set of fragments was chosen from a TSA primary screen 

that includes destabilizers, stabilizers and neutrals (see Table A.1 for physicochemical 

properties). Figure 4.6 shows the mass spectra of the three target proteins KDM5B, BRPF1, 

and UHRF1 in ammonium acetate. In contrast to the spectrum of MTH1 (Figure 4.1), all 

proteins exhibit more than one charge-state distribution. This indicates that not only native-

like conformations are present (charge-state distribution at higher m/z values), but also partially 

unfolded structures (charge-state distribution at lower m/z values) are adopted under these 

conditions.[53] 
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Figure 4.7: nESI mass spectra of 10 µM KDM5B in 50 mM ammonium acetate and in presence of 0.5 % 

DMSO (A) and after addition of 500 µM ligand K01 (B). Fragment addition induces extensive peak 

broadening and multiple binding, especially on native-like charge states 11+ to 14+ (bare protein, grey open 

circles; protein-ligand complex, grey filled circles).  

For KDM5B - the largest protein in this study - much broader and less resolved peaks were 

observed, especially at native-like charge states (13+ to 16+) (Figure 4.6A). This can be 

explained by increased adduct formation at higher m/z values as well as an increased 

heterogeneity due to coordination of two zinc ions and one iron ion in the catalytic center of 

KDM5B.[203]  

Addition of fragments causes multiple complex formation and extensive peak broadening, 

therefore impeding determination of complex formation at native-like charge states 

(Figure 4.7). Instead, in this particular case, a defined set of sufficiently resolved signals 

corresponding to the partially unfolded protein (17+ to 28+) was used for detection and 

quantification of fragment binding. This practice is acceptable only if the partially unfolded 

protein species retains its ligand-binding properties, indicating that the catalytic center is still in 

its functional conformation. This is likely the case for KDM5B, since the partially unfolded 

species is still bound to zinc and catalytic iron ions and also fragment binding is observed as 

for the native-like charge states (Figure 4.7). In addition, crystal structures of this construct in 

complex with three inhibitor chemotypes were solved in a previous study,[203] which further 

demonstrates that this construct in general is suitable for investigation of ligand binding. 
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Results for identification and quantification of fragment binding to KDM5B are summarized 

in Table 4.3. When using the same hit criteria as mentioned above, ten hits are identified out 

of 16 fragments. A comparison of the hits from TSA and native MS again shows a good 

agreement. Eight of the nine stabilizing fragments are also identified as hits by native MS. 

Again, the best binder from the native MS screen (fragment K09, PL = 57 %) also induces the 

greatest temperature shift in TSA (~5 °C). Only three fragments show multiple binding and all 

of them were identified as destabilizers in TSA. However, the group of seven destabilizing 

fragments also included two specific hits in native MS.  

 

Table 4.3: Comparison of MS results with the orthogonal technique TSA for a screen of 16 fragments 

against the catalytic domain of KDM5B (10 µM protein and 500 µM fragment). 

Fragment 
ID[a] 

MW 
(Da) 

PL 
(%)[b] 

charge-state 
shift 

ESI-MS hit[c] 

(% PL > 20 %) 

TSA hit[d] 

(stabilizer) 

TSA 

ΔTm (°C) 

TSA 

category 

K01 174.20 38 yes yes yes 2.33 stabilizer 

K02 173.17 36 yes yes yes 1.16 stabilizer 

K03 188.18 38 yes yes yes 2.59 stabilizer 

K04 214.26 24 yes no no -3.00 destabilizer 

K05 204.29 16 yes no no -4.20 destabilizer 

K06 207.27 26 yes yes yes 1.54 stabilizer 

K07 203.21 10 yes no yes 3.55 stabilizer 

K08 189.26 30 yes yes no -4.19 destabilizer 

K09 165.19 57 yes yes yes 4.98 stabilizer 

K10 225.29 16 no no no -3.12 destabilizer 

K11 189.21 39 yes yes yes 1.50 stabilizer 

K12 211.26 21 yes no no -3.13 destabilizer 

K13 197.66 23 yes yes no -4.21 destabilizer 

K14 191.23 32 yes yes yes 3.04 stabilizer 

K15 179.22 39 no yes yes 1.94 stabilizer 

K16 263.74 0 no no no -4.20 destabilizer 

[a] Underlined fragments show multiple binding. [b] % PL determined by manual data analysis, where only 
partially unfolded charge states (17+ to 28+) were considered. [c] A threshold of 20 % PL formation was set as 
hit criterion. [d] Stabilizing fragments were considered as hits, if ΔTm exceeds the protein’s melting temperature 
by six times the standard deviation. 
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Therefore, non-specific binding does not necessarily seem to be the cause of destabilization in 

TSA. Although the heterogeneity induced by complexation of iron ions within the catalytic 

center of KDM5B complicated data interpretation, it opened up the possibility to analyze the 

iron-dependency of ligand binding (Appendix A, Figure A.3). While most of the 16 fragments 

bind only in presence of the active site iron (potential iron coordinators), some fragments only 

show binding to the iron-free form (potential iron competitors). Some fragments also exhibit 

binding to both forms and therefore it can be assumed that they bind independent of the 

catalytic iron. Although the spectrum of the apo-form of KDM5B indicates binding of up to 

two iron ions, only one iron ion seems to be relevant for ligand binding (Appendix A, 

Figure A.2). This is in agreement with the observation of one active site Mn2+ that was used to 

replace the active site iron in the crystal structure.[203] Taken together, the possibility to 

elucidate these different binding behaviors is very interesting for creating a structure-activity 

relationship, however, it requires careful and manual analysis of the mass spectra. 

The results of fragment screening for BRPF1 and UHRF1 are summarized in Table A.3 

and A.4. For BRPF1 none of the 21 fragments reaches the hit criteria of 20 % complex 

formation, although eleven fragments were identified as hits by TSA including six fragments 

that were confirmed by X-ray crystallography (Appendix A, Table A.3). Therefore, the 

experiment was repeated by increasing the fragment concentration from 100 µM to 500 µM as 

exemplified in Figure 4.8. Although weak binding (PL < 5 %) is now observed for five of the 

six X-ray confirmed fragments (Appendix A, Table A.3), excessive multiple binding prevents 

to distinguish specific binding from non-specific adduct formation. Consequently, none of the 

tested fragments fulfills the hit criteria. 

For UHRF1 a set of 21 fragments including ten TSA hits and eleven neutrals was screened by 

native MS. Only one of the tested fragments (U01) reaches the native MS hit criterion of at 

least 20 % complex formation (Appendix A, Table A.4). However, this fragment is a neutral in 

TSA, so that there is no mutual overlap between the two methods. In this regard it is worth 

mentioning that TSA hits only induced minor shifts in melting temperature (ΔTm ≤ 1 K) and 

they therefore might constitute low affinity binders that escape detection by native MS. 

Noteworthy, 12 fragments induce a charge-state shift, with seven of them exclusively showing 

this effect without any direct binding, as exemplarily shown in Figure 4.9 with fragment U04. 

A correlation between fragments that induce a charge-state shift and TSA hits was not 

observed. 
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Figure 4.8: nESI mass spectra of A) BRPF1: DMSO control spectrum and B) in presence of 100 µM and 

C) 500 µM of fragment B09. The bare protein is indicated with blue open circles, whereas the complex is 

indicated with blue filled circles. Small numbers display the amount of bound ligands. Slightly more binding 

is observed with increased fragment concentration, but also excessive formation of multiple, presumably 

non-specifically bound species. 

 

Figure 4.9: nESI mass spectra of the SRA domain of UHRF1 A) in presence of 0.2 % DMSO and B) in 

presence of fragment U04 and 0.2 % DMSO. The fragment induces a charge-state shift in the mass 

spectrum, which likely reflects binding in solution. The calculated average charge is given as an inset in grey. 
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4.4 Discussion 

The evaluation of native MS for FBS using four different target proteins clearly demonstrates 

that the applicability strongly depends not only on the nature of the target protein, but also on 

the experimental and instrumental conditions. In this regard, the determination of a suitable 

fragment concentration is a very critical factor when planning a screening campaign. Before 

conducting a primary screen there is often no previous knowledge about the expected binding 

affinities and hit rates. 

Finding an optimal fragment concentration is therefore often difficult. Choosing rather low 

fragment concentrations is generally to be favored in order to reduce non-specific binding, but 

also carries the risk of missing low-affinity ligands. This might be acceptable if the overall hit 

rate is high enough as shown for the investigated proteins MTH1 and KDM5B. If the hit rate 

is low, however, increasing the fragment concentration increases the chance for detection of 

low-affinity binders, but also increases the risk of non-specific adduct formation. The here 

investigated bromodomain of BRPF1 shows exactly this problem: While no hits were 

identified in the initial screen, increasing the fragment concentration slightly enhances binding, 

but also (and to a larger extent) increases non-specific adduct formation. In this case one faces 

the problem of how to differentiate between specific and non-specific interactions. Diverse 

experimental approaches can be applied to measure the contribution of non-specific binding, 

such as the reference protein method.[99] In addition, several methods that use sophisticated 

models for data analysis have been proposed for deconvolution of specific and non-specific 

binding.[100-103] However, these approaches often require detailed manual analysis, since they 

are not yet implemented in currently available software packages for automated spectral 

processing. Thus, in the case that excessive multiple binding is observed during a screening 

campaign, native (ESI-)MS might not be the best suited method for FBS in comparison to 

other technologies such as SPR or NMR spectroscopy.  

While multiple binding is assumed to be caused mainly by non-specific adduct formation and 

is a phenomenon generally observed during electrospray ionization, another major challenge 

for data interpretation was a fragment-induced charge-state shift. Remarkably, the tendency 

for multiple adduct formation as well as charge-state shifts varied significantly between 

different target proteins tested in this study. Charge-state shifts can be indicative of weak 

interactions in solution that are lost directly after ionization.[198] What does this mean for data 

interpretation? Simply ignoring this effect might lead to an underestimation of binding 
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affinities or even to false negatives. This is probably the case for KDM5B, where seven of the 

tested fragments induce a charge-state shift without additional binding. However, as soon as 

charge-state shifts and specific binding is observed simultaneously (as for MTH1 and 

KDM5B), data interpretation is challenging. One can be optimistic that advancements in 

software will soon allow for the automated analysis of fragment binding also in cases where 

manual data inspection is currently required. 

A further question that arises from our experiments is how to rank hits according to their 

apparent affinity. In previous native MS studies, fragments were ranked either by their 

dissociation constant or classified in different binding categories (A+, A, B) based on their 

fraction of complex formation.[168, 183, 185, 186] Of course, the most accurate way for affinity 

ranking would be to determine the dissociation constant Kd. Since this would imply a titration 

experiment for each fragment, this approach is incompatible for a primary screen and might 

rather be used for further characterization of a limited number of primary hits. Determination 

of Kd values by single-point estimation could in principle be an alternative. But as it was 

exemplarily shown in the titration with MTH1 (Figure 4.2), this approach is error-prone in 

case that potential hits cover a wide range of affinities, which is usually the case for a large 

fragment library. This issue is also supported in a previous study by Crosby and coworkers, in 

which simulated binding curves according to different affinities are compared.[168] Thus, the 

fraction of the complex formation (% PL) that was determined for each fragment, allows to 

qualitatively rank fragment hits within a defined experimental setup. 

Within this study, the results of MS were compared with data from TSA. Here, the question 

arises how comparable these methods are in terms of detecting binders. MS is conducted in 

the gas phase and measures direct ligand binding, while TSA is based on a solution 

environment and measures protein stabilization. In theory, hydrophobic interactions are 

weakened in the gas phase, while electrostatic interactions are strengthened.[108, 204] However, it 

was shown that hydrophobically driven complexes can survive in the gas phase.[109, 205] The 

proteins MTH1 and KDM5B both show a good hit overlap of the two methods. 16 mutual 

hits are identified for MTH1, while eight common hits are obtained for KDM5B (Table 4.4). 

This quite good agreement is not observed for BRPF1 and UHRF1. Although the TSA 

primary screen resulted in several hits for both proteins, binding in the gas phase is rather low 

or not observed, even for six fragment hits that were confirmed by X-ray crystallography (for 

BRPF1).  
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Table 4.4: Overall comparison of MS and TSA hits.  

Target protein No. of ESI-MS hits[c] No. of TSA hits[d] No. of mutual hits Total no. of 
fragments 

MTH1 16 24 16 33 

KDM5B 10 9 8 16 

BRPF1[a,b] 0/2 11 0/2 21 

UHRF1 1 10 0 21 

[a] 100 µM fragment concentration. [b] 500 µM fragment concentration. [c] Hits in MS are fragments that show 
more than 20 % binding. [d] Hits in the TSA increase the protein melting temperature Tm by more than six times 
the standard deviation (stabilizers). 

One possible explanation for missing these confirmed binders might be a low binding affinity 

or a binding mode predominantly based on entropically-driven hydrophobic interactions with 

the target protein. However, a clear correlation was not found between physicochemical 

properties of the fragments (Appendix A, Table A.1) and their binding behavior in native MS. 

This finding is in agreement with a study by Maple et al., in which a larger library of 157 

compounds was screened by native MS and no observable correlation between Kd 

(determined by native MS) and log10(D) of the compounds was observed.[168] 

Furthermore, the size of the protein sets the application of native MS in FBS a natural 

limitation, which can only partially be overcome by raising the resolution power of the mass 

analyzer. Adduct formation with water molecules and salt ions increases with higher molecular 

weight resulting in broader peak shapes (not considering natural heterogeneities induced by 

post-translational modifications or cofactor binding), which hampers the detection of 

fragment binding. Typically, the cone voltage would be adjusted in such situations in order to 

remove loosely bound water and salt adducts and to improve peak shape. However, fragments 

binding with low affinity might dissociate at increased cone voltage resulting in false negatives. 

This apparent problem is certainly a burden working with larger proteins with no immediate 

technical solution since this is an inherent issue of electrospray ionization.  
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4.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter four different target proteins were investigated regarding their suitability for 

fragment-based screening (FBS) with native mass spectrometry. The results were used to 

critically evaluate the method for FBS. For each protein a set of fragments was compiled that 

exhibited stabilization, destabilization, and neutral effects in a thermal shift assay primary 

screen. The fragments were ranked by their fraction of formed complex (% PL) and classified 

as hits using an arbitrary set threshold of 20 % PL. Generally, native MS yields a good overlap 

with data from TSA above a certain amount of complex formation, as it was shown for two of 

the investigated proteins. Stabilizers tend to be good binders in MS as well, while a clear 

binding type for destabilizers was not observed. Critical issues such as the optimal fragment 

concentration and a convenient way of ranking hits were discussed. Multiple binding and 

charge-state shifts were observed with all proteins and greatly hampered automated data 

analysis using commercially available software packages. It can be concluded that native MS 

may not be the method of choice as a primary screening technique. However, native MS can 

be considered as a highly valuable orthogonal screening method for hit validation of a 

restricted set of fragments. 

The great advantage of the method in this regard is that it is a truly label-free method, exhibits 

a direct and simple readout (i.e. mass shift induced by ligand binding) and can also provide 

additional information apart from detection of pure binding. This for example includes the 

analysis of several ligands in a single experiment (multiplexing), which allows elucidating 

competitive versus simultaneous binding modes. In case that different fragments show 

simultaneous binding in different regions of a binding pocket this could serve as a starting 

point for fragment linking, while competing fragments can easily be ranked by their relative 

binding affinities in such an experiment.  

Taken together, native MS is convenient for fragment-based screening, provided that the 

protein itself is suitable and allows automated data acquisition. This, however, bears the 

consequence that the potential of the method is not fully exploited, as the complete 

information content offered by a mass spectrum is often only obtained by manual inspection. 
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5 Protein Gas-Phase Microsolvation* 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) has developed into a powerful and 

indispensable analytical tool for the structural investigation of proteins. It is still debated to 

what extent protein structure is retained after ESI and transfer into the gas phase and there is 

a growing number of publications addressing this question.[44, 206, 207] In this context it is 

generally accepted that the charge state presents a major determinant for the three-

dimensional organization of a protein.[53] Species with a low amount of charge adopt compact, 

presumably native-like structures, whereas species in higher charge states adopt more 

extended structures.[208-210] Intermediate charge states can show many different coexisting 

conformations, ranging from compact to more extended structures. Furthermore, it was 

proposed that after transfer into the gas phase, intramolecular charge self-solvation, i.e. the 

collapse of the charged side chains onto the backbone can disrupt the intramolecular 

hydrogen network.[44]  

 

                                                
* This chapter is based on the work „Gas-phase microsolvation of ubiquitin: investigation of crown-ether 

complexation sites using ion mobility-mass spectrometry”, published in M. Göth, et al., Analyst 2016, 141, 
5502-5510, http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c6an01377e. Figure and content adapted with permission. 
Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry.  
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A powerful tool to obtain information about molecular structure in the gas phase is ion 

mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS),[66, 76, 211] which was introduced in Chapter 2.3. It allows 

the separation of investigated molecules according to their mass, charge, size, and shape. In 

addition, a rotationally averaged collision cross section (CCS) [79] can be determined that yields 

direct information on molecular structure and can also be compared to theoretical values. The 

potential of IM-MS in the analysis of proteins and their assemblies has been shown for several 

systems.[64, 86, 212] In this regard, one extensively studied molecule is ubiquitin.[88, 207, 209, 213-219] It is 

a small protein (76 residues) that plays an important role in signal transduction and post-

translational modification of other proteins.[220] 

In this chapter, it shall be investigated how side-chain-to-backbone interactions influence the 

overall gas-phase structure of ubiquitin. Therefore, crown-ether molecules (CE, 18-crown 6, 

264 Da; inset in Figure 5.1A) are attached non-covalently to the protein. Generally, 

18-crown-6 is known to bind strongly to protonated lysines in peptides and proteins via three 

hydrogen bonds.[221-223] 

A representative mass spectrum of ubiquitin and its crown-ether complexes in charge state 5+ 

is shown in Figure 5.1A. Up to six 18C6 adducts are observed under mild ESI conditions, 

each with a mass shift of m/z 52.8 (264/5). The corresponding arrival time distributions 

(ATDs) are shown in Figure 5.1B with the drift times converted to collision cross sections 

(CCSs). The general effect of the CE-attachment on the structure of ubiquitin can be 

described as follows: For ions with a low number of charges (z = 4) and ions in high charge 

states (z ≥ 8) each additional CE leads to an increase in size and mass (Figure B.1), which in 

turn is reflected in an increase of the corresponding drift time and CCSs. Intermediate charge 

states (5+ to 7+ for ubiquitin), however, yield a rather counterintuitive result: By the addition 

of CEs, the conformational heterogeneity is reduced and the gas-phase structure becomes 

more compact. In charge states 6+ and 7+ this is reflected with CCSs being significantly 

smaller than those of the bare ions. In general, three major conformations seem to exist across 

the charge states shown in Figure B.1, with compact (~1000 Å2), intermediate (~1200 Å2), and 

extended (~1500 Å2) structures. 
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Figure 5.1: A) nESI mass spectrum of wild type (wt) ubiquitin in charge state 5+ with different numbers of 

18-crown-6 (264 Da) attached. The inset structure shows in a simplified form how the crown ether (CE) 

binds non-covalently to protonated side chains. B) Arrival time distributions (ATDs) corresponding to A) 

with same color code for the CE complexes. With increasing number of CE attached, the overall structure 

becomes more compact, which is reflected by a decrease in CCS.  

The population of bare 5+ ion is rather heterogeneous, showing a mix of the compact 

(i.e. presumably native-like) and intermediate states, and attachment of multiple CEs leads to 

the disappearance of the intermediate species. As such, the compact form becomes dominant 

when three or more CEs are coordinated (Figure 5.1B). The bare 6+ ion (Figure B.1) occurs 

predominantly in the extended state and adopts the intermediate conformation after binding a 

single crown ether. Binding of five crown ethers eventually results in the appearance of the 

compact state, but it never becomes dominant. As such, and because the 5+ ion is the lowest 

and most native-like charge state for which the compaction phenomenon is observed via 

IM-MS, for the rest of the analysis it will be focused on this ion. In a previous study on 

cytochrome c-CE complexes it was proposed that the crown ether molecules take over the 

role of the solvent and microsolvate the protonated lysine residues, such that the overall 
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structure remains compact.[127] Within this chapter, this effect is investigated further by 

analyzing the CE-binding of ubiquitin in comparison to ubiquitin mutants using CID-MS, 

ETD-MS and IM-MS. In particular, the following questions are addressed: (1) Does 

microsolvation have the same effect when certain lysine residues are replaced by arginine and, 

in this context, do all lysines play an equal role for this effect? (2) Can we identify the binding 

site of the crown ether? (3) Does binding to the charged N-terminus lead to a similar 

microsolvation effect? 

 

5.2 Experimental Details 

Sample Preparation 

Wild-type ubiquitin (human) was purchased from Boston Biochem (Cambridge, USA) as a 

colorless powder and dissolved in water to a concentration of 100 µM. The mutants were 

obtained from Sigma Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) as phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 

solutions. Prior to use, all samples were buffer exchanged in 10 mM aqueous 

triethylammonium acetate solution (pH = 7, Fluka Analytics) twice for 2 hours and overnight 

using slide-a-lyzer dialysis tubes (MWCO = 2000 Da, Thermo Scientific). After dialysis the 

samples were diluted to 10 µM with a 1:1 (v:v) solution of water: methanol. 18-crown-6 was 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) as a colorless powder and dissolved in 

water to a 10 mM stock solution. For the preparation of the protein-crown ether complexes 

25 to 50 equivalents of 18C6 were added to a 10 µM protein solution. 

Mass Spectrometry 

CID and IM-MS experiments. Measurements were performed in positive ion mode on a 

Synapt G2-S quadrupole-ion mobility time of flight (Q-IMS-TOF) mass spectrometer 

(Waters, Manchester, UK), equipped with a Z-spray nanoflow ESI (nESI) source. nESI tips 

were produced in-house from borosilicate capillaries using a needle puller (Flaming/Brown 

Micropipette P-1000, Sutter Instrument Company, Novato, USA) followed by Pt/Pd (80/20) 

coating (Sputter Coater HR 208, Cressington, Dortmund, Germany). Typical instrument 

parameters were as follows: 0.8-1.0 kV capillary voltage, 40 V sample cone voltage, 

180 mL/min He cell gas flow (1.42e-3 mbar, He), 90 mL/min IMS gas flow (3.45e0 mbar, 

N2), 2 mL/min trap gas flow (2.29e-2 mbar, Ar), 2 V trap collision voltage, 38 V trap DC bias, 

40 V IMS wave height, 500-900 m/s IMS wave velocity. CCSs were estimated using an 
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established calibration procedure[79] and absolute CCS values measured with helium as drift gas 

on an in-house constructed drift tube IM-MS instrument, reported elsewhere.[224] To minimize 

errors in the calibration, drift times were recorded for several wave velocities and CCS values 

were averaged. Figure 5.6 and Figure B.5 show arrival time distributions measured with a wave 

velocity of 700 m/s. For the CID experiments the trap collision voltage was increased 

stepwise from 2 to 40 V. To calculate the depletion of the precursor complex ion, the intensity 

of the desired precursor was divided by the sum of intensities of all CE-bound states 

(including the bare ion). MassLynx (v 4.1) was used to record and analyze the data. Further 

data analysis was performed using Origin 8.6. External m/z calibration was performed using 

CsI solution. 

ETD-MS experiments.
*
 ETD-MS experiments were performed in positive ion mode on a 

Synapt G2 quadrupole-ion mobility time of flight (Q-IMS-TOF) mass spectrometer (Waters, 

Manchester, UK), similar to the G2-S instrument described above. nESI tips were produced in 

house as explained above. Typical instrument parameters were as follows: 0.8-1.0 kV capillary 

voltage, 40 V sample cone voltage, He and IMS gas flow switched off, 20 mL/min trap gas 

flow (6.2e-2 mbar, He), 1 mL/min transfer gas flow (5.7e-3 mbar, Ar), 4 V trap collision 

voltage, 0 V transfer collision voltage, 2 V trap DC bias, 50 mL/min make up gas flow, 15 µA 

discharge current, 0.3 V trap wave height, 300 m/s trap wave velocity. MassLynx (v 4.1) was 

used to record and analyze the data. External m/z calibration was performed using CsI 

solution. 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Crown-Ether Microsolvation of Ubiquitin and Ubiquitin Mutants 

To study the impact of microsolvation of individual lysine (K) residues, wild-type ubiquitin 

(wt) and ubiquitin lysine-to-arginine mutants are investigated. As arginine is positively charged 

at physiological conditions and therefore comparable to lysine, it is assumed that the mutation 

does not have major effects on electrostatic interactions and protein structure. Although 

arginine also binds 18-crown-6 molecules, it has a considerably lower affinity (133 kJ/mol) 

than lysine (150 kJ/mol) and previous studies further suggested that binding to lysine is 

favored over arginine when both residues are present.[223]  

                                                
* ETD-MS experiments were performed by Dr. Frederik Lermyte at the University of Antwerp, 
Belgium. 
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Figure 5.2: A) Crystal structure (PDB entry: 1UBQ) of wt ubiquitin with its seven lysine residues 

highlighted in green. While K11 and K27 are involved in salt bridges, K6 has no interaction partner in close 

proximity. B) Amino acid sequence of wt ubiquitin and schematic sequence comparing wt to the mutants 

noK, K6, K11, and K27. Either all lysines (green) or all but one specific lysine are replaced by arginine 

(blue).  

In Figure 5.2A the crystal structure of wt ubiquitin is shown with the seven lysine residues 

highlighted in green. Figure 5.2B shows the amino acid sequence as well as a schematic 

overview of the mutant sequences in comparison to wt ubiquitin with arginines colored in 

dark blue and the retained lysines in green. In the mutants investigated here, either all lysine 

residues (noK-mutant) or all except one lysine at a specific position are replaced by arginine 

(K6-, K11-, K27-mutant). The focus specifically lies on mutants with lysines retained close to 

the N-terminus to be able to perform ETD experiments on ubiquitin-CE complexes in which 

lysine-containing N-terminal fragments (possibly with a bound CE) are produced at high 

abundance. Inspection of the individual residues in the crystal structure (PDB entry: 1UBQ) 

for a native-like structure shows that K11 and K27 are both involved in salt bridges, whereas 

K6 is not in close proximity to an acidic side chain.[225]  

Under soft ESI conditions up to six CE adducts are observed for wt ubiquitin and up to five 

for the mutants, with all spectra showing a similar distribution of the complexes (Figure 5.3A). 

However, under slightly harsher conditions (increase of trap voltage from 2 V to 9 V), the 

distribution of the CE complexes changes significantly for the mutants, whereas the change is 

less obvious for the wt protein with a maximum intensity at the 2CE complex (Figure 5.3B). 

The most intense shift between soft and harsh conditions is observed for the noK-mutant, 

where the bare protein ion and the 1CE complex show the highest intensity with an almost 

1:1 ratio. The distributions of K6-, K11- and K27-mutant complexes resemble each other with 

the 1CE complex as the most abundant species (Figure 5.3B). 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the relative peak intensities of the protein crown-ether complexes A) under soft 

source conditions and B) under harsh conditions (increase of trap voltage), both at charge state 5+.  
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5.3.2 Energy-Resolved Collision-Induced Dissociation Experiments 

In order to better understand the CE-distributions represented in Figure 5.3 and to analyze 

differences in CE-binding energies between the mutants, energy-resolved CID experiments 

were performed. To do so, either the 1CE or the 3CE complex was isolated as precursor and 

subsequently fragmented via CID. The selection of the 3CE complex is based on the 

assumption that the third CE is neither attached to a lysine nor to the N-terminus in case of 

the mutants. Representative MS/MS spectra, with the respective precursor ions shaded in 

grey, are shown in Figure 5.4A and Figure 5.4B for the noK-mutant at a collision voltage of 

9 V. Spectra for the other investigated mutants are shown in Figure B.2. Isolation and 

subsequent dissociation of the 1CE complex results in the formation of the bare protein ion; 

dissociation of the 3CE complex, on the other hand, leads to the formation of three different 

product ions at increased collision voltage. To obtain a more quantitative picture for the 

different mutants, the relative intensity of the corresponding precursor ions was plotted versus 

the collision voltages for all samples. The resulting CID depletion curves are of typical 

sigmoidal shape (Figure 5.4C and Figure 5.4D). In addition, the voltage that is necessary for a 

50 % depletion of the corresponding precursor ion is marked by a dashed line in both graphs.  

 Comparing the graphs of the 1CE depletion amongst each other, three distinct trends 

become apparent: (1) The noK-species needs the lowest energy to dissociate. This was 

expected, as there are no lysine residues for the CE to coordinate to. (2) Slightly more energy 

is required for a 50 % fragmentation of the K6-, K11- and K27–mutant complexes. (3) The 

highest energy has to be applied to dissociate the wt-1CE complex. These results show that a 

distinction between wt and the mutants and even between the two types of mutants is 

generally possible based on the relative dissociation energy. The resulting gap in effective 

binding energy between wt and the other three mutants is somewhat unexpected, as the wt as 

well as the mutants offer similar binding sites to the CE. In case of the wt the CE coordinates 

either to the N-terminus or to one of the seven lysine residues, which are believed to be in 

close spatial proximity in charge state 5+. Three considerations could explain the observed 

stability of the wt-1CE complex: (1) The CE-binding sites are statistically distributed. Thus, 

one particular site might be favored, but the CE can in principle be attached to other sites as 

well. These other sites would still be lysines in case of wt and likely arginines in the mutants. 

(2) The first CE is neither attached to K6, K11 or K27 nor to the N-terminus, but to one of 

the four remaining lysines that are not investigated here, and which somehow has a much 

greater affinity than the three analyzed mutants.  
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Figure 5.4: CID spectra of noK CE complexes with A) 1CE and B) 3CE as precursor ions (shaded in 

grey) at a trap collision voltage of 9 V. For noK the bare protein ion is already observed at low collision 

voltages. Depletion curves of C) 1CE complexes and D) 3CE complexes of all proteins. Collision voltages 

are plotted versus the relative abundance for the decrease of the corresponding CE complexes.  

(3) The CE is not permanently bound to one specific site, but can “walk” between them when 

they are close enough to each other. This phenomenon was reported earlier[226, 227] and might 

offer an explanation for the increase in the effective binding strength of wt.  

Next, the 3CE complex of each variant was isolated, fragmented and its depletion plotted as 

described above (Figure 5.4D). The collision voltage for a 50 % fragmentation is roughly 

similar for all mutant species and in addition significantly lower than the energy necessary to 

dissociate the wt complex. In case of the wt, the third CE is likely coordinated to a lysine, 

whereas the mutants presumably offer arginine as a binding site. Furthermore, a comparison 

of the wt depletion in Figure 5.4C and 4D shows that the third CE is bound significantly 
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weaker than the first CE. This might be attributed to the fact that the 1CE and 3CE 

complexes of the wt exhibit different structures as shown in Figure 5.1. Alternatively, due to 

the two already occupied sites the third CE may also not be able to “walk” between different 

residues as freely as the first CE and is therefore not bound similarly strong. Nevertheless, the 

CID experiments and the resulting depletion graphs show that it is possible to differentiate 

between a coordination of the CE to arginine and lysine on basis of the relative dissociation 

energy. 

5.3.3 Electron Transfer Dissociation Experiments 

MS and CID experiments provide insights into the relative binding energies of the 

investigated protein-CE complexes and thus allow conclusions on the CE-binding sites. 

However, these experiments do not reveal the role of the N-terminus and to what extent it is 

involved in the CE-microsolvation.  

To answer this question, electron transfer dissociation (ETD) experiments were performed. 

This method provides the advantage of preserving non-covalent interactions while cleaving 

covalent bonds.[123, 228, 229] Thus, fragments of different size can be formed with a CE still being 

attached to the corresponding lysine. It should therefore be possible to identify the binding 

sites from the ETD fragment mass spectra. To minimize loss and/or migration of the CE 

ligand in the gas phase, acceleration voltages were kept minimal in ETD experiments. While 

this limited the fragmentation efficiency and sequence coverage, fragmentation in the first 5 to 

15 residues (depending on precursor charge state) yields insight into CE binding and 

compaction in wt ubiquitin, as well as the K6, K11 and noK-mutants.  

Protein-CE complexes with different numbers of CEs were selected as precursor ions in 

charge state 5+. Generally, high sequence coverage and signal-to-noise ratio can be obtained 

in ETD for precursor ions with a high number of charges.[230] The reason for this is twofold: 

First, the increased Coulomb attraction between ETD reagent and precursor will result in an 

increased ion/ion reaction rate.[231] Second, increased intramolecular electrostatic repulsion will 

reduce the degree to which the protein structure is stabilized by non-covalent interactions, 

facilitating fragment release after cleavage of the backbone N-Cα bond.[232]  

In this case, sufficiently resolved fragment spectra were also obtained for the lowly charged 

5+ ions investigated in this study and the resulting mass spectra of all complexes show a vast 

variety of fragments (Figure B.3). In addition to shorter N-terminal fragments, also charge-

reduced species are observed.  
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Figure 5.5: ETD fragmentation spectra of 5+ complexes with two crown ethers attached. A) Wild-type 

ubiquitin, B) K6-mutant, C) K11-mutant, and D) nok-mutant.  

Those species are formed either by proton or electron transfer, or gas-phase adduct formation 

with the ETD reagent as reported earlier.[233, 234] Figure 5.5 shows the lower m/z region of the 

ETD fragment spectra of the wt, K6, K11 and noK complexes for a 5+ precursor ion with 

two CEs. The color code for the different amount of CEs attached is the same as in 

Figure 5.1.  
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In general, a- and c-type fragments with no CE (yellow), one CE (red) and two CEs (blue) are 

observed. Despite the rather low fragmentation yield of the lowly charged precursor ions, a 

few intense N-terminal fragments (c1
+, c2

+ and c3
+) carrying one CE are observed for all four 

proteins. As these fragments contain neither a lysine nor an arginine residue, they indicate 

binding of the CE to the protonated N-terminus. In addition, for the wt complex an a6
+ 

fragment was identified with a single CE bound (i.e. either attached to the N-terminus or to 

K6). However, no further fragments with more than one CE were formed for wt 5+ ions. In 

charge state 6+, a higher fragmentation yield was achieved, where nearly all of the fragments 

carried one or two CEs (Figure B.4). These spectra show sequences with up to 17 residues and 

indicate that the second CE binds preferentially to K11, but can also bind to K6. In turn, 

fragment spectra of the K6-mutant complex (Figure 5.5B) show a slightly better sequence 

coverage for charge state 5+. In addition to clear N-terminal binding (c1
+, c2

+, c3
+, c4

+, and c5
+), 

larger fragments (a6
+, c6

+, c7
+, c8

+, and c9
+) are formed with one CE attached (i.e. either to the 

N-terminus or to K6). Furthermore, the occurrence of the fragments c9
2+, c10

2+ and c17
2+ with 

two CEs suggests binding of the second CE to lysine at position six.  

For the K11-mutant, ETD experiments were also performed under similar conditions 

(Figure 5.5C). However, at charge state 5+ only fragments up to a length of nine amino acids 

with one or no CE attached are formed (Figure 5.5C). These fragments suggest that the first 

CE is likely to bind to the N-terminus. Since fragments were observed only up to c9, it is not 

possible to reveal further binding sites. However, based on known affinities and ETD of the 

K6-mutant, the second CE likely coordinates to K11. Given the limited sequence coverage 

observed under these soft conditions, ETD experiments were not performed with the 

K27-mutant.  

ETD spectra of the noK-mutant complexes (Figure 5.5D) show in addition to the intense 

N-terminal fragments with one CE also fragments with two CEs attached (c6
2+, c7

2+, c9
2+ and 

c10
2+). These short sequences contain the N-terminus and one arginine residue at position 6 as 

possible coordination sites for the two CEs. Furthermore, a larger fragment is observed with 

c17
2+. In this case the single attached CE is able to bind either to the N-terminus, R6 or R11.  

From the ETD experiments, it can be concluded that N-terminal CE-binding likely occurs for 

all investigated species, as the corresponding fragments were among the most intense signals 

in the fragment spectra. These fragments indicate that it is the first CE that binds to the 

N-terminus. However, there are also fragments observed where it is not explicitly clear 
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whether the first CE is coordinated to the N-terminus or to K6. In general, the low sequence 

coverage in charge state 5+ hinders a clear identification of every CE-binding site.  

5.3.4 Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry Experiments 

The major focus of the study was to test whether the effect of microsolvation can still be 

observed with one or several lysine residues being replaced by arginine and, thus, to reveal if 

all lysines contribute equally to this effect or if specific residues play a major role. To clarify 

this question, the protein-CE complexes were investigated further using ion mobility-mass 

spectrometry.  

The measured arrival time distributions (ATDs) for the proteins and their CE complexes were 

converted to contour plots, in which the colour intensity reflects the peak intensity of the raw 

data. The corresponding contour plot for wt ubiquitin is shown in Figure 5.6A and reveals a 

similar trend for a microsolvation-induced compaction as discussed above. Experiments under 

the same conditions were performed with the mutant-CE complexes and the resulting ATDs 

are presented as contour plots in Figure 5.6B. Raw IM-MS data of all possible lysine-to-

arginine mutants (charge state 5+) are shown in Figure B.5. Generally, a different behavior is 

observed for all mutants compared to the wt. The ATD of the bare noK-mutant appears 

much narrower than that of the wt and reveals a compact conformation. Further compaction 

does not occur upon the addition of crown ethers. Similar behavior is observed for the K11- 

and K27-CE complexes (and K29-, K33, K48-, and K63-CE complexes, Figure B.5). In all 

these cases, the drift time increases steadily with growing mass of the complex, and shows a 

rather narrow and homogenous ATD, corresponding to a compact conformation. The 

K6-mutant, on the other hand, reveals the same conformational heterogeneity as the wt in the 

absence of CE. More importantly, however, K6 shows a similar effect as the wt sequence 

when CE molecules are bound, and requires fewer ligands to undergo this effect. The second, 

more compact conformational family evolves with the first attached CE and dominates after 

addition of the second CE molecule. As a result, K6 requires at least two (compared to three 

for the wt) coordinated CEs to undergo compaction. Therefore it is likely that both the 

N-terminus and K6 are involved in binding and that K6 plays a key role for the extending of 

the structure in ubiquitin. This assumption is supported by the ETD experiments, as both 

N-terminal and K6 CE-binding are observed with the first two CEs. 
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Figure 5.6 A) Arrival time distributions (ATDs) for wt ubiquitin with 0 to 3 CEs (5+) presented as contour 

plots. Upon attachment of CE molecules, the gas-phase structure increases at first, but a second more 

compact species evolves as well. This conformation dominates at higher number of crown ethers. 

B) Contour plots for the ATDs of the mutant complexes. Only the K6-mutant shows the same 

conformational heterogeneity and the compaction upon CE addition as the wt. The other mutant variants 

exhibit homogeneous and compact structures already without CE attachment.  

Comparison of the microenvironment of the particular lysine residues in the crystal structure 

of the protein (Figure 5.2) reveals that K6 is the only one of the investigated residues that is 

not involved in an intramolecular salt bridge. As the next potential binding partner for K6 is 

approximately 5.4 Å away,[225] the charged residue is more likely to self-solvate onto the 

protein backbone after transfer into the gas phase. This, in turn, leads to a disruption of 

structure-stabilizing intramolecular hydrogen bonds and, eventually, to the unfolding of the 

protein’s compact conformation. Salt bridges, on the other hand, are likely to support the 

compact and native-like structure of the 5+ ubiquitin ions. Previous density function theory 

calculations on the binding of 18-crown-6 to different possible conformations of protonated 

lysine revealed that in structures where lysine is involved in a salt bridge, the crown ether was 

likely to prefer binding to the corresponding N-terminus rather than side chain in order to 

retain the stabilization by the salt bridge.[223] Therefore, it is likely that lysine residues that take 
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part in such structure-stabilizing interactions do not show a strong effect upon microsolvation 

with a CE. This agrees well with another study where CE complexes with ubiquitin lysine-to-

asparagine mutants were analyzed via selective non-covalent adduct protein probing mass 

spectrometry (SNAPP-MS).[235-237] Here, the authors investigate the changing adduct 

distribution in mass spectra for mutants with only one lysine replaced in the sequence and 

reveal that intramolecular interactions, such as salt bridges and hydrogen bonds, can hamper 

the coordination of 18C6 to protonated lysine residues.[225]. 

5.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter the influence of a protein’s microenvironment on its gas-phase structure was 

investigated by non-covalent attachment of crown ether molecules to ubiquitin and ubiquitin 

lysine-to-arginine mutants. It was demonstrated that the structure of partially folded 

conformations of ubiquitin becomes more compact upon crown-ether attachment, which is in 

good agreement with a previous study on cytochrome c.[127] The results strongly indicate that 

crown ether molecules not only coordinate to protonated lysine and arginine residues, but also 

the N-terminus. Applying harsher conditions in the MS and CID experiments showed that the 

single crown-ether complexes differ in relative dissociation energies, which enables the 

differentiation between a coordination of the crown ether to lysine or arginine. Furthermore, 

differences in the dissociation energies of the respective complexes are not significant between 

mutants of the same type (K6, K11 and K27-mutant). ETD-MS experiments were performed 

to locate the crown-ether binding sites. Although a clear identification of all binding sites is 

not possible, the data reveal that the N-terminus is involved in the CE-microsolvation, and in 

some cases even by binding the first CE. When comparing the arrival time distributions of the 

different mutants, major differences in the overall gas-phase structure are observed upon 

attachment of CEs: Only with the K6-mutant a structural rearrangement similar to wild type 

ubiquitin is detected. All other mutants exhibit compact and homogeneous ATDs that 

increase in drift time without a noticeable structural change. In other words, the lysine residue 

on position 6 induces a structural extension and shows a compaction upon CE addition, 

whereas salt-bridged residues adopt a compact structure already without CEs attached. It is 

likely that the formation and preservation of salt bridges to spatially adjacent residues is more 

favorable than backbone solvation. Taken together, the results presented in this chapter 

strongly indicate that the effect of crown-ether microsolvation is dependent on the 

microenvironment of the specific residue. 
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6 Structural Investigation of CaM/Munc13-Peptide Complexes* 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Calcium ions (Ca2+) are central cellular messengers in an extraordinarily high number of 

cellular processes, including gene transcription, cell proliferation, apoptosis, muscle 

contraction, and mitochondrial function. Multiple proteins can directly bind Ca2+ via 

Ca2+-binding domains in their primary sequence (e.g. EF hands, C2 domains). Alternatively, an 

array of proteins have evolved that bind Ca2+ across a broad concentration range and 

additionally multiple target proteins, thereby regulating their activity in a Ca2+-dependent 

manner. A large group of such proteins, typically grouped as the EF hand superfamily, is 

expressed in neurons.[238-240] The prototype of this group is calmodulin (CaM), a small acidic 

protein (148 amino acids, ~17 kDa) with exceptionally high sequence conservation among 

eukaryotes,[241] and sequence identity across vertebrates. CaM is expressed ubiquitously in all 

eukaryotic cell types. The high concentrations of CaM in the brain (up to 100 µM)[242] may 

reflect its important role for nervous system function. Among the myriad of cellular functions 

regulated by CaM,[243] the focus for this work lies on synaptic transmission.  

CaM consists of a N- and a C-terminal globular domain, each containing two Ca2+-binding 

helix-loop-helix motifs of the EF-hand type. These domains (here referred to as N- and C-

lobes) have a considerable backbone flexibility that is key to their ability to bind a wide range 

of targets[244] and are connected by a flexible linker. Ca2+ binds to CaM in a cooperative 

manner (Kd= 5ˑ10-7 to 5ˑ10-6 M), with the C-lobe EF hands having a three- to fivefold higher 

affinity for Ca2+ than the N-lobe EF hands.[245] Upon Ca2+-binding CaM undergoes dramatic 

structural rearrangements, including conformational changes within the EF hands and the 

repositioning of the N- and C-lobes.[246] These conformational changes expose hydrophobic 

                                                
* This chapter is in parts based on the work “Presynaptic Calmodulin Targets: Lessons from Structural Proteomics”, 
published in N. Lipstein, M.Göth, C. Piotrowski, K. Pagel, A. Sinz, O. Jahn, Expert Rev. Proteomics 2017, 14, 223-242, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/14789450.2017.1275966. Figures and content adapted with permission. Copyright 2017 
Taylor & Francis.  
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surfaces where protein-protein interaction can occur. It is therefore postulated that the various 

Ca2+-bound conformational states of CaM allow for unique interactions with target 

proteins.[246-248]  

A recent analysis of the >80 unique CaM complex structures deposited in the Protein Data 

Bank (PDB) as of 2013[246] impressively highlights that a defined consensus sequence for CaM 

binding does not exist, and that target sequences often show very low homology. Nonetheless, 

CaM-binding sites do share several characteristic features, including a high helical propensity, a 

net positive charge, and the presence of hydrophobic anchor residues. The spacing of the 

hydrophobic anchor residues historically serves as criterion to the classification of CaM-

binding motifs, such as in the prototypic 1-14 and 1-5-10 motifs of myosin light chain kinase 

(MLCK) and CaM-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII), respectively. The recognition of 

such features has been implemented into bioinformatics tools for the prediction of CaM-

binding sites,[249, 250] and novel concepts in computational biology (e.g. conversion of biological 

sequences into feature vectors to be combined with machine-learning algorithms[251, 252]) may 

lead to refined, ideally web server-based prediction tools.  

CaM can bind its target proteins either in a Ca2+-free form (apo-CaM) or in one of its 

Ca2+-bound forms. The interactions are tightly dependent on the surrounding 

Ca2+-concentration and can range from transient to irreversible. Thus, a variety of regulation 

modes by CaM have been described.[245] Further structural rearrangements in CaM occur upon 

binding to the target protein. For example, in the well-studied cases of CaM-dependent 

kinases like MLCK (1-14 motif) and CAMKII (1-5-10 motif), binding leads to a rather 

compact CaM structure in the complexes.[253-255] In contrast, when the flexible linker region 

between the lobes is fully extended, CaM can adopt an open conformation, and the anchoring 

residues in the target protein can theoretically be as far as 70 Å apart.[246] 

An important neuronal CaM target is the Munc13 (mammalian homolog of C.elegans unc13 

protein) protein family, which consists of four isoforms. These are Munc13-1, bMunc13-2, 

ubMunc13-2, and Munc13-3, described in more detail in section 6.3.3. Munc13s  bind to CaM 

in a Ca2+-dependent manner and form a sensor/effector complex that controls short term 

synaptic plasticity.[256] The presence of Munc13s is essential for the completion of the synaptic 

vesicle cycle: in synapses lacking Munc13s synaptic vesicles fail to attach to the plasma 

membrane, which results in a complete blocking of synaptic transmission and the immediate 

death of Munc13-1/2 double-knock-out mice after birth.[257] The central and essential role of 

Munc13 in synaptic transmission emerged recently also in form of its involvement in human 
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neurological and neuropsychiatric disease. Previous studies on Munc13-derived peptides 

already gave valuable insights on the structure and function of these complexes.[258, 259] 

However, additional information is required also with respect to solve CaM-binding sites for 

all Munc13 variants and to better understand the function and role of Munc13-CaM 

complexes.  

Ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS), which was introduced in Chapter 2.3, presents a 

promising method to get additional insights into the overall protein-peptide complex 

structures. In this study, IM-MS is applied as a tool for conformational screening for 

CaM/Munc13 peptide complexes to reveal if they adopt either compact (closed) or extended 

(open) gas-phase structures. In the first part of this chapter data on the conformational 

analysis on CaM and its Ca2+ complexes are briefly discussed. Then the screening approach is 

explained and test experiments with peptides derived from skeletal MLCK (skMLCK) are 

presented. Subsequently, a variety of different Munc13-derived peptides in complex with CaM 

are screened with IM-MS to analyze their gas-phase structure. In the last part of the chapter, 

the unfolding and dissociation of these CaM/Munc13 complexes are studied by collisional 

activation.  

6.2 Experimental Details 

Samples and Sample Preparation 

Calmodulin (CaM) wild type recombinant (human) and all Munc13 peptides were provided by 

Dr. Olaf Jahn and coworkers (Max Planck Institute for Experimental Medicine, Göttingen, 

Proteomics Group). All samples were obtained as powder and dissolved to stock solutions as 

annotated. CaM was dissolved in 10 mM aqueous ammonium acetate solution (Sigma Aldrich, 

7.5 M, pH ~ 7.5) and salt-exchanged using ultracentrifugation units (Amicon, Thermo Fisher, 

cut-off 3 kDa). Therefore, the sample was flushed 3x with a 2 mM ethylene diamine tetra acid 

(EDTA) solution and 1x with an ammonium acetate solution to wash out most of the chelator 

and therefore avoid masking the protein signals in the mass spectra. However, EDTA-CaM 

adducts are still observed in case that calcium was added. The protein concentration was 

determined via UV absorption at 280 nm using and extinction coefficient of 2980 cm-1M-1 

(DeNovix DS-11, Biozym) and CaM was subsequently diluted to 10 µM in the final sample 

solution. Calcium acetate was purchased by Sigma Aldrich and dissolved in water (HPLC-

grade, VWR) to a concentration of 1.5 mM. The peptides were dissolved in water to a stock 
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solution of 1 mM, which was further diluted to prepare the final samples. The 

CaM/peptide/Ca2+ samples were prepared freshly from the stock solutions for every 

measurement, with a concentration of 10 µM CaM, 20 µM of peptide, and 150 µM of Ca2+ in 

the final sample. Lower calcium concentrations had also been tested, but the complex with 

four calcium ions attached was formed only at a concentration of > 100 µM as the main 

species in the mass spectrum.  

Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry 

Measurements were performed in negative ion mode on a Synapt G2-S quadrupole-ion 

mobility time of flight (Q-IMS-ToF) mass spectrometer (Waters), equipped with a Z-spray 

nano electrospray ionization (nESI) source. nESI tips were produced in-house from 

borosilicate capillaries using a needle puller (Flaming/Brown Micropipette P-1000, Sutter 

Instrument Company) followed by Pt/Pd (80/20) coating (Sputter Coater HR 208, 

Cressington). External m/z calibration was performed using a CsI (20 mg/mL) solution 

(1:1 isopropanol/H2O). The original traveling wave ion mobility cell had been replaced by a 

linear RF confined drift cell as reported in detail elsewhere[260] and described in Chapter 2.5. 

Due to the modification, collision cross section (CCS) values can be determined directly 

without the use of an external calibrant by applying the Mason-Shamp equation (see 

Chapter 2.3 for details). All measurements were performed in helium as drift gas with a 

pressure of 2.2 Torr (~2.9 mbar), which was controlled by a multi gas controller (647C, MKS 

Instruments Deutschland GmbH). Wave velocity and wave height parameters were inactive 

and the parameters within the drift cell were altered by changing IMS bias or helium DC 

voltages. To minimize errors, drift times were recorded for eight different voltages and CCS 

values were averaged. The relative errors of determined CCSs were in most cases below 1 %, 

however, for all values only accepted if below 3 %. Typical other instrument parameters were 

as follows: m/z range 100-5000; capillary voltage 0.7-1.2 kV; sample cone voltage 30 V; source 

offset 30V; nanoflow gas pressure 0-0.3 bar; He cell gas flow switched off (He cell inactive), 

IMS gas flow (He) 20 mL min-1; trap collision voltage 2 V; transfer collision energy 2 V; trap 

DC bias 10 V; IMS DC entrance -20 V; Helium Cell DC 50 V; IMS bias 60-95 V, transfer DC 

entrance 5 V; transfer DC exit 15 V.  

Collision-Induced Unfolding and Collision-Induced Dissociation Experiments 

Unfolding and dissociation of protein complexes were performed by tandem IM-MS. 

Collisional activation was carried out in the ion trap cell prior to the ion mobility drift cell. 
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Therefore ions of interest were m/z-selected in the quadrupole mass filter, accelerated in the 

trap region and subsequently separated in the ion mobility cell based on their conformation, 

followed by time-of-flight analysis. The trap collision voltage was gradually increased in 2-5 V 

steps starting at non-activating conditions (2 V) until the complex was completely dissociated 

(~ 80 to 100 V). IM data and mass spectra were recorded for each distinct trap voltage and all 

measurements were performed in triplicate.  

Data Analysis 

Mass spectra and arrival time distributions (ATDs) were processed using MassLynx 4.1 

(Waters) and subsequent data analysis was performed with OriginLab 8.6 (OriginLab 

Corporation). To illustrate the unfolding of the complexes, the recorded trap voltages were 

plotted against the relative unfolding. This relative unfolding corresponds to the ratio of 

integrated initial complex conformer divided by the integral of the total complex ATD at one 

specific collision voltage. The 50 % unfolding voltage was subsequently determined by 

sigmoidal fit using a Boltzmann function. The value for a 50 % complex dissociation is 

determined in a similar manner. Therefore peak intensities were read-out for every tandem 

mass spectrum. The intensity of the parent ion (CaM/peptide/Ca4
2+-complex) was divided by 

the intensity of all detected species (CaM/peptide/Ca4
2+complex and dissociation products) in 

the corresponding spectrum, which results in the relative fraction of the complex. This 

fraction was plotted against the applied collision voltage to give a relative dissociation curve, 

which subsequently was fitted with a Boltzmann function.  

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Conformational Analysis of CaM and CaM/Ca2+ Complexes 

The protein CaM has been widely studied and a large variety of methods have been applied 

for the experimental discovery of CaM binding partners. These involve for example probing 

of expression libraries,[261] mRNA display techniques,[262] affinity chromatography followed by 

mass spectrometric protein identification[263] and protein arrays.[264] In addition, native MS -

alone and in combination with IMS - was applied to CaM and some of its non-covalent 

peptide complexes,[126, 236, 265-271] providing valuable information on the metal and target binding 

properties of CaM, as well as the stoichiometry and gas-phase structure of CaM/peptide 

complexes. 
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Figure 6.1: Negative ion mode nESI mass spectra of CaM in aqueous ammonium acetate (10 mM) 

A) without and B) with additional Ca2+ in the spray solution. Upon Ca2+-binding, the intensities in the mass 

spectrum shift towards lower charge states. Asterisks indicate binding of the chelator EDTA to CaM. 

EDTA- adducts appear only when Ca2+ was added. C) Blow-up of z = 8- for different amounts of calcium 

acetate added to the spray solution. With 150 µM Ca2+ added to the solution, a CaM complex with four 

Ca2+ forms exclusively. D) Arrival time distributions (ATDs) of z = 8- for Ca2+ complexes with n = 0 to 4. 

The intensity of extended (E) and highly extended (EE) conformations decreases upon Ca2+-binding. 

Figure 6.1 shows two mass spectra of CaM, measured in negative ion mode, where either no 

Ca2+ (A) or 150 µM Ca2+ (B) were added to the spray solution. Without any additional Ca2+ the 

mass spectrum shows a rather broad charge-state distribution with a maximum intensity at 

z = 12-. Although mainly apo-CaM is detected from this solution, complex species with one 

Na+ or one Ca2+ are also formed, as it is indicated for z = 8- in Figure 6.1C. Upon addition of 
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calcium acetate to the solution the formation of higher Ca2+ complexes is observed and with 

150 µM of calcium acetate the CaM/Ca4
2+ complex is the main species (Figure 6.1C, bottom). 

The corresponding mass spectrum (Figure 6.1B) shows a shift in intensities towards lower 

charge states with a maximum at charge state 8- and a slightly narrower charge-state 

distribution.  

The conformational analysis of apo-CaM and CaM/Ca4
2+ complexes with IM-MS shows two 

main populations for most charge states. These two conformations can be assigned to globule 

(compact) and dumbbell-like (extended) structures, which, using X-ray crystallography, have 

previously been shown to coexist under certain conditions.[126, 272, 273] Figure 6.1D exemplarily 

shows arrival time distributions of CaM at charge state 8- with increasing amounts of bound 

Ca2+ (n = 0 - 4). Apo-CaM (0 Ca) adopts three major populations: a compact conformer (C), 

an extended, dumbbell-like conformer (E) and a highly extended conformer (EE), which was 

previously referred to as an annealed dumbbell gas-phase structure.[126] Upon Ca2+-binding the 

intensity of extended conformations decreases significantly. It is assumed that Ca2+-binding 

stabilizes the globular structure of CaM, whereas the dumbbell-like structure collapses. The 

data shown here and previous studies on CaM and its Ca2+ complexes support this assumption 

and strongly indicate that structural motifs from solution are memorized in the gas phase. 

Furthermore, in comparison with X-ray and NMR structures, the obtained gas-phase structure 

of CaM/Ca4
2+ complexes from a previous study slightly agrees better with X-ray data than 

with structures from NMR.[126] 

6.3.2 IM-MS as a Tool for Conformational Screening 

The gas-phase structures of CaM/peptide complexes have been studied for a variety of targets 

with IM-MS.[126, 270, 271, 274] In most cases the complexes adopt compact structures, which are in 

analogy to the prototypic canonical geometry of NO synthase peptide complex (PDB 

entry: 2O60). An extended complex structure has been observed only in one case with 

IM-MS.[270]  

A recent cross-linking mass spectrometry study on the CaM binding site of 20- to 24-amino 

acid Munc13 peptides revealed a common binding mode for all Munc13 proteins, which 

indicates that the Ca2+/CaM-dependent regulation of priming activity is structurally conserved 

throughout the entire Munc13 protein family.[258, 275] The obtained model structures were best 

compatible with the compact structures based on the CaM/NO synthase complex, in which 

CaM wraps around the target peptide by binding through an 1-5-8 motif in an antiparallel 
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orientation. While binding of the N-terminal part of the Munc13 peptides to the C-lobe of 

CaM was clearly evident in the structural models, the same level of confidence was never 

achieved between the C-terminus of the peptides and the N-lobe of CaM. Therefore, selected 

Munc13 peptides were C-terminally elongated and further experiments revealed an additional 

binding site between the peptide and the N-lobe of CaM leading to the discovery of a 1-5-8-26 

binding motif in Munc13-1 and ubMunc13-2. Furthermore, NMR experiments of these 

complexes reveal a largely extended structure.[259] This result led to the question if the CaM-

binding motif in Munc13s is unique. The application of IM-MS to elongated CaM-binding 

peptides derived from Munc13 proteins and other CaM targets is expected to shed light on the 

question whether extended CaM conformations and sequential CaM binding are unique to 

Munc13s or a rather general feature of (presynaptic) CaM targets. 

Therefore, CCS values shall be experimentally determined for CaM and CaM/peptide 

complexes, and be subsequently compared as a function of molecular mass. Figure 6.2 shows 

such a theoretical plot with helium drift tube CCSs (DTCCSHe) of the compact and dumbbell 

conformation of apo-CaM. The estimated mass-to-CCS correlation for compact 

conformations is assumed to behave like an idealized spherical particle (CCS ~ M2/3),[276] 

whereas extended conformations are estimated to grow in cylindrical-like (dumbbell) shape 

(CCS ~ M). Thus, individual CaM/peptide-complexes can be distinguished on the basis of the 

trend line they follow.  
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Figure 6.2: Collision cross sections (CCSs) of CaM and CaM/peptide complexes as a function of their 

protein mass. CCSs of the compact and dumbbell conformations of CaM are shown as open squares. The 

estimated mass-to-CCS correlation of idealized spherical particles and idealized cylindrical particles are 

shown as black and grey lines, respectively. The trend lines provide an indication whether the investigated 

complexes formed by CaM and different peptides (P1, P2, P3) are of the compact or extended type.  

In a pilot experiment, a complex between CaM and two different peptides derived from the 

CaM-binding region of skMLCK were analyzed. The shorter peptide skMLCK577-602 contains a 

prototypic 1-5-8-14 binding motif and leads to a compact complex (Figure 6.3A).[253] The 

longer, C-terminally elongated peptide skMLCK575-607 contains an additional hydrophobic 

amino acid in motif position 26 (Leu 605), similar to the 1-5-8-26 motif of Munc13-1 and 

ubMunc13-2. It should be evaluated whether the peptide elongation leads to a CaM 

conformation that is compact (as indicated by previous cross-linking experiments[277]) or 

extended. Mass spectra of both complexes are shown in Figure 6.3B and C and reveal a clear 

preference for a 1:1:4 CaM/peptide/Ca4
2+ stoichiometry and a narrow charge state distribution 

with the most abundant complex intensities in charge state 8- and 9-. Figure 6.3D shows 

ATDs of these two charge states for CaM/Ca4
2+ (black) and for the corresponding complexes 

with skMLCK577-602 (red) and skMLCK575-607 (blue), respectively. In general, ATDs for both 

complexes appear narrower and more defined than those for CaM/Ca4
2+.  
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Figure 6.3: A) Amino acid sequence of the investigated peptides skMLCK577-602 and skMLCK575-607. 

Hydrophobic anchor residues of the 1-5-8-14 CaM-binding motif position are annotated in red, while a 

potential hydrophobic contact site in motif position 26 of skMLCK575-607 is annotated in green. B), 

C) Negative ion mass spectra of CaM/peptide complexes. Spectra were derived from 10 µM CaM without 

external addition of Ca2+ and in presence of B) 20 µM skMLCK577-602 or C) 20 µM skMLCK575-607, 

respectively. Charge states of bare CaM are shown in black, whereas the charge states of 

CaM/skMLCK577-602 and the CaM/skMLCK575-607 complex are highlighted in red and blue. In all cases the 

ratio of bound complex is Ca2+/CaM/peptide 4:1:1. D) Arrival time distributions (ATDs) and experimental 

helium CCSs (DTCCSHe) of CaM (black) and corresponding CaM/peptide complexes with four Ca2+ in 

charge state 8- and 9-. Notably, in both charge states the experimental DTCCSHe of the CaM/skMLCK575-607 

complex does not differ significantly from that of the CaM/skMLCK577-602 complex, identifying both 

CaM/peptide complexes as compact type.  

The experimentally determined CCSs are similar and identify both complexes as compact type, 

despite the elongated amino acid sequence and the resulting ~20 % gain in mass with 

skMLCK575-607 in comparison to skMLCK577-602. Interestingly, for charge state 9-, two distinct 

conformations are clearly observed for CaM and both CaM/peptide complexes. In particular, 
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the ATD of the skMLCK577-602 complex exhibits two distinct features, which are roughly 

similar in intensity, whereas in the ATD of the skMLCK575-607 complex, the extended feature is 

much less abundant. This result is in good agreement with previous cross-linking 

experiments[277] and indicates that CaM/ skMLCK575-607 is even more compact than the 

complex with the short skMLCK peptide.  

Taken together, the results of the pilot experiment indicate that IM-MS can provide both, the 

throughput and the resolving power for straightforward conformational screening of 

CaM/peptide complexes, and application to CaM/Munc13 peptide complexes is outlined in 

the next section.  

6.3.3 Conformational Screening of CaM/Munc13 Complexes 

As mentioned briefly in the introduction of this chapter, the Munc13 family comprises four 

neuronal isoforms: Munc13-1, ubMunc13-2, bMunc13-2, and Munc13-3 (Figure 6.4). 

Munc13-1 is the major isoform and is expressed essentially in all neurons. Munc13s are 

regulated in an activity-dependent manner via a diacylglycerol- and phorbol ester-binding C1 

domain, a Ca2+/CaM-binding domain, and a C2 domain that binds to Ca2+ and phospholipids. 

While all Munc13 proteins share a highly homologous C-terminus, only Munc13-1 and 

ubMunc13-2 are also conserved N-terminally of the C1 domain (Figure 6.4). Three peptides 

of the major isoform Munc13-1 were investigated and the corresponding amino acid 

sequences are shown in Figure 6.5A. In addition to the minimal binding motif with 21 amino 

acids (13-1), the C-terminally elongated peptide (13-1C, 34 residues), and a CaM binding-

deficient mutant sequence, where one of the hydrophobic tryptophan anchor residues was 

replaced by arginine (13-1M),[256, 278] were analyzed. When spraying the CaM/Munc13-1 

complexes from a 10 mM ammonium acetate solution with 150 µM calcium acetate, the mass 

spectra show a similar charge-state distribution for all three CaM/peptide complexes 

(Figure 6.5B, C, and Figure C.1A) with a clear preference for a 1:1:4 CaM/peptide/Ca4
2+ 

complex (inset Figure 6.5B). The most dominant charge states are z = 8- and z = 9-. 

Furthermore, under the conditions used (10 µM CaM and 20 µM peptide), apo-CaM is not 

observed in the mass spectra. Figure C.1A shows that the mutated variant of 13-1 can still 

bind to CaM and that the appearance in the mass spectrum strongly resembles the complex 

with the wild type peptide.  
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Figure 6.4: Domain structure of Munc13 proteins. All Munc13 proteins share a highly homologous 

C-terminus (red region) with two Munc13 homology domains (MHDs), one diacylglycerol/phorbolester 

binding site (C1) and two C2 domains. Munc13-1 and ubMunc13-2 are also conserved N-terminally of the 

C1 domain (L-region, blue), whereas the N-termini of bMunc13-2 (green) and Munc13-3 (yellow) are 

unrelated. CaM-binding sites are represented by black bars in the N-terminal region of the proteins. 

Whereas binding sites in Munc13-1 and ubMunc13-2 are established and conserved, corresponding binding 

sites in bMunc13-2 and Munc13-3 have been only recently identified and are not conserved. Figure adapted 

with permission from [279]. Copyright 2012 American Society for Microbiology 

 

 

Figure 6.5: A) Amino acid sequences of the investigated Munc13-1 peptides. The minimal binding motif 

Munc13-1459-479, 13-1), and a C-terminally elongated version (Munc13-1459-492, 13-1C) as well as the mutated 

sequence Munc13-1458-479, 13-1M) were analyzed with CaM. Hydrophobic anchor residues are indicated in 

red. B) C) Mass spectra of CaM/peptide/Ca2+ complexes with B) the peptide 13-1 and C) the C-terminally 

elongated 13-1C. Concentrations of 10 µM:20 µM:150 µM CaM/peptide/Ca2+ were applied. The complex 

stoichiometry in the spectrum is with both peptides 1:1:4. Asterisks indicate species where the chelator 

EDTA binds to the complex.  
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Figure 6.6: Arrival time distributions (ATDs) of CaM/Ca4
2+ (black) complexes (A) and 

CaM/peptide/Ca4
2+ complexes (blue) with B) peptide 13-1 and C) peptide 13-1C in charge state 7-, 8- and 

9- respectively. DTCCSHe values were determined for the most dominant conformations.  

Inspection of the ATDs of CaM and CaM/Munc13-1 complexes gives indications on their 

gas-phase structures. Figure 6.6 presents an overview of ATDs from A) CaM/Ca4
2+, 

B) CaM/13-1/Ca4
2+, and C) CaM/13-1C/Ca4

2+ in charge states 7-, 8-, and 9-. The determined 

collision cross section (DTCCSHe) values are given in Å2. ATDs of the CaM/13-1M complex 

and corresponding CCS values are shown in Figure C.1B.  

In case of all complexes, charge state 7- adopts only one conformation with a very narrow 

peak shape (Figure 6.6, left column and Figure C.1B). While extended conformations are 

observed as shoulders in a broad ATD for CaM/Ca4
2+ complex in charge state 8-, the 

corresponding ATDs appear much narrower for all three CaM/Munc13-1 complexes with 

only one major population (Figure 6.6, middle column and Figure C.1B). In charge state 9-, 

the ATDs are generally broader with multiple features and in case of CaM (A), the assignment 

of clear conformations is somewhat challenging. Complexes with peptide 13-1 and 13-1C in 

charge state 9- show two major conformations, whereby the compact conformation (1756 Å2) 
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forms with higher intensity in the complex with the C-terminally elongated 13-1C peptide. 

The ATDs of the complex with 13-1M resembles the complex with 13-1, however the 

features are slightly better separated. A comparison of the determined CCS values shows that 

they are in general quite similar for charge states 7- and 8- (~ 1600 Å2 for CaM, ~1670 Å2 for 

13-1, ~1760 Å2 for 13-1C complexes, and ~ 1650 Å2 for 13-1M, respectively), and in case of 

the two CaM/Munc13-1 complexes shown in Figure 6.6 similar values are as well determined 

for the compact conformations of charge state 9- (1726 Å2 and 1756 Å2, respectively). 

Furthermore, CCS values increase when a target peptide is bound to CaM (e.g. z = 7-: 1531 Å2 

to 1661 Å2). However, in a relative comparison this increase in CCS is lower compared to the 

gain in mass. For example, the mass increase is 15 % when 13-1 binds to CaM and 24 % when 

the 13-1C peptide binds to the protein, with an increase in CCS from 4-9 % and 6-15 %, 

respectively (calculated for z = 7-, 8-, and compact conformation of 9-). This indicates that the 

complexes with Munc13-1 derived peptides adopt rather compact gas-phase structures. 

Furthermore, comparing the complexes with 13-1 and 13-1C to each other, the gain in mass 

from a complex with the short peptide to a complex with the C-terminally elongated peptide 

is 7 %, whereas the increase in CCS is only 2-6 %. This in turn leads to the assumption that 

CaM does not adopt an extended structure with the elongated 13-1C in the gas phase, but 

even forms a more compact complex. IM-MS data of the CaM/mutant peptide complex 

indicate that the substitution of one amino acid in the peptide does not alter the complex 

structure significantly. Before drawing any further conclusions from these data, CaM/peptide 

complexes with the three other isoforms ubMunc13-2, bMunc13-2, and Munc13-3 are 

analyzed with IM-MS.  

Figure 6.7A presents the amino acid sequences of the three isoforms and a color code for the 

abbreviation of the different peptides. Indicated in red are the mutated amino acids, which 

were replaced to generate CaM binding-deficient control peptides.[279] In case of ubMunc13-2 

and Munc13-3 only one amino acid is replaced (ub13-2M, blue; 13-3M, yellow), whereas in the 

sequence of bMunc13-2 four amino acids were substituted (b13-2M, green). Figure 6.7B 

shows the corresponding mass spectra of CaM/peptide complexes with short and 

C-terminally elongated peptides and 150 µM Ca2+. Mass spectra of the mutant complexes are 

shown in Figure C.2. In general, the expected CaM/peptide complexes are formed and the 

mass spectra show a charge-state distribution from z = ~7- to ~11-, with z = 8- and 9- being 

the most dominant charge states.  
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Figure 6.7: A) Amino acid sequences and abbreviation codes of the following three isoforms of Munc13 

derived peptides: ubMunc13-2 (blue), bMunc13-2 (green), and Munc13-3 (yellow). Three different peptides 

(short, elongated, mutant) are investigated for each isoform. Mutated amino acids are indicated in red. 

B) nESI mass spectra of CaM/ peptide/ Ca2+ (10 µM: 20 µM: 150 µM) complexes with ubMunc13-2 (blue), 

bMunc13-2 (green), and Munc13-3 (yellow). Spectra of complexes with the short peptides (left column) and 

C-terminally elongated peptides (right column) are shown. 
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There are likely differences in the binding affinity of the three peptide isoforms, but free CaM 

(with four Ca2+ bound) is still detected in most spectra in contrast to previously analyzed 

CaM/Munc13-1 complexes. In all cases a 1:1:4 CaM/peptide/Ca4
2+ stoichiometry is formed 

predominantly. The mutant peptides also bind to CaM, even in the case where four amino 

acids are substituted in the peptide (b13-2M), although apparently with low affinity. 

Quantitative binding in case of 13-1M and ub13-2M was however a rather unexpected result, 

as in a previous publication a decreased affinity to CaM was revealed for all four mutant 

peptides by photo affinity labeling experiments,[278] and CaM binding was even completely 

abolished with 13-1 and ub13-2 mutants on the protein level.[256] As discussed in Chapter 2.4, 

affinities measured in the gas phase do in some cases not reflect affinities measured in solution 

due to altering interaction strengths in vacuum. This may apply for the CaM/Munc13 system, 

resulting in slightly differing affinities and peak intensities. Obviously, this system presents an 

example where care has to be taken when comparing affinities from solution to such 

determined in the gas-phase. 

CCS values in helium were determined as well for these complex species in several charge 

states and are listed in Table C.2. The shape of the corresponding ATDs resembles those of 

the CaM/Munc13-1 complexes in Figure 6.6, with rather narrow ATDs for z = 7- and 8- 

showing mainly only one conformational family and z = 9- being broader with several 

features. To give a qualitative overview and to decide whether the analyzed complexes belong 

to the compact or extended type, the determined CCS values are plotted against the mass of 

the respective CaM/peptide/Ca4
2+ complex (Figure 6.8). In this plot the CaM/mutant peptide 

complexes are not considered. However, as the determined CCSs values (Table C.1 and 

Table C2) are similar to those of complexes with the short peptides, the complexes with 

mutant peptides are assumed to be located also in a similar range. 

The CCSs of the charge states 7-, 8- and the compact conformation of 9- were averaged. 

These charge states were selected, as the corresponding CCSs lie all in a very similar range and 

therefore it can be assumed that they correspond to native-like structures. Extended 

conformations of z = 9- were not considered in this diagram, as the ATDs in this charge state 

often show multiple, not well-resolved features and it is uncertain whether the corresponding 

conformations are comparable. The estimated mass-to-CCS correlation of idealized spherical 

particles is shown as black dotted line for the CaM/Ca4
2+ complex using an effective density 

of deff = 0.67 g cm-3 (Figure 6.8, Table C.3).[64, 79]  
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Figure 6.8: Collision cross sections (DTCCSHe) of CaM/Ca4
2+ (black square) and CaM/peptide/Ca4

2+ 

complexes as a function of mass. The estimated mass-to-CCS correlation of idealized spherical particles and 

idealized cylindrical particles are shown as black and grey dotted trend lines, respectively. Complexes with 

short peptides are indicated as open squares, whereas complexes with C-terminally elongated peptides are 

shown as filled squares. The color code is as follows: CaM, black; Munc13-1, dark blue; ubMunc13-2, blue; 

bMunc13-2, green; Munc13-3, yellow. All complexes are located below the black trend line, thus being of 

compact type. 

A CCS of 1601 Å2 was calculated from this density for CaM/Ca4
2+ and agrees well with the 

experimentally determined CCS of 1597 Å2 (average of 7-, 8-, and 9-). The obtained data are 

also in agreement with previously calculated values for the native-like structure of this 

complex by exact hard sphere scattering (EHSS)[73] of 1680 Å2 and 2060 Å2,[126] when 

considering that EHSS typically overestimates protein CCSs in the gas phase.[280] When 

inspecting Figure 6.8 in more detail, it is striking that CaM complexes with short peptides 

(open squares) as well as complexes with C-terminally elongated peptides (filled squares) are 

all located below the black trend line. These results imply that not only the complexes with 

short peptides are even more compact than assumed for an idealized spherical particle, but 

also the complexes with C-terminally elongated peptides adopt globular structures. Although 

there are some minor differences between the CCSs of different complexes, in total they 

adopt roughly similar gas-phase structures. 
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Previous NMR experiments of CaM/13-1C revealed a characteristic extended structure in 

complex with this elongated peptide.[259] A similar pattern of interaction was obtained for the 

complex with ub13-2C by photoaffinity labeling and NMR titration within the same study, 

which indicates a similar structure of the complex with the highly homologous ub13-2C. 

Unfortunately, complexes with both peptides do not adopt extended structures in the gas 

phase, which implies a huge discrepancy between solution and gas-phase structures. How can 

the structural collapse in the gas phase be explained? In a previous study on CaM/peptide 

complexes[126] it was proposed that a CaM dumbbell-like structure is only stable with a weakly 

bound peptide. This could for example be the case with very small peptides, which bind only 

with one lobe of CaM. In case of larger peptides (~20 residues), on the other hand, the 

globular CaM structure provides a much better binding site involving both lobes. The energy 

cost due to the conversion would be a downside, however, prior formation of a compact CaM 

complex is possible when Ca2+ is present and this lowers the energy barrier of a compact 

structure. In other words, this means that dumbbell-like structures are preferentially formed 

with peptides that bind only one lobe of CaM, while longer peptides rather adopt compact 

structures in complex with CaM. Although this assumption sounds quite plausible, it stands in 

contradiction to the results on the peptide complexes with minimal binding motif (e.g. 13-1, 

ub13-2): They only bind with one lobe of CaM and nonetheless adopt compact complexes in 

the gas phase.  

The general structural flexibility of the helical linker could provide another explanation. It is 

assumed that extended structures are formed in solution, but the linker, which connects 

N-and C-lobe of CaM is too flexible and closes up upon transfer into the gas phase, which 

results in a collapsed compact structure. Such a gas phase collapse has been reported before 

with the GroEL complex.[281] In this case, it would also explain why CaM-intermediate 

structures from NMR experiments have not been detected by IM-MS. 

6.3.4 Following the Unfolding and Dissociation of CaM/Munc13 Complexes 

Following the unfolding and dissociation pathway of a complex with IM-MS can give further 

structural information and reveal potential differences between the investigated complexes. 

This is accomplished by collision-induced unfolding (CIU) and collision-induced dissociation 

(CID) experiments. Therefore, one charge state of interest is m/z-selected as precursor and 

subsequently activated by increasing the collision voltage. This induces unfolding and finally 

dissociation of the complex. The corresponding ATD is recorded for several different 
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voltages and subsequently plotted for every applied collision voltage to give a contour plot, 

which illustrates the unfolding of the complex at a specific charge state (see Chapter 2.4.4 for 

details). A comparison of unfolding plots of different complexes can shed light on differences 

in gas-phase (intermediate) structures and binding events.[282]  

Figure 6.9 shows contour plots exemplarily for the CaM/13-1/Ca4
2+ complex in charge states 

7-, 8-, and 9- (from left to right). The experiment was also performed for a precursor ion in 

charge state 10-, however, for this ion the signal was too unstable and thus reliable data could 

not be generated. A comparison of the three charge states presented in Figure 6.9 illustrates 

that z = 7- is the most stable charge state, whereas z = 9- is the most unstable charge state. 

This behavior seems quite reasonable, as higher charge states have a higher charge density and 

therefore a larger Coulomb repulsion,[208] which likely supports unfolding at an earlier stage. In 

case of z = 7- the contour plot shows a quite narrow ATD for low and high collision voltages 

with only one unfolding event at ~15 V. The general structural rearrangement can be 

considered as relatively small (CCS not determined). The contour plot of charge state 8- also 

shows a narrow ATD at low collision voltages, however, starting from around 10-12 V, a 

gradual but significant unfolding is induced until the fully unfolded structure (2081 Å2) is 

obtained at ~20-25 V. A similar unfolding pathway is observed for the precursor complex ion 

in charge state 9-. In this case, however, the ATD is already broader from the beginning and 

the fully extended (annealed) gas-phase structure dominates already at ~15-17 V. As charge 

state 7- does not undergo large structural rearrangements and charge state 9- is rather 

unstable, charge state 8- was selected as precursor for all further measurements.  

 

Figure 6.9: Contour plots of CaM/13-1/Ca4
2+ complexes in charge states 7-, 8-, and 9-, respectively. The 

complex species were activated to induce unfolding and dissociation. 
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Figure 6.10 presents contour plots for precursor complex ions in charge state 8- with short 

peptides (left column) and C-terminally elongated peptides (right column) for all four Munc13 

isoforms, Munc13-1 (A), ubMunc13-2 (B), bMunc13-2 (C), Munc13-3 (D). The unfolding 

pattern is quite similar for complexes with short peptides: Starting from a narrow ATD, a 

gradual structural rearrangement occurs, which leads to a highly extended complex species 

with relatively similar CCS values for all four isoforms (2081-2130 Å2, Table C.4). Minor 

differences are detected in the relative unfolding energies, which will be discussed later in this 

chapter. Comparing unfolding plots of precursor ions with short peptides (e.g. CaM/13-1) to 

precursor ions with the respective elongated peptides (e.g. CaM/13-1C), the pattern is quite 

similar, however the structural rearrangement occurs at a later stage, meaning that these 

complexes are more stable. This slightly higher stability likely arises from the gain in mass due 

to the elongated peptide. A comparison of contour plots of complex ions with C-terminally 

elongated peptides (right column) reveals isoform-dependent differences: While CaM 

complexes with peptides 13-1C, ub13-2C, and 13-3C (A, B, and D) unfold rather gradually, 

the complex with b13-2C (C) stands out particularly: Starting from ~12 V one distinct 

intermediate structure is formed (1951 Å2), which is highly stable until the fully unfolded 

species (2155 Å2) emerges at ~ 30 V. As observed for complexes with short peptides, also the 

C-terminally elongated peptide complexes adopt similar structure sizes in the fully unfolded 

state (2116 - 2155 Å2). Thus, the major structural difference between these complexes is 

observed in the intermediate structures. How can these differences be explained? Model 

structures indicate that the N-terminal region of Munc13 peptides interacts with the C-lobe of 

CaM. In case of the peptides 13-1, ub13-2, and 13-3 this interaction is based on hydrophobic 

residues in positions 1, 5, and 8, whereas for b13-2 it is based on positions 1, 5, and 10.[275] 

Unfortunately, within the complexes with short peptides, b13-2 does not show a particular 

different unfolding pathway than the other isoforms. The fact that this particular stable 

intermediate structure is only formed in the b13-2C-complex, indicates that elongation of the 

peptide in case of bMunc13-2 leads to an additional, very strong, interaction and therefore 

likely to an additional binding contact with CaM. Although, sequence alignments do not 

support that bMunc13-2, nor Munc13-3 contain a 1-5-8-26 CaM-recognition motif[259] or any 

other hydrophobic cluster with a characteristic spacing, binding contacts could have been 

missed and further experiments could help for clarification. 
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Figure 6.10: Contour plots of CaM/Munc13/Ca4
2+ complexes in charge state 8- with short peptides (left 

column) and C-terminally elongated peptides (right column) for A) Munc13-1, B) ubMunc13-2, 

C) bMunc13-2, and D) Munc13-3.  

The fully unfolded structure, as shown in Figure 6.10, remains for all complexes until 

complete dissociation has occurred or the signal-to-noise ratio is too low at higher collision 

voltages.  
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Figure 6.11: A) MSMS spectra of a CaM/b13-2C/Ca4
2+ complex precursor ion in charge state 8-. At soft 

conditions (2 V) the precursor ion is still completely intact, whereas it dissociates at activated conditions 

(65 V) and peptidic species in different charge states as well as CaM/Ca4
2+ complex in charge state 6- are 

formed as products. B) Depletion curves for CIU and CID experiments exemplarily for the 

CaM/b13-2C/Ca4
2+ complex. A Boltzmann fit is applied and a value for 50 % unfolding and 50 % 

dissociation is determined.  

Exemplary MSMS spectra are presented in Figure 6.11A for the CaM/b13-2C/Ca4
2+ complex 

at soft conditions (2V) and at activated conditions (65 V). The precursor ion at m/z 2600 is still 

completely intact at 2 V, but dissociates into peptide species and CaM/Ca4
2+ species at higher 

voltages (65 V). In the exemplary spectra peptides in charge state 2- and 3- as well as 

CaM/Ca4
2+ species in charge state 6- are formed. A similar dissociation pathway was obtained 

for most of the other investigated complexes (spectra not shown).  

For a better comparison of unfolding and dissociation between the CaM/Munc13 complexes, 

the data can be quantified and a value for 50 % unfolding or 50 % dissociation can be 

determined. Therefore, the relative unfolding is calculated by using the ratio of the integrated 

intensity of the initial conformer divided by the integral of the total complex ATD 

(Figure C.3). The decreasing signal of the initial conformation is subsequently plotted against 

the applied voltages and a value for 50 % unfolding can be determined using a Boltzmann fit 

(Figure 6.11B, black data and fit curve). In an analogous manner values for 50 % complex 

dissociation were determined. Therefore, the intensities of the precursor ions and respective 

dissociation products are extracted of every recorded tandem mass spectrum.  
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Figure 6.12: 50 % CIU and 50 % CID values (black and red data, respectively) for all investigated 

CaM/Munc13/Ca4
2+ complexes. Values correspond to an average of three measurements and the error 

corresponds to the standard deviation.  

The depletion of the precursor ion with increasing collision voltage is plotted and fitted 

(Figure 6.11B, red data and fit curve). 50 % values for unfolding and dissociation were 

calculated for all investigated CaM/Munc13/Ca4
2+ complexes and are plotted in Figure 6.12 

(exact values are listed in Table C.5). As the measurements were performed in triplicate and 

are well reproducible (small standard deviations for most calculated values, Table C.5), 

differences in CIU and CID values can be considered as meaningful. In most cases unfolding 

and dissociation occurs at higher collision voltages with the C-terminally elongated peptide 

compared to the complex with the corresponding short peptide. The 50 % dissociation occurs 

mostly ~30-40 V higher than the 50 % unfolding. One exception is the Munc13-3 isoform, 

where the corresponding complex dissociates already at very low collision voltages and the 

values for 50 % unfolding and 50 % dissociation are almost similar for complexes with 

peptides of this isoform. 13-1C has the highest apparent affinity of all investigated peptides 

(50 % CIU 64.7 ± 0.3 V), whereas the b13-2-complex has the most stable intermediate 

structure and therefore the highest relative 50 % CIU value (24.4 ± 0.6 V). Although 

Munc13-1 and ubMunc13-2 are highly conserved, the peptide sequence of the CaM 
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recognition motif is different, which may also lead to a different affinity and values for relative 

dissociation identify ubMunc13-2 as the weaker binding isoform. Intriguingly, the energy gap 

between 50 % unfolding and 50 % dissociation is quite similar within one isoform (i.e. 13-1 

and 13-1C or ub13-2 and ub13-2C). It is likely that there is a defined energy barrier between 

unfolding and dissociation that stays constant within the isoform.  

6.4 Conclusions 

In the experiments described in this chapter, IM-MS has been used as a tool for 

conformational screening of CaM/Munc13-peptide complexes. The structure of CaM consists 

of two binding lobes (N- and C-terminal), which are connected by a flexible helical linker. 

Globular and extended, dumbbell-like structure have been reported for CaM and CaM/Ca2+ 

complexes. The question whether the complexes adopt extended (dumbbell-like) or compact 

structures, where CaM is wrapped around the peptide in an antiparallel orientation, was 

addressed. The screening experiment could be successfully performed with an adequate 

throughput concerning the amount of samples and a straightforward data acquisition and data 

analysis. This shows that IM-MS in general has the potential for being employed in screening 

scaffolds. The data reveal that all investigated CaM/Munc13-peptide complexes are of 

compact type. However, two of the peptides, 13-1C and ub13-2C, were previously confirmed 

to adopt an extended structure in complex with CaM (and Ca2+) by NMR spectroscopy and 

photo affinity labeling.[259] This discrepancy leads to the conclusion that all complexes undergo 

a structural collapse when being transferred into the gas phase. The collapse can probably be 

attributed to the high flexibility of the helical linker, which energetically favors compact CaM 

conformations.  

The determined CCS values do not differ substantially between the complexes and therefore it 

can be assumed that they adopt similar gas-phase structures. Unfolding and dissociation 

studies on the complexes in charge state 8- show an interesting unfolding pathway for a 

CaM/peptide/Ca4
2+-complex with one specific Munc13 isoform, which differs from the 

gradual unfolding observed in complex with the other peptides. A stable intermediate 

structure is formed, which likely hints at an additional, very strong, binding contact with CaM, 

which the other elongated peptides do not share. Unfolding and dissociation were quantified 

(50 % values) for better comparability. The 13-1C peptide has the highest apparent affinity 

towards CaM/Ca2+, whereas the homologous isoform ubMunc13-2 binds generally weaker in 
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the gas phase. Munc13-3 is the weakest binding isoform, as the values for 50 % unfolding and 

dissociation are roughly equal at relatively low voltages.  

In summary, it can be concluded that the CaM/Munc13 system is unfortunately not suitable 

for conformational screening by IM-MS, as the complexes collapse and adopt in all cases a 

compact structure. Collisional-induced unfolding is a useful technique to visualize structural 

differences between complex species at activated conditions. Here, it has shown differences in 

the unfolding pathway, which could hint to additional binding contacts. However, further 

experiments, ideally with even longer peptides or Munc13 protein fragments, have to be 

performed to verify this assumption.  
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7 Summary and Future Perspectives 

In this work, protein-ligand complexes were analyzed with native mass spectrometry (MS) and 

ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS). Native MS was successfully applied to investigate 

the influence of the solvent dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) on a protein’s gas-phase structure and 

protein-ligand affinity. Based on two bromodomain proteins it was shown that low DMSO 

concentrations (~1-2 %) lead to a shift in the charge-state distribution to higher m/z values 

and therefore likely to a native-like gas-phase structure. In turn, higher DMSO concentrations 

(starting from ~5 %) most likely cause protein unfolding. In addition to influencing the 

protein structure, DMSO also affects the binding of ligands to a protein. Titration 

experiments with a high-affinity binder and varying DMSO concentrations revealed that the 

binding affinity decreases significantly when increasing the concentration of DMSO from 1 % 

to 5 %.  

Furthermore, a screening experiment against four proteins was performed to evaluate the 

potential of native MS for fragment-based drug discovery. The hits from MS were compared 

with results from the well-established thermal shift assay technique and for two of the proteins 

a good overlap was shown. The results revealed that native MS is an excellent method to 

analyze protein-ligand complexes in more detail, as it can display direct, indirect and multiple 

binding. The measureable number of samples is presently limited to a few hundred per day, 

which identifies native MS as a medium- to low-throughput method.  

IM-MS provides information on mass, charge, size, and shape and was used to study the 

influence of the microenvironment on the protein gas-phase structure. Previously, it had been 

reported that non-covalent attachment of small crown-ether molecules to positively charged 

amino acid side chains prevents these side chains from collapsing onto the protein 

backbone.[127] In this work, crown-ether binding sites on the protein ubiquitin were identified 

using tandem MS and IM-MS. The results revealed that for residues involved in salt bridges 

crown-ether binding does not have a crucial effect as these amino acid side chains already 

stabilize the gas-phase structure. In turn, without salt bridges or other types of contact, the 

residues contribute to a structural collapse and therefore crown-ether binding influences the 

gas-phase structure to a greater extent.  

In the last part of this thesis, the ability of IM-MS to display conformational changes was 

exploited to test it as a tool for conformational screening. Protein-peptide complexes with 

peptides of different length were analyzed and it was evaluated whether they form globular 
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(compact) or dumbbell-like (extended) structures. The screening identified all of the 

investigated complexes to be of the compact type. A comparison to a previous study with 

NMR spectroscopy and photo affinity labeling, in which two of the complexes have been 

revealed to adopt extended conformations,[259] strongly indicates that the investigated 

complexes undergo a structural collapse when transferred into the gas phase. Differences in 

complex stability and unfolding behavior were revealed, by using collision-induced unfolding 

and collision-induced dissociation.  

The last two decades have shown immense developments in native MS and related hybrid 

methods like IM-MS, not only regarding instrumental improvement, but also with respect to 

the accessibility of challenging targets such as membrane proteins. These improvements make 

the methods attractive for further applications and for a deeper integration into the drug 

discovery process. In general, three key factors should be considered for successful future 

applications: These are a simple and fast sample handling, a certain throughput power as well 

as the automation of data accumulation and analysis. As it was shown in Chapter 3 the solvent 

DMSO, in which compounds for screening assays are usually dissolved, can already have an 

influence on the protein structure and on the protein-ligand affinity. This is especially 

important to consider when comparing affinities of experiments with differing DMSO levels. 

Unfortunately, there is probably no equally appropriate substituent in near future, implying 

that the only solution is to reduce the DMSO concentration in the samples as much as 

possible. As far as the sample handling of the target protein is concerned, an additional buffer 

exchange step has to be carried out before electrospray ionization and the instrument 

conditions currently have to be optimized for every system individually. A new approach that 

uses submicrometer emitter tips for ESI, which tolerate common buffer salts, could present a 

way to reduce the amount of time from protein production to characterization.[283] However,  

proteins can also be taken directly from crude cell lysates to perform native MS 

experiments.[284] Thus, native MS could also serve as a direct quality control for protein 

overexpression. In addition to recombinant proteins, the investigation of endogenous protein 

assemblies with native MS is likely an interesting new area in near future, as it can shed light 

for example on the proper oligomeric state of protein assemblies or on posttranslational 

modifications that are rarely found in recombinant proteins.[285, 286] 

The throughput power of native MS and IM-MS is currently not good enough to embed them 

as primary screening methods in high-throughput screening. However, allowing the 

measurement of several hundreds of samples per day, they can certainly be implemented for 
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hit identification of a low number of samples or for verification of promising compounds 

from primary screens with other methods. Future technical developments will most probably 

improve this situation further. A huge step in this regard had already been made by 

introducing an automatic chip-based electrospray ionization source that allows for automated 

sample ionization of hundreds of samples.[30] 

Automation of data analysis and interpretation is still a bottleneck, as it is challenging to 

consider all different appearances in a mass spectrum within a single program. Integrated 

software programs of commercial mass spectrometers allow automated measurements and the 

before-mentioned chip-based ionization source can be programmed as well, which enables 

automated data accumulation. Likewise, a series of software packages, such as Amphitrite,[287] 

UniDec,[288] or CIUsuite,[289] have been developed and can be readily applied for automated 

analysis of large data sets. However, there are still a couple of challenges arising, e.g. from non-

specific ligand binding or signal suppression during the ESI process, and it can therefore be 

cumbersome to identify real binders. A few approaches are already available to identify non-

specific binding, such as the reference method[99] or algorithms to calculate and subtract a 

non-specifically bound fraction.[102] These approaches could be incorporated in software tools 

for data analysis and combined with routine protocols in which standardized control samples 

are used. This would make the identification of non-specific binders more straightforward and 

enable the automation of native MS and IM-MS screening experiments.  

Although MS and IM-MS offer a great extent of information on the overall structure, they do 

not yield high-resolution details. However, structural models can be produced as support 

using molecular density calculations, even though they are challenging for large protein 

assemblies. During the last years, the number of approaches for such calculations have 

tremendously improved so that more accurate studies could be possible in near future. Not 

only with respect to applications in pharmaceutical industry, but also in a more general sense, 

the best way to answer biological questions is and will be the combination of different 

techniques. In this regard, native MS and IM-MS can provide complementary information to 

other biological methods and can contribute considerably to answer remaining questions in 

biological systems.  
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Appendix A 

Fragment Screening with Native Mass Spectrometry 

Table A.1: Overview of the investigated fragments and their chemical properties. Fragments were studied 

with the proteins MTH1 (M1 - M33), with KDM5B (K01 – K16), with BRPF1 (B01 – B21), and UHRF1 

(U01 – U21), respectively.  

Fragment 
ID 

MW 
(Da) 

clog10(D)@pH 7.5 [a] TPSA [Å2][b]  H-bond 
donors 

H-bond 
acceptors 

Rotatable 
bonds 

M01 232.13 
 

2.02 15.27 1 2 1 
M02 254.78 

 
2.29 26.02 2 2 1 

M03 224.75 
 

2.19 26.02 1 1 1 
M04 301.25 

 
2.39 6.48 0 2 2 

M05 177.24 0.85 32.26 2 2 1 
M06 199.25 2.19 33.12 1 2 0 
M07 212.25 1.81 41.99 1 2 2 
M08 186.25 2.83 24.92 1 2 2 
M09 196.29 0.74 32.34 1 2 1 
M10 240.34 1.73 55.56 1 3 2 
M11 247.12 1.50 39.12 2 1 1 
M12 199.25 1.35 40.81 2 1 0 
M13 240.34 1.76 15.27 1 2 2 
M14 235.28 2.46 30.71 0 2 1 
M15 295.20 2.54 15.60 0 3 1 
M16 160.18 1.05 54.46 1 3 1 
M17 187.24 2.10 31.92 1 2 2 
M18 170.21 2.16 38.90 1 2 1 
M19 222.69 1.43 39.06 1 3 1 
M20 163.22 1.86 35.25 1 2 1 
M21 246.35 3.15 32.34 1 1 2 
M22 207.23 0.78 49.77 1 4 2 
M23 236.14 0.85 40.71 2 2 2 
M24 244.33 2.52 33.62 1 3 2 
M25 209.25 2.40 39.12 2 1 1 
M26 249.31 2.43 27.63 1 3 1 
M27 268.11 1.76 50.94 1 3 3 
M28 215.25 2.07 39.08 1 3 1 
M29 248.73 1.53 21.26 1 2 2 
M30 221.71 1.93 38.37 1 2 0 
M31 186.25 2.81 38.90 1 2 2 
M32 249.18 2.37 12.03 1 2 2 
M33 228.76 2.12 12.03 1 2 2 
K01 174.20 0.71 56.73 1 3 2 
K02 173.17 0.66 50.19 1 3 1 
K03 188.18 1.77 52.08 0 4 2 
K04 214.26 1.49 55.12 2 2 2 
K05 204.29 0.51 49.41 1 3 1 
K06 207.27 1.26 54.02 2 2 3 
K07 203.21 1.55 33.12 1 2 2 
K08 189.26 2.25 29.85 1 2 2 
K09 165.19 0.39 54.02 2 2 2 
K10 225.29 2.35 20.31 0 1 2 
K11 189.21 1.93 50.95 1 3 3 
K12 211.26 2.07 29.10 1 1 1 
K13 197.66 2.82 29.10 1 1 2 
K14 191.23 1.52 37.72 0 4 2 
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K15 179.22 1.00 50.19 1 3 2 
K16 263.74 

 
1.04 34.15 1 3 2 

B01 200.24 2.04 32.67 0 2 0 
B02 187.24 2.06 32.86 1 1 2 
B03 186.21 1.41 41.99 1 2 1 
B04 277.77 

 
1.36 34.15 1 3 2 

B05 190.20 2.08 44.12 0 3 2 
B06 272.17 

 
1.25 31.06 2 2 1 

B07 209.25 1.47 30.71 0 2 1 
B08 189.25 2.18 20.31 0 1 0 
B09 233.26 1.61 55.4 1 3 2 
B10 186.21 0.99 41.99 1 2 1 
B11 205.25 0.91 40.54 1 3 3 
B12 201.22 1.3 53.09 2 2 0 
B13 207.27 1.93 54.02 2 3 3 
B14 213.24 1.01 46.92 1 2 1 
B15 215.25 1.58 38.33 1 2 2 
B16 192.21 1.17 49.41 1 2 1 
B17 222.69 

 
1.43 39.06 1 3 1 

B18 200.24 1.98 32.67 0 2 0 
B19 233.26 1.00 46.61 0 3 2 
B20 255.74 

 
3.17 25.36 0 3 1 

B21 201.22 1.70 54.88 1 3 1 
U01 342.39 1.67 16.13 2 6 3 
U02 254.78 

 
1.83 23.47 1 2 2 

U03 191.23 1.60 45.65 2 4 2 
U04 195.30 1.96 23.47 1 2 1 
U05 203.21 2.09 32.86 1 1 0 
U06 192.21 1.42 58.14 2 3 2 
U07 221.27 1.73 32.26 2 2 1 
U08 210.23 1.43 43.08 0 3 1 
U09 182.22 2.06 55.13 1 2 3 
U10 271.81 

 
2.01 32.34 1 2 2 

U11 199.21 0.78 50.19 1 3 2 
U12 294.18 

 
2.06 43.84 1 2 2 

U13 184.28 0.88 24.50 1 3 2 
U14 202.25 1.06 33.20 0 2 1 
U15 216.28 1.16 33.20 0 2 2 
U16 189.26 1.75 28.49 0 3 2 
U17 213.28 2.74 21.06 0 2 1 
U18 226.68 

 
1.86 52.32 1 3 2 

U19 204.22 2.51 43.37 0 3 2 
U20 227.26 1.87 57.78 2 2 2 
U21 191.23 1.16 40.54 1 3 2 

[a] clog10(D) = calculated distribution coefficient – octanol water distribution; log10(D) takes into account the compounds 

ionized and non-ionized forms and therefore the measurement is done at different pH. 

[b] TPSA = topological polar surface area – metric for the optimization of a drug’s ability to permeate cells 
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Figure A.1: A) Multiple, non-specific binding increases with ligand concentration. ESI-MS titration of 

target protein MTH1 with fragment M25 in presence of 1 % DMSO. The protein concentration is kept 

constant at 10 µM, while the fragment concentration is varied from 0 to 800 µM. With increasing fragment 

concentration excessive multiple binding, especially in the lower charge states 6+ and 5+ occurs (indicated 

by filled red circles with numbers). In addition to multiple binding a charge-state shift is observed with 

increasing fragment concentrations. B) The effect of charge-state shift is concentration-dependent and 

therefore likely to reflect binding in solution. ESI-MS titration of MTH1 (10 µM) with increasing 

concentration of fragment M26 (0 to 1000 µM) in presence of 1 % DMSO. With increasing fragment 

concentration a shift of charge-state intensities from 7+ to 6+ becomes apparent.  
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Table A.2: Comparison of manual and automated software-based data analysis using BiopharmaLynx 

(Waters) from an MS screen against MTH1 (10 µM protein with 100 µM fragment).  

Fragment ID[a] PL (%)[b] 

automated 

PL (%)[b] 

manual 

Fragment ID[a] PL (%)[b] 

automated 

PL (%)[b] 

manual 

M01 29 30 M18 13 22 
M02 22 24 M19 0 12 
M03 0 9 M20 17 19 
M04 0 7 M21 17 17 
M05 34 33 M22 11 12 
M06 0 7 M23 35 36 
M07 7 8 M24 0 7 
M08 10 12 M25 33 37 
M09 14 15 M26 13 15 
M10 58 46 M27 10 10 
M11 36 37 M28 6 10 
M12 53 53 M29 49 48 
M13 52 52 M30 70 66 
M14 15 20 M31 33 35 
M15 19 20 M32 22 23 
M16 32 27 M33 33 34 
M17 11 12    

[a] Underlined fragments show multiple binding. [b] Value corresponds to the average of triplicate measurements. 

 

 

 

Figure A.2: Comparison of different binding modes observed with KDM5B exemplarily for charge state 

23+. A) Control ESI mass spectrum of KDM5B that indicates coordination of 0, 1 or 2 irons. B) Spectrum 

with a ligand that binds only in the presence of iron (potential iron coordinator, e.g. K03). C) Spectrum with 

a ligand that displaces the iron upon binding (potential iron competitor, e.g. K01). D) Spectrum with a ligand 

that binds irrespectively of the presence of iron (e.g. K09).  
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Table A.3: Comparison of MS results with the orthogonal technique TSA for a screen of 21 fragments 
against the bromodomain of BRPF1 (10 µM protein with 500 µM and 100 µM fragment). Multiple binding 
is observed for all fragments at a concentration of 500 µM. 

Fragment 
ID 

MW 
(Da) 

PL (%)[a] 

 
500 µM/ 
100 µM 

css ESI-MS 
hit[b] 
500 µM / 
100 µM 

TSA 
hit[c] 

TSA ΔTm 
(°C) 

TSA 
category 

X-ray 
structure 

(unpublished) 

B01 200.24 0/ 0 no no yes 2.7 stabilizer yes 
B02 187.24 2/ 0 no no yes 1.5 stabilizer yes 
B03 186.21 3/ 0 yes no yes 1.7 stabilizer yes 
B04 277.77 

 
2/ 0 no no yes 2.1 stabilizer yes 

B05 190.20 0/ 0 no no no 0.3 neutral  
B06 272.17 

 
6/ 1 no no no 0.2 neutral  

B07 209.25 2/ 0 no no yes 1.4 stabilizer yes 
B08 189.25 0/ 0 no no no 0.3 neutral  
B09 233.26 27/ 11 no yes/ no yes 1.6 stabilizer yes 
B10 186.21 10/ 2 no no yes 1.9 stabilizer  
B11 205.25 13/ 5 no no no -1.0 destabili

zer 
 

B12 201.22 9/ 4 no no yes 1.6 stabilizer  
B13 207.27 11/ 3 no no no -4.8 destabili

zer 
 

B14 213.24 15/ 4 no no yes 1.6 stabilizer  
B15 215.25 20/ 8 no yes/ no no -0.9 destabili

zer 
 

B16 192.21 17/ 4 no no no -0.4 neutral  
B17 222.69 

 
3/ 0 no no no -7.3 destabili

zer 
 

B18 200.24 1/ 0 no no yes 1.4 stabilizer  
B19 233.26 16/ 5 no no no -0.4 neutral  
B20 255.74 

 
9/ 5 no no no -4.5 destabili

zer 
 

B21 201.22 0/ 0 no no yes 1.5 stabilizer  
 

Table A.4: Comparison of MS results with the orthogonal technique TSA for a screen of 21 fragments 
against the SRA domain of UHRF1 (10 µM protein and 200 µM).  

Fragment 
ID [d] 

MW 
(Da) 

PL (%)[a] css ESI-MS hit[b] TSA hit[c] TSA ΔTm 
(°C) 

TSA 
category 

U01 342.39 22 no yes no 0.14 neutral 
U02 254.78 

 
0 no no yes 0.98 stabilizer 

U03 191.23 0 no no yes 0.88 stabilizer 
U04 195.30 0 yes no yes 0.85 stabilizer 
U05 203.21 0 yes no no -0.02 neutral 
U06 192.21 9 yes no no 0.14 neutral 
U07 221.27 10 yes no yes 0.87 stabilizer 
U08 210.23 0 yes no no -0.57 neutral 
U09 182.22 0 yes no no 0.35 neutral 
U10 271.81 

 
3 no no yes 0.87 stabilizer 

U11 199.21 19 no no no -0.01 neutral 
U12 294.18 

 
3 yes no no -0.57 neutral 

U13 184.28 0 no no yes 0.94 stabilizer 
U14 202.25 7 yes no no -0.57 neutral 
U15 216.28 8 yes no no 0.36 neutral 
U16 189.26 0 no no yes 0.99 stabilizer 
U17 213.28 0 yes no yes 0.90 stabilizer 
U18 226.68 

 
0 yes no yes 0.96 stabilizer 

U19 204.22 0 yes no no -0.58 neutral 
U20 227.26 18 no no no -0.57 neutral 
U21 191.23 7 no no yes 1.01 stabilizer 

[a] % PL determined by manual data analysis, where every charge state was considered. [b] A threshold of 20 % PL formation 

was set as hit criterion. [c] Stabilizing fragments were considered as hits, if ΔTm exceeds the protein’s melting temperature by 

six times the standard deviation. [d] Underlined fragments show multiple binding. 
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Appendix B 

Ubiquitin Microsolvation 

 

Figure B.1: Collision cross sections (CCSs) of ubiquitin wild type for different charge states and different 

numbers of attached crown ether molecules (CE). The average size increase of the protein per additional 

CE molecule (1.6 % to 1.7 %) is subtracted from the CCS of the complex. Intermediate charge states (5+ to 

7+) undergo a compaction, whereas globular (4+) and unfolded (8+ and 9+) ions do not show this effect 

upon crown-ether attachment. The compaction of the intermediate charge states differs slightly depending 

on the charge state: 5+ ions adopt a compact form (~1050 Å2) with 2CE to 3CE attached, whereas 6+ and 

7+ both first adopt an intermediate form (~1250 Å2 for 6+ and 1350 Å2 for 7+) with 1CE to 4CE bound 

and only 6+ also shows the compact form with 5CEs attached (~1100 Å2).  
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Figure B.2: MS/MS-experiments of both wild type and mutants. A) 1CE complexes at 16 V collision 

voltage and B) 3CE complexes at 10 V collision voltage. At 9 V collision voltage (Figure 5.4, noK) very low 

fragmentation is observed for wt and other variants.  
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Figure B.3: Complete ETD spectra for 5+ precursor complex (M5+) with two CEs. A) wild-type ubiquitin, 

B) K6-mutant, C) K11-mutant, D) noK-mutant.  
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Figure B.4: A) Complete ETD spectrum for a 6+ precursor wt-complex with two CEs (M6+). 

B) Extension into the m/z range 400 to 1400. Fragments with one and two CEs attached to wt ubiquitin are 

observed. Intense peaks are formed, which indicate N-terminal binding of the first CE (c1
+, a2

+, c2
+, c3

+, 

a4
+, c4

+, a5
+, c5

+), but also fragments with one CE indicating attachment to the N-terminus or to K6 (a6
+, 

c6
+, a7

+, c7
+, c8

+, c9
+, a10

+) appear with reasonable intensity. The fragments c7
+and c9

+ with two CEs (green) 

show N-terminal and K6-binding, whereas the longer sequenced fragments (a11
2+, c11

2+, c12
2+, c15

2+ and 

c17
2+ could also indicate binding to K11.  
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Figure B.5: Arrival time distributions (ATDs) with a wave velocity of 700 m/s show charge state 5+ for all 

possible lysine-to-arginine mutants (A) without lysine and B) – H) with one remaining lysine at a specific 

position. The different colors indicate different numbers of crown-ether (CE) molecules attached (from 0 

to 5 CE complex). Only the K6-mutant shows the same conformational heterogeneity as the wt and 

structural compaction is observed upon attachment of CEs. ATDs of the other mutants are homogeneous 

and narrow. They are compact already without the addition of CEs and do not show a significant change in 

structure when CEs are attached.  
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Appendix C 

Calmodulin complexes with Munc13 peptides 

 

Figure C.1: A) nESI mass spectrum of CaM complex with peptide 13-1M and 150 µM Ca2+. Complex 

formation occurs predominantly in a 1:1:4 CaM/peptide/Ca2+ stoichiometry. B) ATDs of 1:1:4 

CaM/13-1M/Ca2+ complex and determined CCS values for the main conformations.  

 

Table C.1: DTCCSHe values for 1:1:4 CaM/ peptide/ Ca2+ complexes with Munc13-1 peptides. The values 

correspond to an average of measurements in triplicate and the errors represent the standard deviation. 

Charge state CaM/13-1/Ca2+ CaM/13-1C/Ca2+ CaM/13-1M/Ca2+* 

7 1661 ± 11 Å2 1761 ± 13 Å2 1648 ± 2 Å2 

8 1671 ± 4 Å2 1755 ± 8 Å2 1644 ± 14 Å2 

9 1726 ± 14 Å2 1756 ± 10 Å2 1671 ± 23 Å2 

9 1993 ± 16 Å2 1883 ± 24 Å2 1982 ± 29 Å2 

10 Low intensity 2387 ± 74 Å2 Low intensity 

*average of measurement in duplicate 
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Figure C.2: nESI mass spectra of CaM/peptide/Ca2+ complexes (10 µM: 20 µM: 150 µM) with mutant 

peptides of ubMunc13-2 (ub13-2M, blue), bMunc13-2 (b13-2M, green), and Munc13-3 (13-3M, yellow). 

Mass spectra show complexes of a 1:1:4 stoichiometry (CaM/peptide/Ca2+).  
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Table C.2: DTCCSHe values for 1:1:4 CaM/peptide/Ca2+ complexes with Munc13 derived peptides. The 

values correspond to an average of measurements in triplicate and the errors represent the standard 

deviation. 

Charge state CaM/ub13-2/Ca2+ CaM/ub13-2C/Ca2+ CaM/ub13-2M/Ca2+ 

7 1646 ± 13 Å2  1642 ± 5 Å2 

8 1669 ± 2 Å2 1734 ± 3 Å2 1641 ± 2 Å2 

9 1719 ± 13 Å2 1747 ± 5 Å2 1681 ± 22 Å2 

9 Low intensity [b] 1985 Å2 1996 ± 11 Å2 

10 [a] 2047 ± 7 Å2 2086 ± 25 Å2 Low intensity 

10 [a] 2181 ± 20 Å2 Low intensity [a] 2259 ± 5 Å2 

 CaM/b13-2/Ca2+ CaM/b13-2C/Ca2+ CaM/b13-2M/Ca2+ 

7 1698 ± 20 Å2 1766 ± 4 Å2  

8 1723 ± 1 Å2 1787 ± 4 Å2 1708 ± 8 Å2 

9 1758 ± 24 Å2 1863 ± 26 Å2 1782 ± 43 Å2 

9 2027 ± 43 Å2 2120 ± 57 Å2 2004 ± 58 Å2 

9 2155 ± 55 Å2  Low intensity 

10 2359 ± 11 Å2 2064 ± 39 Å2 Low intensity 

10 Low intensity 2348 ± 39 Å2 Low intensity 

 CaM/13-3/Ca2+ CaM/13-3C/Ca2+ CaM/13-3M/Ca2+ 

7 1667 ± 16 Å2 1711 ± 11 Å2 1647 ± 8 Å2 

8 1700 ± 31 Å2 1734 ± 5 Å2 1674 ± 8 Å2 

9 Low intensity 1786 ± 30 Å2 [b] 1701 Å2 

9 1970 ± 18 Å2 [a] 1988 ± 3 Å2 [b] 2019 Å2 

10 Low intensity [a] 2108 ± 45 Å2 Low intensity 

10 [a] 2205 ± 75 Å2 2339 ± 9 Å2 [a] 2333 ± 34 Å2 

[a] average of measurement in duplicate, [b] CCS determination only once, conformer with low intensity 

 

Table C.3: Experimental DTCCSHe for the CaM/Ca4
2+ complex and parameters for estimation of mass-to-

CCS correlation for idealized spherical particles (globular conformation) and cylindrical-shaped particles 

(dumbbell conformation).  

PDB M (Da) z Ωexp (Å2) Ωav (Å2) deff (g/cm3) reff
 (Å) Veff (cm3) h (Å2) 

1PRW 16858 7 1531 1597 0.67 21.5 41886  

  8 1595      

  9 1664      

3CLN 16858 9 1913 1913 0.26 23.7 109188 62 
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Idealized spherical particles: 

𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝑀

𝑁𝐴
∗

1

𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓
         

 (C1) 

𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
 4

3
∗ 𝜋 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓

3         

 (C2) 

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓 =  (
𝛺𝑎𝑣

𝜋
)1/2 − 𝑟𝐻𝑒        

 (C3) 

With NA = 6.022*e23, rHe = 1 Å. 

 

Idealized cylindrical particles: 

𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜋 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓
2 ∗ ℎ         

 (C4) 

 

Table C.4: DTCCSHe values for 1:1:4 CaM/peptide/Ca2+ complexes with Munc13 derived peptides at 

activated conditions (charge state 8-).  

Peptide  m/z Collision Voltage (V) CCS (Å2)* 

13-1 2430 60 2081 

ub13-2 2444 30 2102 

b13-2 2466 30 2130 

13-3 2403 30 2102 

13-1C 2610 60 2147 

ub13-2C 2605 40 2134 

b13-2C 2600 27 1951/2155 

13-3C 2537 30 2116 

13-1M 2446 60 2091 

ub13-2M 2440 30 2100 

b13-2M 2481 30 2127 

13-3M 2404 30 2088 

*CCS error < 0.5 % 
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Figure C.3: Illustration for the determination of the relative unfolding of a species: ATDs of initial species 

at 2 V collision voltage (black) and fully unfolded species (starting ~ 40 V, green). For the calculation of the 

relative unfolding the integral of the initial ATD is divided by the integral of the total complex ATD. 

Integration limits are indicated in dotted black and green lines. 

 

 

Table C.5: 50 % CIU and CID values for 1:1:4 CaM/peptide/Ca2+ complexes with Munc13 derived 

peptides. The values correspond to an average of measurements in triplicate and the errors represent the 

standard deviation. A Boltzmann function was employed for fitting the data.  

Complex 50 % CIU (V) 50 % CID (V) 

CaM/13-1/Ca2+ 15.3 ± 0.1  61.6 ±1.0 

CaM/13-1C/Ca2+ 20.3 ± 0.6 64.7 ± 0.3 

CaM/13-1M/Ca2+ 17.4 ± 1.7 62.7 ± 1.1 

CaM/ub13-2/Ca2+ 16.5 ± 0.8 53.3 ± 4.7 

CaM/ub13-2C/Ca2+ 17.3± 1.1 55.5 ± 0.9 

CaM/ub13-2M/Ca2+ 16.7 ± 1.1 61.0 ± 3.2 

CaM/b13-2/Ca2+ 18.0 ± 0.8 58.2 ± 0.8 

CaM/b13-2C/Ca2+ 24.4 ± 0.6 60.6 ± 2.3 

CaM/b13-2M/Ca2+ 17.2 ± 0.4 51.2 ± 0.9 

CaM/13-3/Ca2+ 12.8 ± 1.7 16.8 ± 6.0 

CaM/13-3C/Ca2+ 16.7 ± 1.0 16.3 ± 2.5 

CaM/13-3M/Ca2+ 15.1 ± 1.6 35-40* 

 *The experiment did not lead to an unambiguous result, also after several repetitions. Fitting was not 

possible  
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